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S. Hooker, S. McLean, J. Sherman, M. Small, G. Lazin, G. Zibordi, and J. Brown

PREFACE

he original goals of the Sea-viewing Wide Field-of-view Sensor (SeaWiFS) Project include radiometric ab-
solute and relative (between band) accuracies for water-leaving radiance of 5% and 1%, respectively. These

accuracies are required to achieve the desired accuracies in the derived products, such as chlorophyll a con-

centration and the diffuse attenuation coefficient, which are based on bio-optical algorithms that apply the

water-leaving radiances. To achieve this level of accuracy, all components of the total radiance measured by

the SeaWiFS instrument (Rayleigh, aerosol, surface Fresnel, whitecap, and water-leaving) must be accounted

for at higher accuracies. Also, the accuracy of the bio-optical algorithms are dependent on the quality of the in

situ data used to derive them, and these must span a broad range of bio-optical provinces, i.e., turbid to clear.

Finally, the ultimate validation of the satellite-derived water-leaving radiances is primarily based on measure-

ments using commercially available instruments; therefore, the proper calibration of these instruments is critical.

Early in the SeaWiFS Project, the SeaWiFS calibration and validation program initiated a variety of activities

designed to reduce the sources of uncertainty which are inherent in field measurements. One activity was a se-

ries of calibration round robins. These experiments, all documented in the pre-launch and postlaunch SeaWiFS

Technical Report Series, t have been hugely successful in reducing instrument (in situ, aircraft, and satellite)

calibration uncertainties across the ocean color community and in educating the community on metrology fun-

damentals. At this point in the SeaWiFS mission, the accuracy of the derived radiances are at the level of

uncertainty in the in situ measurements. Further improvements in the SeaWiFS products, therefore, can only

be achieved by improving the in situ measurements.

The SIRREX-7 activity was conducted to quantify the accuracy of the calibrations available from one instrument

vendor, Satlantic, Inc. (Halifax, Canada). Satlantic instruments provide much of the in situ data being collected

by the ocean color community, and it was felt that a comprehensive evaluation of the Satlantic facility and
methods was appropriate. Satlantic has a sizable investment in their calibration facility and has been an active

participant in each of the preceding the SIRREXs. Their enthusiastic collaboration in this and other SeaWiFS

calibration and validation program studies is greatly appreciated and exemplifies the level of cooperation and

openness which must exist between instrument providers and the research community if the science objectives
are to be achieved.

Greenbelt, Maryland
December 2001

-- C. R. McClain

t The original (pre-launch) documentation of the SeaWiFS Project was titled the SeaWiFS Technical Report Series, which
ended after 43 volumes were published. A follow-on series was started after the successful launch and orbit raising of the
SeaWiFS instrument, titled the SCaWiFS Postlaunch Technical Report Series.
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S.Hooker,S.McLean,J.Sherman,M.Small,G.Lazin,G.Zibordi,andJ.Brown

ABSTRACT

ThisreportdocumentsthescientificactivitiesduringtheseventhSeaWiFSIntercalibrationRound-RobinEx-
periment(SIRREX-7)heldat Satlantic,Inc. (Halifax,Canada).Theoverallobjectiveof SIRREX-7wasto
determinetheuncertaintiesofradiometriccalibrationsandmeasurementsatasinglecalibrationfacility.Specif-
ically,thisinvolvedtheestimationoftheuncertaintiesin a) lampstandards,b)plaquestandards(includingthe
uncertaintiesassociatedwith plaqueilluminationnon-uniformity),c) radiancecalibrations,andd) irradiance
calibrations.Theinvestigationoftheuncertaintiesin lampstandardsincludedacomparisonbetweenacalibra-
tionof a newFELbytheNationalInstituteof StandardsandTechnology(NIST)andOptronicLaboratories,
Inc. In addition,therotationandpolarizationsensitivityofradiometersweredetermined,andaprocedurefor
transferringanabsolutecalibrationto portablelight sourceswasdefinedandexecuted.

Prologue

The Sea-viewing Wide Field-of-view Sensor (SeaWiFS)

Project at the National Aeronautics and Space Adminis-

tration (NASA) Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) has
two important goals with respect to the spaceborne radi-

ance measurements (Hooker and Esaias 1993): a) normal-

ized water-leaving radiance with an uncertainty to within
5%, and b) chlorophyll a concentration with an uncertainty

to within 35%. These goals are very ambitious, and can

only be achieved by augmenting the SeaWiFS measure-
ments with a program of ongoing validation measurements

to a) verify the radiometric uncertainty and long-term sta-
bility of the SeaWiFS instrument's radiance responsivities,

and b) validate the atmospheric correction models and

algorithms used to convert SeaWiFS radiances to water-

leaving radiances, Lw ()_). One of the principal approaches
to this critical aspect of the SeaWiFS mission are frequent

direct comparisons between spaceborne and in situ mea-

surements of Lw(£). Because there are many sources of
uncertainty contributing to the final uncertainty objective

(5%), each source must be minimized and kept at the low-

est level possible. The goal for the calibration of the field
instruments has always been to have reproducible calibra-

tions from 400-850 nm as close to 1% as possible (with 2%
as a hoped for upper limit).

The calibration goal for SeaWiFS field instruments is

not only driven by a simple argument of sums. Given the
myriad objectives associated with SeaWiFS validation, the

only economically feasible approach for acquiring a large
and globally distributed database of in situ radiometric

measurements, is to solicit contributions of data from the

oceanographic community at large. Such an approach de-

mands an assurance that the aggregate data set will be

of uniform quality, and one of the first points of quality
control is maintaining a high standard for instrumen_ cal-

ibration (Hooker and McClain 2000).

The entire process is more complicated than a careful
scrutiny of calibration facilities, and the SeaWiFS Project

is addressing this problem through the SeaWiFS Calibra-

tion and Validation Program (McClain et al. 1992). At

the outset, the Project sponsored a workshop to draft pro-

tocols for ocean optics measurements to support SeaWiFS

validation (Mueller and Austin 1992), which included in-
strument performance specifications, and requirements for

instrument characterization and calibration. The impor-

tance of the protocols to the community was established by

the considerable expansion of the original document to ac-

commodate a broader range of measurements, techniques,

and sampling considerations (Mueller and Austin 1995).

The strategy adopted for the validation of the SeaWiFS

remote sensing data is to calibrate all of the field instru-

ments within a network consisting of the instrument man-

ufacturers plus a few additional laboratories that have re-

curringly provided instrument calibrations. In recognition

of the need to maintain internal consistency between cal-
ibrations of in situ instruments and that of the SeaWiFS

instrument itself, the SeaWiFS Project, under the Cali-

bration and Validation Program, implemented an ongoing

series of SeaWiFS Intercalibration Round-Robin Experi-

ments (SIRREXs). The objectives of the SIRREX activ-

ity, at each separate event and over time, are to accomplish

the following:

1. Intercalibrate FEL lamp working standards of spec-
tral irradiance and to reference each to the National

Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) scale

of spectral irradiance via a secondary or tertiary

standard;

2. Intercalibrate the integrating sphere sources of spec-

tral radiance;

3. Intercompare the plaques used to transfer the scale
of spectral irradiance from an FEL lamp to a scale of

spectral radiance, as well as the support electronics

involved (most critically shunts and voltmeters);

4. Evaluate the suitability of the equipment and labo-

ratory methods being employed for radiometric cal-

ibrations at each institution; and

5. Intercompare radiometers in the field while evalu-

ating the measurement protocols being used.
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In theprogressionfromthefirst to thethirdSIRREX,
whichwereallheldattheCenterforHydro-OpticsandRe-
moteSensing(CHORS),uncertaintiesin thetraceability
to NISTof intercomparisonsbetweenthespectralirradi-
anceof lampsimprovedfrom8%to 2%to 1%(Mueller
1993;Mueiieret al. 1994;andMuelleret al.1996;respec-
tively). Intercomparisonsofsphereradianceshowedlittle
improvementbetweenSIRREX-1andSIRREX-2,withun-
certaintiesaslargeas7%inbothactivities.In SIRREX-3,
however,amorerigorouscharacterizationofbothspheres
andtransferradiometersreducedtheuncertaintiesto ap-
proximately1.5%in absolutespectralradianceand0.3%
in radiancestabilityfor mostspheres(inadequatelamp
currentregulationwasthe primarysourceof largerun-
certainties).Shuntsandvoltmeterswereintercompared
duringthefirst threeSIRREXs,andingeneral,theequip-
mentusedbyallparticipantsmetthespecifiedlevelsofun-
certainty(althoughsomedeficiencieswerediscoveredand
corrected).

Plaquereflectancemeasurementsin SIRREX-3repre-
sentedaqualitativeimprovementoverresultsobtaineddur-
ing earlierSIRREXs,primarilydueto improvedperfor-
mancewiththeSeaWiFSTransferRadiometer(SXR).The
needfor significantimprovementswerediscoveredin this
technique,however,if severalpoorlyquantifieduncertain-
tiesareto beresolved,includingthedevelopmentofproper
methodsfor straylight baffling,goniometriccorrections
for FEL off-axisirradiances,andquantitativecharacteri-
zationofthebidirectionalreflectancedistributionfunction
(BRDF)ofSpectralonWMtplaques.

In additionto furtherinvestigatingtheuseofplaques,
SIRREX-3demonstratedtheneedforrigorouslaboratory
practices.Theshiftinspectralirradianceofalampempha-
sizedtheneedtocloselyadheretoseveralimportantproto-
colsforlampusageandrecordkeepingingeneral,andwith
NISTsecondarystandardsinparticular(i.e.,lampoperat-
inghoursshouldalwaysberecorded).Thevoltageacross
thelampterminals,aswellasthelampoperatingcurrent,
shouldbemeasuredandrecordedeachtimealampisused.
Asamatterof routinepractice,theirradianceof a NIST
secondarystandardofspectralirradianceshouldbetrans-
ferredlocallyto severaladditionalworkingstandardFEL
lamps,andthetransferperiodicallyverifiedforeachofthe
localworkingstandardsat intervalsin keepingwith the
useofthe lamp.

Giventherepeatedfailuresin laboratorytechniquedur-
ingthefirstthreeSIRREXactivhies,theprimaryrecom-
mendationfromSIRREX-3was... anemphasison train-

ing and work to foster and encourage uniform use of ac-

cepted protocols for laboratory calibration of radiometric

_f "Spectralon" is a registered trademark of Labsphere, Inc.
(North Suttonl New Hampshire). Identification of commer-
cial equipment to adequately specify the experimental prob-
lem, does not imply recommendation or endorsement, nor
does it imply that the equipment identified is necessarily the
best available for the purpose.

instruments. This was the starting point for SIRREX-4

(Johnson et al. 1996) which was held at NIST during 3-10

May 1995. The idea was to host the activity in a setting
where proper technique could be discussed and demon-

strated. Each day was split between morning lectures and

afternoon laboratory sessions or practicals. The former

gave the attendees a chance to present what was important

to them and discuss it with acknowledged experts in ra-

diometry, while the latter presented a unique opportunity

for training and evaluation in the presence of these same

experts. There were five laboratory sessions, which were

concerned with a) determining the responsivity of a spec-

troradiometer and the spectral radiance of an unknown

integrating sphere source, b) demonstrating spectral field

calibration procedures for an integrating sphere using three

different instruments, c) measuring spectral radiance using

the lamp and plaque method, d) setting up and aligning

lamp calibration transfer standards using NIST specifica-

tions for irradiance measurements, and e) characterizing
radiometric instruments.

SIRREX-5 was also held at NIST on 23-30 July 1996
and was the first time above- and in-water instrument in-

tercomparisons were performed at field sites, in this case

at small lakes close, to or on, the NIST campus (Johnson

et al. 1999). The goals were to continue the emphasis on

training and the implementation of uniform measurement

practices, investigate the calibration methods in use by the

scientific community, provide discussion opportunities be-

tween the attendees and NIST experts, demonstrate new

technology, and intercompare selected field instruments.

Daily lectures in the morning and practicals in the after-

noon dealt with 1) measuring in-water and in-air radiant

flux, 2) using the lamp and plaque method for measuring
spectral radiance responsivity, 3) testing portable sources

as calibration devices or stability monitors, and 4) partic-

ipating in various ancillary exercises designed to illustrate

radiometric concepts.
After the launch of the SeaWiFS instrument (1 August

1997), the immediate requirements and budget priorities of
the SeaWiFS Project did not permit the continued spon-

sorship of the SIRREX activity, so SIRREX-6 was sup-

ported and executed by the Sensor Intercomparison and

Merger for Biological and Interdisciplinary Ocean Stud-

ies (SIMBIOS) Project. This activity was very different

from the previous SIRREXs: four Satlantic, Inc. (Halifax,

Canada) in-water radiometers, two 7-channel ocean color
radiance series 200 (OCR-200) sensors and two 7-channel

ocean color irradiance series 200 (OCI-200) sensors, were

calibrated at nine different calibration laboratories (Riley

and Bailey 1998). The reference lamps, calibration meth-

ods, and data reduction procedures appropriate to each

laboratory were used to derive the calibration coefficients

for the four radiometers. A comparison of the data from

all the sensors showed an overall agreement at better than

the +2% level.
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An overview of the SIRREX-7 activity is presented in

Chapter 1, and the instrumentation used is presented in

Chapter 2. The experiments are organized into general-

ized groups based on the type of radiometry or instrumen-

tation involved and are presented in Chapters 3-8. A syn-

thesis of the results is presented in Chapter 9 along with

a discussion of the principal conclusions derived from the

experimental data with respect to the objectives of the in-

dividual trials and the activity as a whole. The primary

product of the activity is an estimation of the individual

sources of uncertainty along with a combined uncertainty

budget for the Satlantic calibration facility. The science

team members are presented in Appendix A. A summary

of the material presented in each chapter is given below.

1. SIRREX" 7 Overview

The primary objective of SIRREX-7 was a thorough

inquiry into the absolute capability of a single calibra-

tion facility. A small team of investigators was assem-

bled to address this question at Satlantic, Inc. The exper-

imental group was kept small, because the entire activity

had to take place in a single room with a small number

of experimental stations. Because this required a sub-

stantiM commitment in time and resources, there was a

strong desire to learn as much as possible about the equip-

ment and methods normally used in the calibration pro-

cess. Consequently, a wide diversity of each equipment

type was assembled: 10 FEL lamps, 7 reflectance plaques,

10 fixed wavelength radiometers, 1 hyperspectral radiome-

ter, the SXR, 1 single-channel mapping (narrow field-of-
view) radiometer, plus the original SeaWiFS Quality Moni-

tor (SQM) and 4 second-generation SQMs (SQM-IIs). The

instrumentation came from three different organizations

with differing calibration and measurement objectives, so

the assembled equipment had a diverse range of calibra-
tion histories, ages, sizes, intended uses, sensitivities, flux

levels, etc. Although SIRREX-7 was conducted at only
one facility, the diversity in equipment ensures that a sig-
nificant subset of the results achieved will have a wider

applicability to the larger community.

2. SIRREX- 7 Instrumentation

The highest priority for the instrumentation used for

SIRREX-7 was to bring together as wide a diversity of

equipment used in the laboratory calibration and field mea-

surement process as possible, so the agreed upon minimum

number of replicates for a particular equipment type was

three. Each participating group contributed more than

one example of a particular equipment type, which ensured

equipment with a wide range of ages, calibration histories,

sensitivities, flux levels, etc. Equipment that was used as

part of the digitization or control process, like voltmeters

and shunts, were calibrated as close to the SIRREX-7 ac-

tivity as possible; all other types of equipment were re-
viewed to ensure their calibration histories were within the

guidelines prescribed by the manufacturer or the proto-

cols governing their use (like lamps and plaques). In some
cases, equipment that did not meet the recency of calibra-

tion requirements were used, so the effect of ignoring this

practice (regardless of the reason) could be quantified. In
addition, some equipment with known problems were in-

cluded to see if the outer range of variance in the results

was defined by substandard equipment or if other factors

(like operator error) were more important.

3. Uncertainties in Lamp Standards

The uncertainties associated with the use of lamp stan-

dards was estimated by using several lamps with different
calibration histories to illuminate a NIST reflectance stan-

dard (T005), and then comparing the calibrated radiance

from the plaque (calculated from the calibrated reflectance

of the plaque and the calibrated irradiance from the lamp),

with that measured by the SXR. The average uncertainty

of the most trusted lamps, those with no known prob-

lems and established good performance capabilities, was

approximately 1.2%. All of the lamps had a calibration

repeatability less than 0.5%, and all of the lamps except
one had a repeatability less than 0.2%. A comparison of

an Optronic calibration of an FEL lamp with a NIST cali-

bration of the same lamp showed an overall average agree-

ment to within approximately 1.3%. A similar comparison

exercise executed as a part of SIRREX-5 showed the Op-
tronic calibration of FEL F-409 differed from the NIST

calibration by an average of approximately 2.6%, whereas

a second calibration by Optronic differed from the NIST

calibration by about 0.8%.

4. Uncertainties in Plaque Standards

The experiments conducted to estimate the uncertain-

ties associated with the use of plaque standards involved

calculating the reflectances of seven plaques using SXR

measurements and the calibrated irradiance provided with

the lamp standard, which were then compared to the re-

flectances provided with each plaque. The average uncer-
tainties between the calculated and calibrated reflectances

showed a range of 1.0-3.2%. With the exception of the

gray plaque (T007), maximum uncertainties occurred in
the blue part of the spectrum, and minimum uncertain-

ties in the red. The importance of bidirectional effects

was determined by comparing the SXR plaque measure-

ments made from two different sides of a plaque, but with

the same viewing geometry. The smallest uncertainties

were associated with T005 (the NIST plaque), and the

largest with T007 (the gray plaque), 0.3 and 2.1%, respec-

tively. All of the other plaques had relative percent dif-

ference (RPD) values which fell into a narrow range with

the same spectral dependence and an overall average RPD

of approximately 1.0%. Plaque uniformity improved with

all increases in the lamp-to-plaque distance. Regardless of

the lamp-to-plaque distance, there was a constant offset of

aproximately 20 mm in the vertical (z) direction between

3
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the maximum signal and the center of the plaque for all

the lamps; some of the lamps also showed offsets in the

horizontal (x) direction.

5. Uncertainties in Radiance Calibrations

Three types Of experiments were conducted to estimate

the uncertainties ill radiance calibrations using a plaque

and FEL lamp: a) The average repeatability uncertainty

(based on one plaque and one FEL used with 11 trials for
three different radiometers) was less than 0.1% (0.06% in

the blue-green part of the spectrum and 0.09% in the red);

b) the uncertainty that can be removed from radiance cal-
ibrations if ambient rather than dark measurements are

used was 0.13% (0.11% in the blue-green and 0.17% in the

red); and c) the overall uncertainty from secondary reflec-
tions, (for example, originating from an alignment laser)

was 0.11% (0.06% in the blue-green wavelength domain

and 0.19% in the red).

6. Uncertainties in Irradiance Calibrations

Three types of experiments were conducted to estimate
the uncertainties associated with irradiance calibrations

using an FEL standard lamp: a) the repeatability uncer-

tainty (based on one FEL standard lamp used during 11
trials with three different irradiance sensors) was less than

0.5% (0.2% on average, with usually larger uncertainties
in the blue part of the spectrum and smaller uncertain-

ties in the red); b) the additional uncertainty that can be
removed from radiance calibrations if ambient rather than

dark measurements are used was 0.05% (0.05% in the blue,

0.04% in the green, and 0.06% in the red); and c) the
overall uncertainty from secondary reflections, originating

from ancillary equipment used during the calibration pro-

cess (in this ease, an alignment laser) was 0.06% (0.03% in
the blue-green wavelength domain and 0.12% in the red).

7. Rotation and Polarization Uncertainties

Separate experiments were conducted during SIRREX-
7 to estimate the rotation and polarization uncertainties

of radiometers during the calibration process. Rotational

uncertainties for radiance sensors were usually less than

1%, with single and multiple aperture systems having av-

erage rotational uncertainties of 0.2-0.3% and 0.4-0.9%,

respectively. Rotational uncertainties for a multiple aper-
ture irradiance sensor was 0.7% on average, which was

in close agreement with multiple aperture radiance sen-

sors. The only significant spectral dependence was with

an OCR-2000 (hyperspectral) sensor which had maximal

effects in the bluest and reddest wavelengths and mini-

mal effects in the green domain. The average polarization

parameter, in percent, varied between 0.6-4.6%. The Sat-

lantic instruments had an average polarization below 2.0%,
but the OCR-200 sensors showed maximum polarization

sensitivity in the blue part of the spectrum (1.4-2.4%),

while the OCR-2000 instrument had maximum sensitivity

in the red wavelength domain (2.1-2.6%).

8. Absolute Calibration of the SQM and SQM-II

To better understand the capability of portable sources,

a series of experiments were conducted to transfer an ab-

solute calibration to the original SQM and four SQM-IIs,

and to map the homogeneity of an SQM-II exit aperture.

Approximately 25% of the central portion of the exit aper-

ture was within 2% of the maximum signal, and about 40%

was to within 5%. The decay in SQM flux over a 500 day

time period, which included one shipping event, was es-

timated to be approximately 0.9% every 100 days. The

decay for an SQM-II over the same time period, but en-

compassing four shipping events, was approximately 2.2%

every 100 days. The average and standard deviations in
the coefficient of variation was used as a stability param-

eter for the SQM and SQM-II. Both sources showed a

spectral dependence with the greatest stability in the red

part of the spectrum, and the least stability in the blue.
The standard deviation in the coefficient of variation was

independent of wavelength for the SQM, but the SQM-II

had a noticeable spectral dependence--the reddest wave-

length (775 nm) had a standard deviation approximately
half that of the blue wavelengths. Using the overall av-

erages as generalized metrics for stability, the SQM was
more stable than the SQM-II: the overall average was a

factor of three smaller, and the overall standard deviation

was an order of magnitude smaller.

9. SIRREX-7 Synthesis, Discussion, and Conclusions

A combined uncertainty budget for radiometric cali-
brations can be constructed from the SIRREX-7 data set.

Although it is comprehensive, it does not address every
source of uncertainty at the same level of detail and some

must be considered as approximate. Nonetheless, the care

taken in each experiment ensures the uncertainty estimates

are representative of what can be expected if careful metrol-

ogy and practices are used. Perhaps just as importantly,
the consequences of discrepancies are also well estimated.

To provide a range of possible outcomes in the calibra-

tion process, minimum, typical, and maximum uncertain-
ties are computed from the various entries, which range
from 1.1-3.4% and 1.5-6.7% for irradiance and radiance

calibrations, respectively. The Satlantic facility falls some-
where between the minimum and typical values. If an ad-

ditional (average) 1.0% is included to account for an un-
known bias detected with the lamp and plaque uncertainty

experiments (described in Sects. 3.2 and 4.2, and discussed

in Sects. 9.2 and 9.5), the uncertainty for Satlantic irradi-
ance calibrations is 1.8%, and the uncertainty for radiance

calibrations is 2.3%.
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Chapter 1

SIRREX-7 Overview
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Satlantic, Inc.

Halifax, Canada

ABSTRACT

The primary objective of SIRREX-7 was a thorough inquiry into the absolute capability of a single calibration

facility. A small team of investigators was assembled to address this question at Satlantic, Inc. The experimental

group was kept small, because the entire activity had to take place in a single room with a small number of

experimental stations. Because this required a substantial commitment in time and resources, there was a strong

desire to learn as much as possible about the equipment and methods normally used in the calibration process.

Consequently, a wide diversity of each equipment type was assembled: 10 FEL lamps, 7 reflectance plaques,

10 fixed wavelength radiometers, 1 hyperspectral radiometer, the SXR, 1 single-channel mapping (narrow field-

of-view) radiometer, plus the original SQM and 4 SQM-IIs. The instrumentation came from three different

organizations with differing calibration and measurement objectives, so the assembled equipment had a diverse

range of calibration histories, ages, sizes, intended uses, sensitivities, flux levels, etc. Although SIRREX-7 was

conducted at only one facility, the diversity in equipment ensures that a significant subset of the results achieved

will have a wider applicability to the larger community.

1.1 INTRODUCTION

The determination of the absolute radiometric response

of an irradiance or radiance sensor requires a properly

staffed and equipped calibration facility. For SeaWiFS cal-
ibration and validation activities, the latter must include

stable sources and sensors'with defined spectral radiomet-
ric characteristics traceable to NIST. The calibration fa-

cility must also have a variety of specialized radiometric
and electronic equipment, including reflectance plaques,

spectral filters, integrating spheres, and highly regulated

power supplies for the operation of the lamps. Precision

electronic measurement capabilities are also required, both

for setting and monitoring lamp current and voltage, and
for measuring the output of the radiometer.

Although there have been six previous SIRREXs and

significant progress was made at each one, in terms of un-

derstanding the sources of uncertainties in radiometric cal-

ibrations, a thorough inquiry into the absolute capability

of a calibration facility regularly used by the ocean color

community was not investigated. This was an important

task, because, as already mentioned, the goal of a cali-
bration facility used for SeaWiFS validation is to provide

reproducible calibrations from 400-850 nm to within +1%.

SIRREX-7 was convened with a small team of investiga-

tors to estimate calibration uncertainties at Satlantic, Inc.

The experimental group was kept small, because the en-

tire activity had to take place in a single room. Satlantic

agreed to be the hosting organization, because:

1. Many SeaWiFS and SIMBIOS investigators rely on

Satlantic equipment and calibrations;

2. They have a state-of-the-art facility (all calibrations

are done in a clean room with exceptional baffling

and optical alignment equipment);

3. They commercialized the original SQM (so several

units were available for an absolute intercomparison

experiment); and

4. They have the interest and commitment (having

participated in all of the previous SIRREXs) to un-

derwrite the significant financial requirements for

the hosting organization.

A final uncertainty budget for any instrument requires

a thorough understanding of laboratory and field perfor-

mance. The SeaWiFS Project participated to provide ex-

pertise and unique equipment (the original SQM and SXR),

a variety of sources and targets (plaques, FEL lamps, etc.),
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Table 1. A summaryof theprimarycalibrationequipmentusedduringSIRREX-7categorizedaccordingto
thetypeof sourceor target,the contributinggroup,the modelandtype,theserialnumber(S/N),andthe
temporary(identification)number(T/N) issuedonlyforSIRREX-7to facilitatefilenamingandrecordkeeping.
Forthelatter,all lampsstartwith theletter"L", allplaqueswith theletter"T", andall fieldsourceswith the
letter"S'. Therationalebehindtheradiometerlettercodesisbasedonthemeasurementtypeandispresented
in Table7 (Sect.2.4).

Equipment Group Make Model and Type SIN T/N

Laboratory
Source

Plaque

Radiometer

Field Source

Satlantic

Satlantic

Satlantic

Satlantic

Satlantic

Satlantic

JRC

JRC

NASA

NASA

Satlantic ....

Satlantic

Satlantic
JRC

NASA

NASA

NASA

Satlantic

Satlantic

Satlantic

Satlantic

Satlantic
JRC

JRC

JRC

NASA

NASA

NASA

NASA

NASA

NASA

Satlantic

Satlantic

JRC

NASA

NASA

NIST

Optronic

Optronic

Optronic

Optronic

Optronic
Hoffman

Hoffman

NIST

NIST

Labsphere

Labsphere

Labsphere

Labsphere
NIST

Labsphere

Labsphere

Satlantic

Satlantic
Satlantic

Satlantic

Satlantic

Satlantic

Satlantic

Satlantic

Satlantic

Satlantic

Satlantic

Satlantic
Satlantic

NIST

Satlantic

Satlantic

Satlantic

Satlantic

Reyer

1,000 W FEL Lamp

1,000 W FEL Lamp

1,000 W FEL Lamp

1,000W FEL Lamp

1,000 W FEL Lamp

1,000 W FEL Lamp

1,000 W FEL Lamp

1,000 W FEL Lamp

1,000 W FEL Lamp

1,000 W FEL Lamp

18 in White Spectralon

18 in White Spectralon

18 in White Spectralon

18 in White Spectralon
2.25 in White PTFEt

10 in White Spectralon

10 in Gray Spectralon

F-409

F-539

F-536

F-547

F-548

F-516

H97505

H96551

F-137

F-182

05816
13172

01873

22463

K299

25322

24328

OCR-2000Radiance 002

OCR-1000 Radiance 033

OCR-200Radiance 064

OCI-200 Irradiance 121

OCR-250Radiance$ 001
OCR-200Radiance 067

OCI-200 Irradiance 097

OCI-200 Irradiance 098
OCR-200Radiance 035

OCR-200Radiance 036

OCR-200Radiance 037

OCI-200 Irradiance 040

OCI-200 Irradiance 050

SXR Radiance 001

SQM-II 001

SQM-II 002

SQM-II 003

SQM-II 004

SQM 001

L007

L003
L006

L008

L009

L000

L004

L005

L001

L002

T001

T002

T003

T004

T005

T006
T007

P002

Q033
R064
I121

Y001

R067

I097

I098

R035

R036

R037

I040
I050

X001

S001

S002

S003

S004

S000

Polytetrafluoroethylene.
_:The xz-mapping radiometer.

plus a set of radiometers whose long-term performance in
the field has been well quantified and documented (Hooker

and Maritorena 2000). The Joint Research Centre (JRC)

participated to provide expertise, a connection to the inter-

national community (JRC is involved in several European
calibration and validation activities), and to satisfy the

minimum diversity in equipment, i.e., three different sets

of plaques, radiometers, FEL lamps, etc.
A summary of the primary calibration equipment used

during SIRREX-7 and the contributing organization for

each is given in Table 1. The equipment is divided into four

general groups: laboratory sources, reflectance plaques, ra-
diometers, and field sources. The lamps are distinguished

by whether th@y were calibrated by NIST or not. Of the
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plaquesused,only one was calibrated by NIST, and the

remaining were either large (18in) or small (10in). Note
that one of the small plaques was gray, whereas, all the
others were white. Six different kinds of radiometers were

used: the OCI-200, OCR-200, OCR-250, OCR-1000, and

SXR are filter radiometers, whereas, the OCR-2000 is a hy-

perspectral instrument. The OCR-250 radiometer (Y001)

is a specially designed unit for mapping apertures, plaques,
and other two-dimensional apertures or plaques. The field

sources were composed of the original SQM and the com-

mercialized SQM-II units.

In the planning for SIRREX-7, equipment diversity was

considered an important parameter, because although the

plan was to conduct the activity at only one facility, the re-
sults were presumed to have wider applicability as long as

the equipment diversity and the methods involved with the

use of the equipment encompassed the larger community.
Consequently, every effort was made to use equipment with

different ages, calibration histories, sensitivities, flux lev-

els, etc. The idea was to simulate different aspects of the

generalized problem in one experiment.

1.2 OBJECTIVES

The primary objective of SIRREX-7 was a thorough in-

quiry into the absolute capability of a calibration facility.

Although previous SIRREX activities had dealt with many
aspects of calibration uncertainties, a definitive quantifica-

tion of the uncertainties in calibration at a single facility

had never been attempted. Selection of the facility was
primarily dictated by the calibration choices already being

made by the ocean color community, that is, the obvious

choice was to select Satlantic, because it is a widely-used
facility by SeaWiFS and SIMBIOS investigators.

Because SIRREX-7 required a substantial commitment

in time and resources at the hosting facility, there was
a strong desire to extract as much information as possi-

ble about the equipment and methods normally used in

the calibration process. The starting point for considering
what specific inquiries should be made was the Ocean Op-

tics Protocols for SeaWiFS Validation, Revision I (Mueller
and Austin 1995) which recommends the following meth-

ods for calibrations using a 1,000 W FEL standard of spec-

tral irradiance with calibration traceable to NIST and lamp

operation in accordance with Walker et al. (1987):

• An irradiance sensor calibration requires the sen-

sor is placed normal to, and at the prescribed dis-

tance from, a standard lamp of spectral irradiance.
The lamp should provide an irradiance at the sen-

sor that will be at least 30%, and preferably above

50%, of the full-scale response for the channel being

calibrated, although this is not always achievable
in practice. The calibration environment must be

appropriately baffled and draped so that occulting

the direct path between the lamp and the sensor
produces a response that is less than 0.1% of the

response to the lamp flux.

• A radiance sensor calibration requires a standard

lamp of spectral irradiance is placed a prescribed
distance from a plaque of known lambertian reflec-

tance. The plaque is normal to, and centered on,

the lamp calibration axis. The radiance sensor is

positioned to view the plaque at an angle of 45 °

from the plaque normal (any other angle at which

the diffuse reflectance of the plaque is known is also

acceptable). It must be established that the plaque

fills the sensor's field of view (FOV) and that the

presence of the sensor case has not perturbed the

irradiance on the plaque. The instrument response

and dark signal is recorded. It must be verified

that the plaque fills the FOV with uniform radi-
ance for each channel of a multichannel radiance

sensor. Separate calibration setups may be required

for different channels and the lamps may have to

be moved as much as 3 m away from the plaque to

assure uniform illumination. This procedure is dif-
ficult to apply to sensors with a large FOV.

• If a portable irradiance and radiance reference stan-

dard will be used to trace instrument stability dur-

ing field deployments, it should be used immediately

following the calibration to establish the instrument

response to this reference unit.

The detailed objectives associated with the various as-

pects of calibration were to:

1. Estimate the uncertainties in lamp standards, in-

cluding a comparison of the calibration of a new
lamp standard by NIST and Optronic Laboratories;

2. Estimate the uncertainties in plaque standards, in-

cluding the uncertainties associated with plaque il-

lumination non-uniformity;

3. Estimate the uncertainties in radiance calibrations,

including the sensitivity to sensor rotation;

4. Estimate the uncertainties in irradiance calibra-

tions, including the sensitivity to sensor rotation;

5. Estimate the uncertainties of SXR measurements;

6. Estimate the rotation and polarization uncertain-

ties of radiometers (including the SXR); and

7. Transfer an absolute calibration to the original SQM

and four new SQM-IIs.

Note that the last objective requires a long-term analysis

which cannot be satisfied in a single experiment, so the
results for it are incomplete.

1.3 AGENDA

During the planning sessions for SIRREX-7, it was

clear some of the experiments would be very time consum-

ing, but fortunately they could be automated and would

require minimum participation of any operators, e.g., map-
ping the homogeneity of a plaque takes a lot time and can

be executed automatically once it is initiated. Rather than
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Fig. 1. TheSatlanticcalibrationfacilityshowingthe differentopticalbenches(tables)anda simplified
configurationoftheapparatusused(i.e.,mostoftheancillaryequipmentandbamingarenotshown).

executethisworkwhentheentireteamwasassembled,the
decisionwasmadeto conducttheseexperimentsbeforeor
afterthe mainsetof experiments.A preliminarynum-
berof automatedexperimentstookplacebetween17-26
February,withthemainsetofactivitiesrequiringpartici-
pantstakingplacebetween4-12March;thefinalactivities
werecompletedduring15Marchthrough7April.

SomeexperimentswerediscussedatpreviousSIRREXs,
butwereneveractuallyexecuted(e.g.,acompleteinquiry
into lampandplaquecalibrationuncertainties,aswellas
therotationandpolarizationsensitivityexperiments),so
therewasahighprobabilitythatsomeofthesenewexperi-
mentswouldhaveto berefinedandrepeatedoncethedata
werecollectedandanalyzed.Otherexperiments,likethe
absolutecalibrationof theSQMs,requiredadeployment
to the fieldwith a subsequentreturnto the laboratory
beforetheexperimentcouldbeconcluded.Consequently,
therewereseveralreasonsfor experimentsto extendbe-
yondthemainactivity.Themajorityoftheexperiments
werecompletedduringthemiddleFebruarytoearlyApril
timeperiod,although,someactivitieswerenotcompleted
untilaslateasAugustandbeyond(Table2).

1.4 FACILITY

The Satlantic calibration laboratory is a state-of-the-

art facility that is contained within a separate 20 x 38 x 9 ft

(6.1 x 11.6 x 2.7m) room. Entry is via one of two airlocks,

and positive pressure is maintained in the room and air-
locks to assure a constant outflow of air with the internal

doors opened. The air inside the laboratory is exhanged at

a rate of approximately 40 times per hour, and the room

has thermal control to 20.5 + 1 C and humidity control to
30 + 5%.

Within the laboratory, six optical benches or calibra-

tion tables are arranged alone or in tandem to produce five

experimental areas (Fig. 1). For SIRREX-7, four of these
were used for the primary experiments, one was used as the

master logging station where the start and stop times of

the various activities were recorded, and another was used

for staging equipment. Accessories and tools for mounting

and aligning the optical equipment were stored in shelf and

cabinet units near the logging station.

One of the unique features of the calibration laboratory

is it is configured within a clean room designed for class

8
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Table 2. A summary of the experimental schedule for SIRREX-7. The activities for each sequential day of the year
(SDY) are shown for the morning (0800), afternoon (1300), and evening (1700"). The preliminary work took place
between 17-26 February, with the main set of activities taking place between 4-12 March; the final activities were
completed during 15 March through 7 April.

Day Date SDY 0800 1300 1700 ÷ Experiment

Wednesday 17 February 48

Thursday 18 February 49

Friday 19 February 50

Saturday 20 February 51

20 February 51

Sunday 21 February 51

Wednesday 24 February 55

Thursday 25 February 56

Friday 26 February 57

Saturday 27 February 58

Monday 1 March 60

Tuesday 2 March 61

Wednesday 3 March 62
3 March 62

Thursday 3 March 62
4 March 63

4 March 63

4 March 63

4 March 63

Friday 5 March 64
5 March 64

Saturday 6 March 65

Sunday 7 March 66
7 March 66

Monday 8 March 67
8 March 6T

8 March 67

8 March 67

Tuesday 9 March 68
9 March 68

Wednesday 10 March 69
10 March 69

Thursday 11 March 70
11 March 70

11 March 70

Friday 12 March 71
12 March 71

12 March 71

12 March 71

12 March T1

Tuesday 23 March 85
23 March 85

Thursday 1 April 91

Monday 5 April 95

Wednesday 7 April 97

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x X

x x

x x

x x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

×

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Plaque Mapping (Broadband)

Plaque Mapping (Broadband)

Plaque Mapping (Broadband)

Plaque Mapping (Broadband)

Plaque Mapping (412 nm)

Plaque Mapping (555 nm)

Plaque Mapping (555 nm)

Laboratory Setup

Plaque Mapping (412 nm)

Plaque Mapping (412 nm)

Plaque Mapping (412 nm)

Plaque Mapping (Broadband)

Plaque Mapping (Broadband)
Laboratory Setup

Laboratory Setup Uncertainties

Preliminary Meeting
Radiometer Polarization Test

GSFC Data Acquisition System Checks
SQM-II Characterization

SQM-II Characterization

Plaque Uncertainty

Lamp Uncertainty (w/NIST plaque)

Lamp Uncertainty (w/Spectralon plaque)

SQM Aperture Uniformity (1 A Lamps)

Lamp Uncertainty (w/Spectralon plaque)
SQM Uncertainty Setup

Irradiance Calibration Uncertainty

SQM Aperture Uniformity (2 A Lamps)
SQM Calibration Uncertainty

Irradiance Calibration Uncertainty

SQM Calibration Uncertainty

Radiance Calibration Uncertainty

SQM Calibration Uncertainty

Radiance Calibration Uncertainty
SQM High Bank Comparison

SQM Calibration Uncertainty

Irradiance Calibration Uncertainty

Radiance Calibration Uncertainty
SXR Polarization Uncertainty Test

End of Experiment Meeting

Radiometer Rotation Uncertainty

Radiometer Polarization Uncertainty

Radiometer Rotation Uncertainty

SXR Polarization Uncertainty

Radiometer Rotation Uncertainty

9
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Fig. 2. The baffling in the Satlantic calibration facility showing the partitioning of the space into smaller

work areas: 1) personnel and small equipment airlock; 2) master logging station; 3) SQM-II table; 4) SQM

table; 5) calibration table 1; 6) calibration table 2; 7) staging area; and 8) large equipment airlock. The -45 °,
+45 °, and lamp monitoring rails for calibration table 1 are indicated by the M, P, and L bullets respectively.

The A bullets indicate adjustable apertures surrounded by black curtains which are used to ensure the plaques

used during irradiance calibrations are illuminated primarily by direct light from the standard lamps. Note
that calibration table 2 has one 45 ° rail and a lamp monitoring rail, but because there is only one angled

rail, no identification code is required. All of the tables are 3x 10 ft (0.9x 3 m), except the SQM table and the

table holding the two angled rails for calibration table 1.

10,000t operation, but is not certified, and tends to run
around the 5,000 level despite the dress code (laboratory

coats, outer protective or slip-on shoes, and sticky floor
mats in front of the laboratory doors in the airlocks). The

room is divided into eight filtration zones each with its own

High Efficiency Particle Arrestor (HEPA) filter and return

duct, so each area can be Closed off (with black curtains)
and still maintain the particle count specification.

The walls, doors, and ceilings of the laboratory are

painted black with Red Spot TM (Evansville, Indiana) NEX-
TEL Suede Coating Series 3101 (two-part urethane) paint,

and the floors are black vinyl tiles. The NEXTEL coating

combines the advantages of an ultra-low gloss texture with

outstanding resistance to marking, scuffing, and abrasion.

It uniformly scatters incident light, regardless of the inci-

dence angle, and has a uniform (suede-like) appearance.
It has a soft cushioned feel which is not suseptible to bur-

nishing and helps reduce vibrational sound intensity.
The interior of the room is partitioned into six smaller

work areas (Fig. 2) through the use of black curtains (a
black curtain also covers the small window shown in Fig. 1).

The curtains are a darkroom fabric manufactured by AM-

CAM, Inc. (Northbrook, Illinois) and are mounted to the

ceiling on slides, so they can be moved back and forth for

t The class refers to the number of particles per cubic foot
greater than 0.5#m which is constantly monitored with a
laser particle counter. The metric equivalent of class 10,000
is M5.5.

easy access to the work areas. Different room configura-

tions can be produced by opening or closing the partitions

(the curtains are held together with black binding clips to
prevent light leakage within a partition). Valences, made
of the same material as the curtains, are used to shield

the more reflective surfaces of the room lights which are

mounted along the edges of the walls. This is an important

point, because several experiments were always going on at

the same time, so it was important that any illumination

from one experiment had a negligible impact on another.

1.5 PROCEDURES

Several types of data collection activities or procedures

were a central part of many of the SIRREX-7 experiments.

Rather than present them repeatedly in the following chap-

ters and sections, they are summarized here. The gener-

alized procedures involved a light source (usually a lamp),

a light target (a reflectance plaque), and a device under

test (DUT) which was usually the sensor to be calibrated.

The objectives of each procedure were largely defined by

the characteristics of the DUT, which was most frequently

a field radiometer, but in some cases, this was a labora-

tory radiometer that was being used to monitor a target
or source as part of the quantification of uncertainties as-

sociated with the target or source.

Many of the experiments required the use of more than

one recording system at once, so all of the computers used

during SIRREX-7 were connected to the Satlantic internal

10
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Table 3. Example entries from the SIRREX-7 Master Log. The temperature of the room is given in degrees
Celsius.

Date (SDY) GMT Temp.

5 March (64) 1913 21.4 1.3 (Table I)

1933 21.4 1.3 (Table 1) F-539 Ready
1934

1940 21.4 1.3 (Table 1) Align T05816

1959 21.4 1.3 (Table 1) SXR Dark

2009 21.4 1.3 (Table 1) SXR Ambient

2018 21.4 1.3 (Table 1) SXR Signal

2030 21.3 1.3 (Table I) R035 Signal
2031

2040 21.3 1.3 (Table 1) BafflingChange

6 March (65) 2217 20.2 1.2 (Table I) H96551 Power On

2222 20.2 1.2 (Table 1) SXR Background

2240 20.3 1.2 (Table 1) SXR Signal

2241 20.3 1.2 (Table 1)

2247 20.3 1.2 (Table 1) H96551 Power Off

7 March (66) 1948 21.1 1.7 (Table 1) F-548 Power Off

1953 21.2 1.7 (Table 1) F-547 In Box

1955 21.1 1.7 (Table 1) F-516 Power On

1957 21.1 1.7 (Table 1) SXR Background

2017 21.1 :1.7 (Table 1) SXR Signal

2018 F-516

2024 21.1 1.7 (Table 1) F-516 Power Off

2029 21.1 1.7 (Table 1) F-548 In Box

2031 21.1 1.7 (Table 1) F-137 Power On

2033 21.1 1.7 (Table 1) SXR Background

9 March (68) 1733 20.8 1.7 (Table 1) SXR Signal

1738 20.8 1.5 (Table 2) I097 Dark
1741 20.8 1.5 (Table 2) I097 Signal

1742 20.8 1.1 (Table 2) F-539 Off

1747 20.8 1.5 (Table 2) I040 Dark

10 March (69) 1932 22.7 1.1 (Map Table) S001 Ramp Up

1934 22.7 1.1 (Map Table) S003 and Q033

1934 22.7 1.4 (Table 2) R036 Signal

1939 22.7 1.1 (Map Table) S003 and SXR

1940 22.7 1.1 (Map Table) S003 and R037

1940 22.7 1.4 (Table 2) R067 Dark

1942 22.8 1.4 (Table 2) R067 Signal

1948 22.8 1.1 (Map Table) S003 and R037

1952 22.8 1.1 (Map Table) S003 and SXR

1956 22.9 1.4 (Table 2) R036 Dark

Experiment Event Comments and Notes

F-539 Power On T05816 at 130.0cm (at 152.08cm)
8.2003A and 114.03V

Update F-539 log sheet

Position 30.00 cm (lamp at 130.0 cm)
File=S7E13T1LDM01, gain=l, -45 ° rail

File=STEi3TILAM01

File=S7EI3TIL3M01

File=SI3TIL3A, T05816, +45 ° rail

SXR check

Improvements to baking

Set to 8.20A, totalhours=01:00
File=STEI2T5LBPI2

File=S7EI2TSLSP01, TK299, +45 ° rail

8.1968A, 109.60V

8.1969A, 109.602V

8.1960A, 117.391V

F-548 to cool down

Set to 8.200A, totalhours=204:50

File=SZE17T1LBPIO

File=STE17T1LOP01, T05816, +45 ° rail

8.1962 A, 113.95V

8.1963 A, 113.93V
F-516 to cool down

Set to 8.000 A, total hours=00:59

File=STEITTILBPll

File=STE11TIL31dP41, T05816

File----S7EI097D002

File=STEI097F002

8.1968A, 114.123V

File----S7EI040D003

Low bank

File=STAQ033L305

File=STDR036F009

File=S7El IS3LBXX5 I,SXR ambient

File=S7AR037D305, black fiducial5

File--S7DR067D009

File=S7DR067F009

File=S7AR037L305

File--S7EIIS3LLXXSI and S7AX001L305

File=S7DR036D010

(Ethernet) network• One computer was selected as a time
server, and all the other computer clocks were synchro-
nized with the server which was set to Greenwich Mean

Time (GMT). A separate computer system was used at

the master logging station to maintain an electronic record
of when experiments started and ended, the file names of

the data being recorded, and any other pertinent informa-

tion. The master log is in excess of 100 pages, so it is

not presented here, but a subsample of the type of record

keeping used is shown in Table 3. The samples show the

type of ancillary variables that were recorded (e.g., lamp

current and voltage), and the basic types of data acquisi-

tion events (e.g., dark data, lamp power on or off, ambient
data, etc.). The room temperature was also recorded to

verify that the environment was changing slowly and was

basically the same from day to day.
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Table 4. DetailedpositioninginformationconcerningthesevenplaquestandardsusedduringSIRREX-7for
thestandardlamp-to-plaquedistanceof 1.3m. Thecalibrationfilenamesuffixesendwith lettercodes(h,B,
etc.)whichindicatethenumberoftimestheplaquewascalibrated.

Plaque

T/N S/N
T001 05816

T002 13172

T003 01873

T004 22463

T005 K299

T006 25322

T007 24328

Model Ca_bration

No. _le Name

SRT-99-180 T05816A. FIT

SRT-99-180 T13172H.FIT

SRT-99-I80 T01873GU. FIT

SRT-99-180 T22463h . FIT

NIST TK299A. FIT

SRT-99-100 T25322B. FIT

SRT-10-100 T24328h. FIT

Carrier 1 on Table 1

[cm] Zl [cm]
Carrier 2 on Table 2

a2 [cm] _ [cm I

19.373 30.673

19.500 30.800

19.488 30.788

19.395 30.695

22.249 33.549

20.102 31.402

20.001 31.301

18.300 30.000

18.427 30.127

18.415 30.115

18.322 30.022

21.176 32.876

19.029 30.729

18.928 30.628

Lamp at 130cm 152.08 cm 150.75 cm

At Satlantic, the alignment of a DUT and plaque in-

volves procedures which are a consequence of FOV effects
for off-axis viewing, particularly for a multi-aperture sensor

(the most common Satlantic sensor). Although sometimes
overlooked, these effects can be significant. Considering

first a single aperture, approximately 50% of the signal re-

ceived by a detector comes from angles beyond the angle
that defines the FOV. For a properly baffled gershun tube,

this light can be restricted to angles less than 23 ° in air (as

defined by the FOV which captures 99% of the light inci-

dent on the detector). When this cone is projected onto the

plaque at an incidence angle of 45 °, the projection covers
most of the horizontal extent of the plaque. A radiometer

with its optical axis pointed at the center of the plaque can
have some of its projected FOV beyond the plaque edges,

which results in too low a flux reaching the detector and

an overestimate of the calibration coefficient.

For a multi-aperture sensor, such as the Satlantic 13-
channel OCR-1000 sensor, the projection of the FOVs of

the individual apertures on a plaque rotated 45 ° is a set of

overlapping conic sections, with the longest axis aligned in
the horizontal plane (or x-axis) of the plaque. The over-

lapping conic sections approximately define an oval, the
center of which is displaced with respect to the center of

the plaque. At Satlantic, the plaque is translated along
the illumination axis until these two centers nearly coin-

cide (the difference between al and _l or a2 and j32 in
Table 4 gives the offset values for the plaques used during

SIRREX-7 (nominally about 11 cm).

The parameter a is the rail measurement at the face

of the plaque optical carrier to obtain the proper plaque-
to-lamp distance reference during radiance sensor align-

ment when the plaque is rotated 22.5 ° relative to the lamp

optical axis. Each plaque-carrier-table combination has

slightly different offsets. Note that during alignment (when
the laser reflects off a front-surface mirror placed on the

face of the plaque), the optical axis of the sensor is aligned

perpendicular to the optical axis of the lamp while the
sensor is pointed at the center of the plaque.

The parameter _ is the rail measurement at the face of

the plaque optical carrier to obtain the proper plaque-to-

lamp distance reference during radiance sensor calibration

when the plaque is perpendicular to the lamp optical axis.

The purpose of moving the plaque carrier to the _3position
is to offset the optical axis of the radiance sensor from

the center of the plaque to a position ll2mm from the
center such that the 99% FOV of a 13-channel radiometer

is entirely on the plaque. A 10° (half angle) FOV (defined

as a response of half that at normal incidence) radiometer
has a 13° FOV in air.

1.5.1 Data Collection

Four types of data collection were used during the var-

ious SIRREX-7 experiments:

Dark Sensor caps were placed on the DUT, so

only noise or dark voltage levels on the
DUT detectors were recorded.

Background The adjustable aperture was closed to
prevent any direct illumination of the tar-

get by the source, so the DUT measured

the indirect light reaching the target, or
some other reflective surface within the

FOV of the DUT, and then the DUT

aperture.

Ambient Direct illumination of the target by the

source, but an intervening occulter or on-
axis baffle blocked the DUT aperture, so

only indirect light (from the source and

any other light emissions from equipment

in the room) reached the DUT aperture.

Signal Direct target illumination by the source
with no on-axis baffle, so direct and indi-

rect light reached the DUT aperture.

For many experiments, the SXR was the primary data

acquisition unit. Whenever the SXR took data, 11 data
records were taken for each channel, and each data record
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was composed of the mean of 11 samples, so in total, 121

samples were taken for each of the six channels. This

took approximately 7 min. For all of the other radiome-

ters that acquired data during SIRREX-7, they either took
data over the s_-ne time period used for the SXR, or the

acquisition session lasted 3 min. The latter is a standard

time interval established with SQM sessions: because most

Satlantic instruments sample at 6Hz, a 3rain acquisition

sequence results in 1,080 samples, which is enough data for

fast Fourier transform (FFT) analysis.

1.5.2 Alignment of a DUT and a Plaque

The procedures for aligning a DUT with respect to a

plaque were as follows:

1. An acid-free, paper cover was placed over the plaque

surface, and then a plastic cover with a .centering

cross was placed over the paper cover. This ensured

the plaque surface could not be touched.

2. The lamp was moved out of the optical path using
the translator.

3. The positioning screw for the plaque was loosened,
so it could be rotated.

4. The front of the plaque carrier was set to the proper

alignment value for the calibration table it was on

(al for calibration table 1, or a2 for calibration ta-

ble 2) as given in Table 4.

5. The alignment laser was powered on, and a front

surface mirror was placed over the plaque centering
cross.

6. The plaque was rotated 22.5 ° or until the laser beam

struck the center of the radiometer aperture or as

close to center as possible.

7. The DUT was placed in its carrier (either a V-block

or a ring mount) with the S/N facing up.

8. The height of the.DUT was adjusted until the laser

beam struck the center of the DUT aperture and the

center of the laser. If the ring mount was used, the

adjustments involved using the front and back rings

by adjusting them in a series of tilting, rotating,

raising, and lowering iterations until the laser beam
reflected back on itself. If a V-block was used, the

adjustments involved raising and lowering iterations
until the laser beam reflected back on itself.

9. Occasionally, it was necessary to adjust the angle of

the reflectance plaque slightly.

10. The DUT was considered correctly aligned when

the laser beam reflected back along its own path

and was seen as a red spot on the front of the laser.

11. If the DUT was the SXR, the boresight optic was

focused, and then the lens was focused (usually at

approximately 90 cm).

12. After the DUT was aligned (and focused if need

be), the plaque was rotated back to the center op-
tical rail (around 90°). Once again, the mirror was
used to reflect the laser beam back on itself, and the

plaque was rotated until the laser beam was directly
on the center of the laser.

13. The front of the plaque carrier was set to the proper
measurement value for the calibration table it was

on (/_1 for calibration table 1, or/_2 for calibration

table 2) as given in Table 4.

14. The positioning screw for the plaque was tightened

to secure the plaque in place, and the alignment
laser was powered off and covered with a black cloth.

15. The lamp was centered by moving the translator to
the center mark on the translator.

16. After all alignments were completed, the paper and

plastic covers were removed from the plaque.

1.5.3 Powering On a Lamp

The power supplies used at Satlantic for powering on

a lamp are capable of many built-in functions that are
accessed through a front keypad. This required some pro-

gramming steps prior to the start of SIRREX-7 which is

not recounted here. The powering on of a lamp is con-
cerned with increasing the current to the lamp over a se-

lected time interval to ensure the lamp is not degraded by
a sudden application of current. For the Satlantic power

supplies, the application of the ramp up in power is a built-

in function. The steps involved consisted of the following:

1. The lamp to be used was removed from its storage
container.

2. The lamp was placed in the lamp mount and the

mounting screws were tightened, thereby properly

aligning the lamp.

3. A check was made to ensure the front of the lamp

carrier was placed at 152.08 cm (the lamp offset was

4.37cm) for calibration table 1, and 150.75 cm (the
lamp offset was 6.35 cm) for calibration table 2 (Ta-

ble 4).

4. The lamp was identified within the memory of the
current supply by pressing the Mere key and turning

the dial either left or right until the appropriate

lamp number was displayed.

5. The enter (_-) key was pressed to select the lamp.

6. The lamp was turned on by pressing the Lamp key,

and the time of day was recorded on the lamp log
sheet.

7. The lamp was warmed up for at least 20 min before

any data were recorded.

8. After the warm-up period, the (shunt) resistance

standard and lamp current were measured using the
voltmeter, and the values were recorded on the lamp

log sheet (the voltmeter was nulled before the read-

ings were taken).
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9. Thelampwascenteredbymovingthetranslatorto
12.50mm.

1.5.4 Stray Light Minimization

To ensure minimal contamination from stray light, ei-

ther from unwanted reflections or extraneous light sources,

the following procedures were followed before any data
were collected:

1. All equipment that might reflect light was covered
with black cloth.

2. All sources of extraneous illumination (i.e., com-

puter screens, voltmeter displays, etc.) were placed
outside the area of observation, below the level of

the calibration table involved, or otherwise placed

to minimize any negative effects.

3. All (baffling) curtains were drawn shut.

4. All unnecessary lights in the calibration facility were

turned off.

1.5.5 Powering Off a Lamp

The powering down of a lamp consisted of the following

steps:

1. The (shunt) resistance standard and lamp current

were measured using the voltmeter, and the values
were recorded on the lamp log sheet (the voltmeter

was hulled before the readings were taken).

2. The lamp was turned off by pressing the Lamp key

on the current supply, and the time was recorded in

the lamp log.

3. The lamp was allowed to cool for about 15min.

4. The mounting screws were loosened and the lamp

was carefully removed.

5. The lamp was placed in its storage container.

1.5.6 Aligning a Monitor with a Lamp

Aligning a monitoring sensor with a lamp required a

previous alignment of the lamp holder with the alignment

laser, so all that was needed was the lamp alignment grid
and the laser:

1. The front of the lamp carrier was placed at a posi-

tion of 152.08cm (the lamp offset was 4.37cm) for
calibration table 1, and 150.75cm (the lamp offset

was 6.35 cm) for calibration table 2 (Table 4).

2. The lamp alignment grid was placed in the lamp

holder.

3. The monitoring sensor was mounted on the hori-

zontal rail facing the side view of the lamp with the

S/N facing up.

4. The front of the ring carrier was set at 30.50cm,
which was 42.40cm away from the center of the

lamp.

5. The alignment laser was powered on, and the laser
beam was reflected off of the lamp alignment grid

by rotating the grid (approximately 45°).

6. An aperture cap was placed over the faceplate of

the monitoring sensor, and a front surface mirror
was held over the center of the cap.

7. The height of the monitoring sensor was adjusted
until the laser beam struck the center of the refer-

ence faceplate and the center of the laser. If the ring
mount was used, the adjustments involved using the

front and back rings by adjusting them in a series

of tilting, rotating, raising, and lowering iterations
until the laser beam reflected back on itself.

8. A check was made to see if the laser beam remained

in the center of the faceplate of the monitoring sen-

sor after the aperture cap was removed. If it did, the

sensor was deemed to be correctly aligned; if it did

not, then the height adjustment of the monitoring

sensor was repeated until it was correctly aligned.

9. The alignment laser was powered off and covered
with a black cloth.

1.5.7 Aligning a DUT with a Lamp

Aligning a DUT with a lamp required a previous align-

ment of the lamp holder with the alignment laser, so all
that was needed was the lamp alignment grid and the laser:

1. The front of the lamp carrier was placed at a posi-

tion of 152.08 cm (the lamp offset was 4.37 cm) for

calibration table 1, and 150.75cm (the lamp offset

was 6.35 cm) for calibration table 2 (Table 4).

2. A set of rings with a carrier mount or a V-block

mount were placed on the center rail, and the front
of the carrier was set to the prescribed distance.

3. The DUT was placed in the rings or the V-block,

such that the D-shaped collar was firmly up against

the inside of the rings or the outside of the V-block.

4. A known spot on the DUT was noted (the S/N

facing up or the flat on the D-shaped collar fac-

ing down), so the DUT could be repeatedly placed

in the rings or V-block in the same orientation.

5. The lamp alignment grid was placed in the lamp
holder.

6. The alignment laser was powered on, and the laser
beam was transmitted through the alignment grid.

7. An aperture cap was placed over the faceplate of
the DUT, and a front surface mirror was held over

the center of the cap.

8. The height of the DUT was adjusted until the laser
beam struck the center of the DUT faceplate and

the center of the laser. If the ring mount was used,

the adjustments involved using the front and back

rings by adjusting them in a series of tilting, rotat-

ing, raising, and lowering iterations until the laser
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beamreflectedbackon itself; if a V-block jig was
used, the adjustments involved raising and lower-

ing iterations until the laser beam reflected back on
itself.

9. A check was made to see if the laser beam remained

in the center of the faceplate of the DUT after the

aperture cap was removed. If it did, the DUT was

deemed to be correctly aligned; if it did not, then

the height adjustment of the DUT was repeated un-

til it was correctly aligned.

10. The alignment laser was powered off and covered
with a black cloth.

1.6 SOFTWARE

Three types of software were used to control instrumen-

tation and data acquisition during SIRREX-7: SatView

(vl.0d), the SeaWiFS Advanced Radiometer Control Sys-

tern (SeaARCS), and the SeaWiFS Lamp Monitoring and

Performance (SeaLaMP). The former was hosted for per-

sonal computers (PCs) and is provided by Satlantic for
controlling all of their instruments; the latter two were

hosted on a Macintosh computer and are custom appli-

cations developed by the University of Miami Rosenstiel

School for Marine and Atmospheric Science (RSMAS) and

the SeaWiFS Project for controlling the SXR and the SQM,

respectively. Although previous versions of the two record-

ing environments were very different, recent changes in
SatView allow for data file formats that are very similar

to the SeaARCS and SeaLaMP protocols. In particular,

SatView options now permit time stamps for each data

record, timed recording sessions (3 min being the most fre-

quently used during calibration and SQM activities), and
the data can be stored as American Standard Code for

Information Interchange (ASCII), tab-delimited (spread-

sheet) files.
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Chapter 2

SIRREX-7 Instrumentation

STANFORD B. HOOKER

NASA/goddard Space Flight Center

Greenbelt, Maryland

SCOTT MCLEAN

Satlantic, Inc.

Halifax, Canada

ABSTRACT

The highest priority for the instrumentation used for SIRREX-7 was to bring together as wide a diversity of

equipment used in the laboratory calibration and field measurement process as possible, so the agreed upon
minimum number of replicates for a particular equipment type was three. Each participating group contributed

more than one example of a particular equipment type, which ensured equipment with a wide range of ages,
calibration histories, sensitivities, flux levels, etc. Equipment that was used as part of the digitization or control

process, like voltmeters and shunts, were calibrated as close to the SIRREX-7 activity as possible; all other types

of equipment were reviewed to ensure their calibration histories were within the guidelines prescribed by the
manufacturer or the protocols governing their use (like lamps and plaques). In some cases, equipment that did

not meet the recency of calibration requirements were used, so the effect of ignoring this practice (regardless of

the reason) could be quantified. In addition, some equipment with known problems were included to see if the

outer range of variance in the results was defined by substandard equipment or if other factors (like operator

error) were more important.

2.1 INTRODUCTION

The equipment used during SIRREX-7 was representa-
tive of the instrumentation used on a regular basis by the

ocean color community either for laboratory calibration or

field measurements. Although several manufacturers were

not represented in the suite of instruments used, the func-
tionality of the missing devices was represented, so indi-

vidual groups using nonrepresentative equipment can still
derive lessons and conclusions from SIRREX-7. With a

small number of participants, it was not feasible to accept
the added complexity of differing instruments; by using

predominantly one manufacturer, it was possible to maxi-
mize the number of experiments or the number of replicate

samplings within an experiment over the relatively short

time period of the activity.

2.2 LAMPS

Many laboratories base their absolute calibrations of
irradiance and radiance responsivities on the NIST scale

of spectral h-radiance, which is available to the wider com-
munity through calibrated tungsten-halogen FEL lamps

(Walker et al. 1987). Some laboratories acquire a cali-
brated FEL lamp standard of spectral irradiance directly

from NIST, but more typically, a laboratory bases its irra-
diance scale on a lamp which was calibrated and certified

as traceable to the NIST scale by a commercial standard-

izing laboratory. The former are usually referred to as

secondary standards, and the latter as tertiary standards.

In some eases, a laboratory will purchase additional sea-

soned, but uncalibrated lamps, and transfer the spectral
irradiance scale from their primary calibrated lamp using

a transfer radiometer (the JRC was experimenting with

this approach using L005). The use of less expensive stan-

dards for calibration experiments is a common practice in

most cases, because it avoids a shortening in the useful life-

time of the primary reference lamp. One of the questions

addressed here is what extra uncertainty is associated with

this cost-effective practice.

Another type of lamp is the so-called working lamp.

This lamp is used for illumination requirements in keeping

with FEL light levels wherein it would not be prudent or
cost effective to reduce the lifetime of a standard lamp. De-

tailed information about the standard and working lamps

used during SIRREX-7 is presented in Table 5. The former
are indicated by the "L" codes and the latter by the "W"

codes.
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Table 5. Detailedinformationaboutthe10secondaryandtertiarylampstandardsandthe8workinglamps
usedduringSIRREX-7.Thesecondarylampsareshownwith theT/N codesin bold(L001isnotconsidereda
secondarystandard,eventhoughit isaNISTlamp,becauseit wasdamagedat apreviouspointin itshistory).
Thecalibrationfilenameisprovidedfor completeness.Theoperatingcurrentis givenin ampsandthelamp
usagetimeisgivenin hoursandminutes(hh:mm).NotethatlampF-550(L010)wascalibratedtwice:onceby
OptronicandthenbyNIST(Sect.3.3).

T/N Manufacturer Owner S/N Calibration Date and Group File Name Current Time

L000 Sylvania Satlantic F-516
L001 GE NASA F-137

L002 GE NASA F-182

F-182

L003 GE Satlantic F-539

L004 Sylvania JRC H97505

L005 Sylvania JRC H96551
L006 GE Satlantic F-536

L007 Sylvania Satlantic F-409
L008 GE Satlantic F-547

L009 GE Satlantic F-548
L010 GE NASA F-550

F-550

W001 Sylvania Satlantic F-360
W002 Sylvania Satlantic F-407

W003 Sylvania Satlantic F-444

W004 Sylvania Satlantic F-497

W005 Sylvania Satlantic F-505

W006 Sylvania Satlantic F-511
W007 GE Satlantic F-524

W008 GE Satlantic F-528

30 June 1998 Optronic
1 December 1982 NIST

18 October 1984 NIST

28 August 1994 NIST

24 January 1999 Optronic

23 May 1997 Hoffman

18 July 1997 JRCt

20 December 1998 Optronic

21 July 1996 NIST

26 February 1999 Optronic

26 February 1999 Optronic
24 March 1999 Optronic

15 April 1999 NIST

20 September 1995 Optronic

6 August 1997 Optronic

14 February 1997 Optronic

13 January 1997 Optronic

20 March 1998 Optronic

14 March 1998 Optronic

29 September 1998 Optronic

29 September 1998 Optronic

F516 .FIT 8.200 68:55

FI37N. FIT 8.000 0:55

7.900

F182N.FIT 7.900 4:10

FS39.FIT 8.200 6:16

H97505B. FIT 7.308 16:00

H95661 .FIT 8.200 1:00

F536. FIT 8.200 55:52

F409N. FIT 8.000 9:57

F547. FIT 8.200 0:00

F548. FIT 8.200 0:00

8.200

FSSON. FIT 8.200 0:00

F360. FIT 8.000 90:05

F407. FIT 8.000 80:38

F444. FIT 8.000 71:34

F497. FIT 8.000 83:02

F505 .FIT 8.200 110:02

F511 .FIT 8.200 107:29

F524 .FIT 8.200 102:09
F528 .FIT 8.200 92:33

t An unseasoned lamp intercalibrated by JRC using NIST lamp F-466 (not used in the SIRREX-7 activity) as a reference
and a Spectrum Engineering spectrometer SE-590.

A subset of the primary and secondary standards was

created from the most trusted lamps: L002 (F-182), L003

(F-539), a007 (F-409), a008 (F-547), and L009 (F-548).
This level of trustworthiness was based on the calibration

source (NIST lamps are considered the most trustworthy),

and the experience of the user with the lamp. The remain-
ing lamps were not considered as trustworthy, because of

known or potential problems:

L000 F-516 had been used too long a time period (more

than 60 h);

L001 F-137 was mistreated at a previous point in its

history (plastic melted on the glass);
L004 H97505 was calibrated by Hoffman Engineering,

Inc., and is NIST traceable, but it is operated at

a low current level (about 7.3 A) with respect to

the other FEL lamps (approximately 8.0A);

L005 H96551 is not NIST traceable and was unsea-

soned (i.e., it was not burned for 50h prior to
calibration)--it was calibrated with respect to a

NIST lamp by the JRC to evaluate the accuracy

of a simple irradiance calibration transfer through
a Spectrum Engineering spectrometer SE-590;

L006 F-536 had been used too long (almost 60 h); and

L010 F-550 was reserved for an evaluation of Optronic
calibrations.

2.3 PLAQUES

Many laboratories use reflectance plaques to convert

known spectral irradiance from a lamp to calculated spec-

tral radiance when the plaque is viewed by a radiometer at

fixed angles of illumination and reflection. In some cases,

the FEL lamp and plaque source of spectral radiance are

used directly to calibrate a field radiometer. In other cases,

it is used to calibrate a stable transfer radiometer, which

may then be used to transfer the radiance scale to an inte-

grating sphere, which can provide a larger and more uni-
form source of diffuse radiance.

Small 2.25in (5.715cm) pressed polytetrafluoroethy-

lene (PTFE) plaques are available from NIST as primary
standards of known reflectance. At most laboratories, how-

ever, plaques are used in routine laboratory and field mea-

surements and are usually fabricated from Spectralon, a

sintered version of halon. For comparison at SIRREX-7,
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Table 6. Detailedinformationaboutthesevenreflectancestandards(plaques)usedduringSIRREX-7.The
sizeofeachplaqueisgivenin inchesandis thediameterofthereflectancematerial(alloftheplaquesaresquare
exceptS/NK299whichiscircular).The18inplaquesareconstructedfromtwopiecesof Spectralon,sothere
isaseamdownthecenteroftheplaque.WiththeexceptionofplaqueT003,allof the18in whiteplaqueswere
beingusedforcalibrationactivities.T003wasnotbeingusedfor calibrations--itwasincludedto quantifythe
effectsofusinganold plaque.Notethat alloftheplaquesare white with the exception of S/N 24328, which is

;ray.

TIN Manufacturer Owner S/N Calibration Date and Group Size Material

T001 Labsphere Satlantic 05816

T002 Labsphere Satlantic 13172

T003 Labsphere Satlantic 01873

T004 Labsphere JRC 22463
T005 NIST NASA K299

T006 Labsphere NASA 25322

T007 Labsphere NASA 24328

25 November 1998

10 October 1998

27 March 1998

23 April 1998

27 February 1999
22 February 1999

22 February 1999

Color

Labsphere White

Labsphere White

Labsphere White

Labsphere White
NIST White

Labsphere White
Labsphere Gray

18.00 Spectralon

18.00 Spectralon

18.00 Spectralon

18.00 Spectralon
2.25 PTFE

10.00 Spectralon

10.00 Spectralon

18in (45.72cm) Spectralon plaques were contributed by
Satlantic and JRC; NASA contributed the PTFE plaque

and two 10in (25.4cm) Spectralon plaques. All of the

plaques were white except for one of the 10in plaques
which was gray. Table 6 presents detailed information

about the plaques used during SIRREX-7. Note that T003

was not being used for calibrations--it was included to

quantify the effects of using an old plaque.
Radiance calibration activities require a uniform source

of known radiance that completely fills the angular FOV
of the radiance sensor. The two most common procedures

for accomplishing this requirement involve either i) a lamp
standard of spectral irradiance placed at a prescribed dis-

tance from a plaque of known lambertian reflectance, or

ii) an integrating sphere with an exit port of sufficient size
to completely fill the FOV of the radiance sensor. Because
no integrating spheres are used by the SIRREX-7 partic-

pants, the emphasis was necessarily on plaques illuminated

by FEL lamps.
The gray plaque was included because gray plaques are

used in the field as part of above-water protocols for mea-

suring in situ radiance. The nominal 10% reflectance of
gray plaques permits radiometers with typical above-water
saturation values to make in situ measurements without

saturating (approximately 6 #W cm -2 nm- 1 sr- 1). Unlike
the 99% reflectance of pure (white) Spectralon plaques

used for laboratory calibrations, gray plaques are much less

lambertian, because of the added impurities of the black

doping material.
Any time a plaque is used for calibrations, the homo-

geneity of the plaque should be checked at a minimum of
four spots on the plaque surface, and variations greater
than 2% between the spots should eliminate the use of the

plaque for any calibration work. A directional/directional

(i.e., 00/45 ° ) plaque calibration, instead of the standard
directional/hemispherical calibration was used for this ac-

tivity, because this is the actual viewing geometry used

during the calibration process.

Although Spectralon is very hydrophobic, it readily ab-

sorbs grease and oil which are very difficult to remove and

can cause significant variance in calibrations. Special pre-
cautions must be taken to avoid touching the diffusive ma-

terial thereby transfering contaminants to the plaque sur-
face. During SIRREX-7, all plaques were kept in a mount

with an acid-free paper cover.

2.4 COMMERCIAL RADIOMETERS

Three classes of commerci.al radiometers (Table 1) were

used during SIRREX-7: the OCI-200 and OCR-200 are 7-
channel radiometers that use 16-bit analog-to-digital (A/D)

converters and are capable of detecting light over a four

decade range; the OCR-1000 is a 13-channel radiometer

that uses 24-bit A/D converters, and is capable of detect-

ing light over a seven decade range; and the OCR-2000 is

a hyperspectral instrument with 132 channels (each with

a 10 nm bandwidth) and 18-bit A/D converters. A sum-

mary of the channel numbers and center wavelengths (in

nanometers) for the radiometers used during SIRREX-7 is

presented in Table 7.
Most of the radiometers were designed for in-water

measurements of downwelling irradiance (Ed), upwelling

irradiance (Eu), or upwelling radiance (Lu): I040, I050,
and I097 measure Ed(A); I098 measures Eu(A); and R035,

R036, R037, R067, and Q033 measure L_(A). Eu sensors

are more sensitive (have higher gains) than comparable Ed
sensors which influences the calibration distances they can

be used with; it also influences their suitability to alterna-

tive light sources, like the SQM, particularly in the blue

part of the spectrum.

2.5 SXR

One of the original concepts to be tested in the SIR-

REX activity was to verify the sources and calibration set-

up procedures at individual calibration facilities for both
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Table7. Channelnumbersandcenterwavelengths(innanometers)fortheradiometersusedduringSIRREX-7.
Thesensorsarepresentedaccordingto theirmeasurementtypeswhichincludestheirfull-angleFOV(FAFOV)
measuredat full width,halfmaximum(FWHM).In-waterirradiancesensorsareidentifiedbytheletter 'T',
in-waterOCR-200sensors(20° FAFOV)startwiththeletter"R" andin-waterOCR-1000sensors(20° FAFOV)
with the letter"Q", above-waterradiancesensors(6° FAFOV)startwith the letter "T", andtheSXR(2.4°
FAFOV)is identifiedby theletter "X". Thebandsetsarea directreflectionof the primarypurposeof the
sensors,whichis to supportSeaWiFScalibrationandvalidationactivities.All of the channelshave10nm
bandwidths.

Chan- 0CI-200 OCR-200

nel I040 I050 I097 I098. I121 R035 R036 R037 R064 R067

I

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

I0

Ii

12

13

411.5 411.3 412.3 412.4 411.1

442.5 442.5 442.1 443.5 442.9

489.3 489.3 490.5 490.8 489.9

509.6 509.1 510.3 509.9 509.7

555.4 554.8 554.5 554.7 555.0

665.7 666.0 665.7 664.9 665.5

683.2 682.9 683.8 683.2 683.7

SXR OCR-IO00

X001 Q033

411.1 411.6 411.0 412.7 412.5 411.2 406.5

442.9 442.7 442.8 443.5 442.2 441.5 412.2

489.9 489.9 489.8 490.0 490.9 486.9 435.3

509.7 510.3 509.7 781.9 510.3 547.9 443.4

554.8 554.2 555.0 510.9 554.5 661.7 455.9

665.0 665.3 664.8 554.6 665.4 774.8 489.9

683.1 683:8 682.7 666.4 684.0 510.4

531.6

554.6

590.3

665.1

670.0

700.6

spacecraft and in situ instruments. To do so required
an accurate, stable, and portable radiometer, a so-called

transfer radiometer, designed specifically for SeaWiFS cal-

ibration applications. The SXR was designed and built by

the Optical Technology Division at NIST in collaboration
with the SeaWiFS Project. It is a six-channel radiometer

with four gain settings calibrated for spectral radiance over

the (approximate) wavelength range of 400-800 nm (John-

son et al. 1998a). Each channel consists of a temperature-
stabilized silicon detector, a narrow bandpass interference

filter, and a precision current-to-voltage amplifier. The

2.4 ° full angle field-of-view (FAFOV) aperture is imaged

onto the six detectors, and can be boresight focused from

approximately 0.85 m to infinity.
The SXR was used at SIRREX-2 through SIRREX-4,

the Marine Optical Buoy (MOBY) support facility in Hon-

olulu (Hawaii), and at NEC in Yokohama (Japan) during

an Ocean Color and Temperature Sensor (OCTS) integrat-

ing sphere comparison (Johnson et al. 1997). It has proved
to be a reliable transfer radiometer, with an uncertainty in

radiance repeatability of less than 0.1% and an estimated

uncertainty of approximately 1.5% in radiance responsivity

at all wavelengths.

2.6 SQM

Another instrumentation need that was identified early

in the activities of the SeaWiFS Project was for a portable

source that would allow routine stability checks between
radiometer calibrations in the field. Instrumental drift

from filter deterioration and transportation stresses, which

can cause shifts in the radiometric response of a device,
must be tracked. Because no commercial device was avail-

able, the SeaWiFS Project teamed with the NIST Opti-

cal Technology Division to produce one. The engineering

design and characteristics of the SQM are described by

Johnson et al. (1998b), so only a brief description is given

here. A separate rack of electronic equipment, composed

principally of two computer-controlled power supplies and

a multiplexed, digital voltmeter (DVM), are an essential

part of producing the stable light field. The SQM does

not have, nor does it require, an absolute calibration, but

it has design objectives of better than 2% stability during

field deployments.

The SQM has two sets of halogen lamps with eight

lamps in each set; both lamp sets are arranged symmetri-

cally on a ring and operate in series, so if one lamp fails,

the entire set goes off. The lamps in one set are rated for

1.06 A (4.2 V) and are operated at 1.01 A, and the lamps

in the other set are rated for 2.00 A (5.0 V) and are oper-

ated at 1.95 A; the lamp sets are hereafter referred to as

the 1 A and 2 A lamps, respectively. The lamps are oper-

ated at approximately 95% of their full amperage rating
to maximize their lifetimes.

A low, medium, and high intensity flux level is pro-

vided when the 1 A, 2 A, and both lamp sets are used, re-

spectively. Each lamp set was aged for approximately 50 h

before deploying the SQM to the field. The interior light
chamber has bead-blasted aluminum walls, so the diffuse
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componentofthereflectanceissignificant.Thelampsillu-
minateacircular,blueplasticdiffuserprotectedbysafety
glassandsealedfromtheenvironmentby o-rings.The
safetyglassis composedof twopiecesof glasseswith a
thinwhitediffuserin themiddle.Thediffuseris resilient
to ultravioletyellowing,butcanagenonetheless.Theexit
apertureis20cmin diameterandhasaspatialuniformity
of98%ormoreovertheinterior15cmcircle.

A faceplateor shadowcollar provides a mounting as-

sembly, so the DUT, usually a radiance or irradiance sen-

sor, can be positioned in the shadow collar. The DUT

has a D-shaped collar (Fig. 3) fitted to it at a set dis-

tance, 3.81cm (1.5in), from the faceplate (front) of the
DUT. This distance was chosen based on the most restric-

tive clearance requirement of the radiometers used in the

different field campaigns.

Bulkhead
Connector

Fig. 3. An OCI-200 (irradiance) sensor fitted with
a D-shaped collar. The flat side on the collar has

three 1/4in x 20 taps which can be used, in addi-

tion to the collar itself, for fixing the orientation of

(principally with radiance sensors) due to inhomogeneities
in the exit aperture light field. In either case, the D-shaped

collar keeps these sources of uncertainties below the 1%
level.

The SQM faceplate can be changed to accept a vari-

ety of instruments from different manufacturers (although,
this was not necessary during SIRREX-7). Radiometers

above a certain size, approximately 15 cm, would be diffi-

cult to accomodate, but the entire mounting assembly can

be changed to allow for reasonable viewing by seemingly

difficult to handle radiometers. To date, three radiometer

designs from different manufacturers have been used with

the SQM, and there were no problems in producing the

needed faceplates, D-shaped collars, or support hardware
to accomodate these units.

The SQM light field can change because of a variety
of effects; for example, the presence of the DUT, the ag-

ing of the lamps (which usually reduces the flux output,

but can occasionally result in temporary increases in flux

levels), a deterioration in the plastic diffuser, a change in

the transmittance of the glass cover (and plastic diffuser, if

used), a drift in the control electronics, a repositioning of a

mechanical alignment, etc. To account for these changes,

three photodiodes, whose temperatures are kept constant

with a precision thermoelectric cooler (+0.01 K), measure

the exit aperture light level: the first has a responsivity in

the blue part of the spectrum, the second in the red part of

the spectrum, and the third has a broadband or white re-

sponse. All three internal monitors view the center portion

of the exit aperture. The back of the SQM is cooled by a

three-position fan to prevent a build up in temperature be-

yond what the thermoelectric cooler can accomodate. The

SQM has an internal heater to help maintain temperature

stability in colder climates and to shorten the time needed

for warming up the SQM.
Another SQM quality control procedure is provided by

three special DUTs called fiducials: a white one, a black

one, and a black one with a glass face (the glass is the
same as that used with the Satlantic field radiometers). A

fiducial has the same size and shape of a radiometer, but

is nonoperational. The reflective surface of a fiducial is

carefully maintained, both during its use and when it is

not being used (so it is always kept in a foam-lined car-

rying case). Consequently, the reflective surface degrades

the sensor in jigs or mounting brackets. Note that very slowly, so over the time period of a field expedition,

channel 7 is the centermost diffuser. The oCI-i000 it remains basically c0nstant: A field radiometer, by corn-

sensors have six additional channels arranged sym-

metrically around the outermost ring of diffusers.

The D-shaped collar ensures the DUT can be mounted

to the SQM at a reproducible location and orientation with

respect to the exit aperture each time the DUT is used.

The former minimizes uncertainties (principally with irra-

diance sensors) due to distance differences between mea-
surement sessions, while the latter minimizes uncertainties

parison, has a reflective surface that changes episodically
from the wear and tear of daily use. This change in re-

flectivity alters the loading of the radiometer on the SQM

light chamber and is a source of variance for the monitors

inside the SQM which are viewing the exit aperture, or
the radiometer itself when it is viewing the exit aperture.

The time series of a fiducial, as measured by the internal

monitors, gives an independent measure of the temporal

stability of the light field.
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Table 8. DetailedinformationabouttheSQMandSQM-IIsusedduringSIRREX-7.The1.05A (4.2V) lamps
aremodel187fromGilwayTechnicalLamp(Woburn,Massachusetts).The1.06A (4.25V) and2.00A (5.0V)
lampsaremodel01218and01123,respectively,fromWelchAllyn (SkaneatelesFalls,NewYork).Theamount
of timeoneachlampsetdoesnotincludetheseasoningtime:50h fortheSQM1.05A lamps,and100h forall
theothers.

T/N Model S/N Manufacturer and Date Lamps Time [hh:mm]

SO00 SQM 001

S001 SQM-II 001

S002 SQM-II 002

S003 SQM-II 003

S004 SQM-II 004

_beyerCorp. March 1996

Satlantic, Inc. December 1997

Satlantic, Inc. September 1998

Satlantic, Inc. December 1998

Satlantic, Inc. February 1999

1.05 A, 2.00 A 430:34,0:34

1.06 A, 2.00 A 0:00,0:00

1.06 A, 2.00 A 0:00,0:00

1.06 A, 2.00 A 0:00,0:00

1.06 A, 2.00 A 0:00,0:00

2.7 SQM-II

The SIMBIOS Project provided some initial funding

to offset the costs associated with designing a commercial

prototype of the original SQM produced by NASA and
NIST. This commercialization effort resulted in two new

instruments: the SQM-II manufactured by Satlantic, Inc.

(Halifax, Canada), and the OCS-5002 manufactured by

Yankee Environmental Systems, Inc. (Turners Falls, Mas-
sachusetts).

The main difference between the original SQM and the

SQM-II is the high degree of integration in the latter. The

SQM is a modular design composed of several separate

subsystems, whereas the SQM-II consists of two compo-

nents: the SQM-II and a deck box that provides direct

current (DC) power. The latter contains the lamp rings

(which use the same lamps as the original SQM), heating

and cooling subsystems, control circuitry, the system com-

puter, plus display and data storage. The SQM-II system

is designed to be self contained and does not require a PC

to operate. Only two cables are required to complete sys-

tem assembly: an alternating current (AC) power cord for

the deck box and a DC power cord to link the deck box

to the SQM-II. Although this integration reduces system

complexity, it comes with reduced flexibility; a failure in

any one of the subsystems can render the entire system

inoperable with no opportunity for simply swapping in a

new (external) subassembly (like a power supply or DVM),

and if a different combination of bulb wattages in excess

of the design limits are wanted, higher wattage power sup-

plies cannot be quickly substituted. As was done with the

original SQM, Satlantic recommends running the SQM-II

on an uninterruptable power supply (UPS), and this was

done during SIRREX-7.

User input to start and monitor the SQM-II is via a

simple 4-button keypad and a 4 × 20 fluorescent display at

the rear of the device. Commands can be entered using

the menus on the display or remotely from a PC (through

a serial interface). A PC can also be connected to the sys-

tem to log data during a calibration evaluation and radio-

metric testing (CERT) session, or the data can be stored

internally in a flash card and downloaded later. The dif-

ferences between the two SQM units are not restricted to

their control architecture. The SQM-II has many improve-

ments that use of the original SQM showed were desirable
under different circumstances:

1. The bulbs are mounted at the front, facing away

from the exit aperture, which increases the average

path length of the light emitted by each bulb, and

it makes it easier to service the lamps (individually

and as a subassembly);

2. The inside of the light chamber is lined with white

(99% reflectance) Spectralon, so the emitted flux is

higher, and the aperture uniformity is greater; and

3. At 490 nm and with identical 1 A lamps, the SQM-II

is approximately seven times more intense than the

SQM (the apparent blackbody temperature of the

SQM-II is 3,100K, whereas, for the SQM it is about

2,400K);

Although the greater flux of the SQM-II is a desirable at-

tribute for the blue part of the spectrum, the high output

in the red saturates many in-water field radiometers. This
was subsequently corrected by adding a blue filter to the

exit aperture.

A detailed comparison of the attributes of the SQM

and SQM-II units used during SIRREX-7 is presented in
Table 8.

2.8 XZ-Mapper

The filters used with the xz-mapping radiometer were

as follows (the number in brackets is the bandwidth of the
filter in nanometers):

• 600 nm short pass filter (Oriel model 57377),

• 41219] nm (lot 8GEB; Fro 30),

• 555[9] nm (lot 7FDY; FID 94),

• 412120] nm (lot 7DAW; FID 50), and

• 555[20] nm (lot 7DAX; Fro 3).
There are separate filter holders for the broadband and

narrowband filters. Both filter holders slide onto the front
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Table 9. DetailedinformationabouttheancillaryequipmentusedduringSIRREX-7.OL83AS/N99115110
blewafuseon12March(1440).Thishasbeenarecurringproblemwith theOptronicpowersupplies(whichis
whyS/N 96115058wasrewiredto operateon240V).

Type T/N Model S/N Manufacturer Calibration Date and Company

Current

Source

Volt-

meter

Shunt

C001 OL83A 99115110t

C002 OL83A 96115058

C003 OL83DS 93200490

V001 HP34401A US36037038

V002 HP34401A 3146A09840

V003 HP34401A 3146A289155

Z001 LN4222 1551570

Z002 RUG-ZRI00-0.1 008308-C36814

Optronic

Optronic

Optronic

Hewlett Packard

Hewlett Packard

Hewlett Packard

Leeds & Northrup
Isotex

26 February 1999 Optronic
1 March 1999 Optronic

10 February 1999 Optronic

18 November 1998 Pylon

17 February 1999 Pylon

22 January 1999 Hewlett Packard

9 October 1996 Tucker

1 October 1998 Pylon

Operates on 240V; the other current sources operate on 120V.
Part of the SXR data acquisition system.

of the mapping detector. The narrowband filters simply

slide into the holder and sit against the edge of the map-

ping detector. Care must be used when removing the filter
holder from the mapping detector, because the narrow-
band filter tends to stick to the mapping detector. The

broadband filter holder contains a retaining ring on the

front that unscrews easily.

2.9 ANCILLARY EQUIPMENT

A variety of ancillary equipment was used during the
SIRREX-7 experiments to provide stable lamp power, volt-

age measurements, etc. A detailed comparison of the at-
tributes of the most important ancillary equipment used is

presented in Table 9.
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Chapter 3

Uncertainties in Lamp Standards
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ABSTRACT

The uncertainties associated with the use of lamp standards was estimated by using several lamps with different

calibration histories to illuminate a NIST reflectance standard (T005), and then comparing the calibrated

radiance from the plaque (calculated from the calibrated reflectance of the plaque and the calibrated irradiance

from the lamp), with that measured by the SXR. The average uncertainty of the most trusted lamps, those

with no known problems and established good performance capabilities, was approximately 1.2%. All of the

lamps had a calibration repeatability less than 0.5%, and all of the lamps except one had a repeatability less
than 0.2%. A comparison of an Optronic calibration of an FEL lamp with a NIST calibration of the same lamp

showed an overall average agreement to within approximately 1.3%. A similar comparison exercise executed as

a part of SIRREX-5 showed the Optronic calibration of FEL F-409 differed from the NIST calibration by an

average of approximately 2.6%, whereas a second calibration by Optronic differed from the NIST calibration by
about 0.8%.

3.1 INTRODUCTION

Three experiments were conducted to examine the un-
certainties associated with using lamps during calibrations.

The first involved using a NIST reflectance standard and

the SXR to estimate the uncertainties in using Labsphere

(Spectralon) plaques, the second quantified how much of
the variability in calibrations is due to changes in the lamp
from one calibration session to the next, and the third

compared the NIST and Optronic calibrations for a newly

purchased lamp.

3.2 LAMP UNCERTAINTIES

The uncertainties associated with the use of lamp stan-

dards was estimated by using several lamps with differ-
ent calibration histories to illuminate a NIST reflectance

standard (T005), and then comparing the calibrated radi-

ance from the plaque (calculated from the calibrated re-
flectance of the plaque and the calibrated irradiance from

the lamp), with that measured by the SXR. A monitoring

sensor (R035) was mounted on the rail opposite the SXR

to provide an independent measure of the illumination sta-
bility of the plaque.

3.2.1 Equipment

The equipment used for determining the uncertainties

in lamp standards involved the following:

• Satlantic NIST lamp F-409 (L007), and SeaWiFS

NIST lamps F-182 (L002) and F-137 (L001);

• JRC Hoffman Lamps H97505 (L004) and H96551

(L005);

• Satlantic Optronic lamps F-539, F-536, and F-516

(L003, L006, and L000, respectively), plus two new
Satlantic Optronic lamps F-547 (L008) and F-548

(L009);

• NIST plaque K299 (T005);

• The SXR (X001) with custom mount and digital

voltmeter (V003);
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SXR

Plaque

Reference

Radiometer \
(in ring mount) "<

FEL

ustable Alignment

Aperture Laser

Fig. 4. The experimental setup for determining the uncertainties in lamp standards. The rightmost 45 ° rail

was designated the positive rail, while the leftmost 45 ° rail was designated the negative rail.

• OCR-200 R035 with DATA-100 (S/N 043);

• Current sources OL83A 96113058 (C002) and 83DS

93200490 (C003);

• Shunt resistor 1551570 (Z001);

• Voltmeter 3146A09840 (V002); and

• Lamp mount, ring mount, plaque mount, four car-

riers, and alignment laser LHRR-055 (S/N 3598-

1592-65).

The FEL lamps were divided into two groups based on

whether or not there were any known or potential prob-

lems with the lamp. Lamps with no known or expected de-

fects were considered trustworthy. The problematic lamps

were L000 (F-516), which had been used for more than

60 h; L001 (F-137), which was slightly damaged at a previ-

ous point in its history; L004 (H97505), which is operated

at a low current level; L005 (H96551), which was unsea-

soned and intercalibrated by the JRC in an experiment to

see if the spectrometer they had available was capabable

of trustworthy calibrations; and L006 (F-536), which had

been used for almost 60 h. The trustworthy lamps for this

experiment were, therefore, L002 (F-182), L003 (F-539),

L007 (F-409), L008 (F-547), and L009 (F-548). Lamp

L010 (F-550) was reserved for intercomparing the calibra-

tion supplied by Optronic with respect to NIST and was
used for no other purpose.

3.2.2 Procedures

The SXR (X001) was placed on the -45 ° rail on cal-
ibration table 1 and secured in its custom carrier mount.

The front of the carrier was placed at 75 cm on the rail and

the aperture was set to fl.4. The NIST plaque (T005) was

placed on the center rail in the proper carrier mount. The

SXR was aligned and focused with respect to the plaque

following the procedures given in Sect. 1.5.2.
As shown in Fig. 4, the experimental setup included a

monitoring sensor (R035), which was mounted on the +45 °
rail using the ring carrier. The front of the ring carrier was

placed at 30.0 cm on the rail. The reference radiometer was

aligned with respect to the plaque following the procedures
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givenin Sect.1.5.2.Thelampbeingusedwasalignedand
poweredon followingtheproceduresgivenin Sect.1.5.3.
Theaperturewasadjustedsotherewerenoshadowsor
diffractionedgeson the plaque,andanystraylight was
minimizedbyfollowingthepracticesgiveninSect.1.5.4.

Thefirst stepin collectingcalibrationdatawasplac-
ing aperturecapson the referenceradiometerandthe
SXR,afterwhich,darkreadingsweretaken.Thereference
radiometerand SXRdatawererecordedusingSatView
andSeaARCSsoftware,respectively.Afterthedarkswere
completed,backgrounddatawererecordedwith thesen-
sorcapsremoved,but the lampaperturewasclosed,so
therewasnodirectilluminationof theplaque.Thelamp
aperturewasthenopenedandsignaldatawererecorded.
Thelampwasturnedoff followingthepracticesgivenin
Sect.1.5.5.

Thenext lampwasselected,andthe entireprocess
wasrepeateduntil all of the lampsweremeasuredthree
times(usingthesameplaqueforeachlamp).Notethatall
of lampswerepoweredonandoff independently,but the
plaquewasnot independentlyrepositionedforeachtrial.

3.2.3 Results

The estimation of lamp uncertainties requires the re-

flectance of the NIST plaque (T007), RTT(A), and the SXR
radiance measurements of the plaque, x]LTm(A ). The irra-

s0 (A,t,), is calculateddiance of the lamp for trial t,, ELm
as

E_°D (A, t_) = RTT(),) _ , (1)

where LID is the lamp identification code, and d is the

distance from the lamp to the plaque measured in cen-
timeters.

The RPD, 6, in irradiance is calculated as

E 5° (A,t,) E Cal (A)
X1 LID -- LID

5L,D(_,ti ) = 100 E ¢.1 (A) , (2)
LID

where E can cA_ is the calibrated spectral irradiance sup-
LID \ /

plied with the lamp or the calibration facility. The average
RPD, _, is defined as

N

-X 1 1 (_LID '
(_LID(/_) = _ _ Xl (/\,t,_) (3)

i=l

where N is the total number of replicates executed for the

lamp (N = 3 for this experiment).

The average RPDs for the lamp uncertainty trials are
presented in Fig. 5, for which three trials were executed

for each lamp. The average RPD of the trusted lamps
varies from a maximum of 2.1% at 412nm to approxi-

mately -0.1% at 775 nm, with an overall absolute average

of about 1.2%. The superior performance in the red part

of the spectrum, and the poorer performance in the blue

domain, is well correlated with the high flux and stability

of FEL lamps in the red and their low flux and stability in
the blue domain.
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Fig. 5. The average RPDs between the SXR plus
plaque determinations of lamp irradiance versus the

calibrated lamp irradiance provided with the lamp.

The bullet symbols correspond to the lamp codes

given in Table 5, i.e., 0 for L000, 1 for L001, etc.

The darkened bullets correspond to the so-called

trusted lamps. The solid lines indicate the average

RPD of the trusted lamps, and the dashed lines the

overall performance limits of all the lamps.

The majority of the RPD values in Fig. 5 are positive

which suggests a deterministic aspect in one of the com-

ponents or the experimental setup. If the results were at

the level of the uncertainties in the different components,

the average RPD values of the trusted lamps (the solid

lines) should be well distributed around zero, but they are

not--there is almost a linear relationship in the differences,

with a maximum at 412 nm (about 2%) and a minimum
at 683 nm (almost 0%).

The performance of the other lamps in Fig. 5 illustrates

the consequences of several of the known or potential prob-

lems with the lamps:

1. L001 (F-137), the damaged primary standard, es-

tablishes the upper edge of the performance range

and has the largest RPD values (although, note the

anomalous L004 value at 775 nm).

2. L004 (H97505) and L005 (H96551) establish most of

the lower edge of the performance range with RPDs

within +1%, except for the anomalous L004 value

at 775 nm). The difference between these lamps and

the trusted lamps is largest in the blue part of the

spectrum. In the case of L004, the large differences
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°

in the blue might be due to the low operating cur-

rent of the lamp, and thus a low flux in the blue part

of the spectrum (or a problem with the calibration

supplied by Hoffman). For L005, the spectrometer

used to intercalibrate this lamp had a known low

sensitivity at shorter wavelengths.

L000 (F-516), a tertiary standard with excessive

usage time, has a performance range that is only

slightly above the trusted lamps in the blue which

converges with the trusted lamps in the red.

L006 (F-536), has a performance indistinguishable

from the trusted lamps even though the number of

hours on this lamp is close to the allowed maximum.

3.3 CALIBRATION COMPARISON

Lamp standards of spectral radiance and irradiance are

provided by NIST and various commercial standardizing
laboratories and manufacturers who furnish tertiary stan-

dards traceable to NIST. The question addressed here is

how well do the calibrations from tertiary standards agree

with the secondary standards available from NIST.

3.3.1 Equipment

The equipment used for the calibration comparison in

lamp standards involved the following:

• Satlantic NIST lamp F-409 (L007); and

• SeaWiFS NIST lamp F-550 (L010),

3.3.2 Procedures

As a side activity to SIRREX-5, Satlantic had NIST

calibrate a newly purchased Optronic lamp (F-409). The
differences between the NIST and Optronic calibrations

were sufficiently large that Satlantic had Optronic recali-
brate the lamp. Optronic reviewed their procedures before

the second calibration, and made changes to improve their

calibrations. This process was repeated during SIRREX-7,

except the SeaWiFS Project purchased the lamp for cali-

bration comparisons.

3.3.3 Results

The RPD between the Optronic and NIST calibrations
was calculated as

5L,o(A,t,) = 100 E°'D(A'tl) - E_D(A)
E_D(A) (4)

where E°m (A) is the calibrated lamp irradiance provided

by Optronic and E_ (A) is the calibrated lamp irradiance

provided by NIST.
The RPDs for the calibration comparisons are shown in

Fig. 6. The first Optronic calibration of F-409 differed from
the NIST calibration by an average of approximately 2.6%,

whereas the second calibration differed by about 0.8%.

The spectral distribution of the differences is mostly fiat,

except in the near-ultraviolet part of the spectrum. The
RPDs for the F-550 calibration are spectrally fiat, but the

overall average is approximately 1.3%, which is half a per-
cent more than was achieved with the second recalibration

of F-409.
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Fig. 6. The RPDs between the Optronic and NIST
calibrations for the first calibration of F-409 (open

circles), the second calibration of F-409 (solid cir-

cles), and the calibration of F-550 (crosses).

A more detailed presentation of the spectral differences
between the NIST and Optronic calibrations of F-550 is

shown in Fig. 7.
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Fig. 7. The RPD valuesbetween the NIST calibra-

tionofF-550 and the Optronic calibrationsupplied

with the lamp.
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The Fig. 7 data show the spectraldifferencesbetween

the NIST and Optronic calibrationsofF-550 are composed

of a fairlyfiataverage with largersinnsoidalexcursions.

The latterhave a peak-to-peakdeflectionofapproximately

0.3%, with the largestdeflectionin the red part of the

spectrum (about 0.4%).

3.4 LAMP REPEATABILITY

correctedSXR voltages,O'LIDXI (A),to the averagecorrected

SXR voltage,-XlPLm (A). The finalstatisticalparameter for
analysisisthe average NSD computed over the number of

replicates,N:

N

XI1 (5)
i----I

This experiment was designed to quantifythe variabil-

ity between independent uses ofeach lamp, i.e.,to deter-

mine how much ofthe variabilityin calibrationsisdue to

changes in the lamp from one calibrationsessionto the

next.

3.4.1 Equipment

The various types of equipment used for the lamp re-

peatability experiment were as follows:

• Satlantic NIST lamp F-409 (L007), and SeaWiFS

NIST lamps F-182 (L002) and F-137 (L003);

• JRC Hoffman Lamps H97505 (L004) and H96551

(L005), and two new SatlanticOptronic lamps F-

547 (L008) and F-548 (L009);

• SatlanticOptronic working lamps F-539 (L003),F-

536 (L006), and F-516 (L000);

• Satlantic plaque 05816 (T001);

• The SXR (X001) with custom mount and digital
voltmeter (V003);

• OCR-200 R035 with DATA-100 (S/N 043);

• Current sources OL83A 96113058 (C002) and 83DS

93200490 (C003);

• Shunt resistor 1551570 (Z001);

• Voltmeter 3146A09840 (V002); and

• Lamp mount, ring mount, plaque mount, four car-

riers, and alignment laser LHRR-055 (S/N 3598-

1592-65).

3.4.2 Procedures

In this experiment, each lamp illuminated the same

plaque, 05816 (T001), and the radiance from the plaque
was measured with the SXR at least three times. All tri-

als were executed with the SXR mounted on the positive

(+45 ° ) rail.

3.4.3 Results

Because only the SXR was used as the viewing radiome-

ter, a simple measure of lamp repeatability is to quantify

changes in the corrected SXR voltage over the three ses-

sions for each lamp. The parameter used here is the nor-

malized standard deviation (NSD) for each lamp, xl¢LID ()t),

which is also known as the coefficient of variation. The

NSD is calculated as the ratio of the standard deviation in

where t_setsthe individualtrialnumber.

A plotofthe averageNSD valuesforthe lamp repeata-

bilityexperiment isgiveninFig.8. Almost allofthe lamps

have a repeatabilityto within 0.2% except forL005 inthe

blue part of the spectrum. Lamp L005 was not seasoned

beforeitwas intercalibrated(Sect.3.2.1),and Unseasoned

lamps frequentlyexhibitfluxvariationsat shorterwave-

lengths. The resultsshown in Fig. 8 are in keeping with

thisproblem.
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Fig. 8. The averageNSDs forthe lamp repeatabil-

ity experiment. The bulletsymbols correspond to

the lamp codes given inTable 5,i.e.,0 for L000, 1

for L001, etc. The darkened bulletscorrespond to

the so-calledtrustedlamps. The solidlinesgivethe

average NSD ofthe trustedlamps.

There is another aspect of the Fig. 8 results that is

worth noting. Lamp L001 is outside the range of deviations

at 442, 548, and 775 nm; and lamp L004 is above the range

of deviations at 775 nm. Lamp L001 is the damaged NIST

lamp, so a poor repeatability with this lamp is in keeping

with its history. Lamp L004, however, has no history of

misuse, so the behavior at 775 nm is difficult to explain

(although, it is the only lamp with a Hoffman calibration).
Taking all the data into consideration, including all the

elevated deviations, the lamps have a repeatability that is
less than 0.5%.
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ABSTRACT

The experiments conducted to estimate the uncertainties associated with the use of plaque standards involved
calculating the reflectances of seven plaques using SXR measurements and the calibrated irradiance provided

with the lamp standard, which were then compared to the reflectances provided with each plaque. The average

uncertainties between the calculated and calibrated reflectances showed a range of 1.0-3.2%. With the exception

of the gray plaque (T007), maximum uncertainties occurred in the blue part of the spectrum, and minimum

uncertainties in the red. The importance of bidirectional effects was determined by comparing the SXR plaque

measurements made from two different sides of a plaque, but with the same viewing geometry. The smallest

uncertainties were associated with T005 (the NIST PTFE plaque), and the largest with T007 (the gray plaque),

0.3 and 2.1%, respectively. All of the other plaques had RPD vlaues which fell into a narrow range with the
same spectral dependence and an overall average RPD of approximately 1.0%. Plaque uniformity improved with

all increases in the lamp-to-plaque distance. Regardless of the lamp-to-plaque distance, there was a constant

offset of aproximately 20 mm in the vertical (z) direction between the maximum signal and the center of the

plaque for all the lamps; some of the lamps also showed offsets in the horizontal (x) direction.

4.1 INTRODUCTION

Three experiments were conducted to examine the un-
certainties associated with using plaques during calibra-

tions. The first involved using a NIST reflectance stan-

dard and the SXR to estimate the uncertainties in using
Labsphere (Spectraion) plaques, the second estimated the

importance of bidirectional effects by comparing calibra-

tions from two different sides of a plaque, but with the
same viewing geometry, and the third used a mapping ra-

diometer to estimate the uniformity of Labsphere plaques

illuminated with the same FEL lamp.

4.2 PLAQUE UNCERTAINTIES

This experiment was designed to estimate the uncer-
tainties in plaque standards by comparing the calculated

reflectance of a number of different plaques illuminated

with a single NIST standard lamp. The reflectance of each

plaque was calculated using the SXR measurements and

the calibrated irradiance provided with the lamp. The cal-
culated reflectances were then compared to the reflectances

provided with each plaque.

4.2.1 Equipment

The equipment used for determining the uncertainties

in plaque standards involved the following:

• Satlantic Optronic Lamp F-539 (L003);

• NIST plaque K299 (T005);

• The SeaWiFS gray (10 in) plaque 24328 (T007), the
JRC white (18in) plaque 22463 (T004), the new

Satlantic white (18in) plaque 05816 (T001), and

the two old Satlantic white (18in) plaques 13172

(T002) and 01873 (T003);
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Plaque

\
Monitor Radiometer

(in ring mount)

SXR

Adjust-
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Aperture

FEL

Alignment
Laser

Fig. 9. The experimental setup for determining the uncertainties in plaque standards. The SXR is shown
mounted on the -45 ° rail and the reference radiometer on the +45 ° rail. The opening of the adjustable

aperture was manipulated to ensure the plaque was completely illuminated, while making sure there were no

shadows or diffraction edges on the plaque. Note that the reference radiometer views the plaque and not the

FEL lamp.

• The SXR (X001) with custom mount and digital

voltmeter (V003);

• OCR-200 R035 with DATA-100 (S/N 043);

• Current source OL83A 99115110 (C001);

• Shunt resistor 1551570 (Z001);

• Voltmeter 3146A09840 (V002); and

• Lamp mount, ring mount, plaque mount, four car-

riers, and alignment laser LHRR-055 (S/N 3598-

1592-65)

4.2.2 Procedures

The SXR (X001) was placed on the -45 ° rail on cal-
ibration table 1 and secured in its custom carrier mount.

The front of the carrier was placed at 75 cm on the rail and

the aperture was set to flA. The first plaque was placed
on the center rail in the proper carrier mount. A paper

cover was placed over the active area of the plaque to pro-
tect it during all adjustments and to provide for proper

focusing of the SXR. The SXR was aligned and focused
with respect to the plaque using the alignment laser and

the procedures given in Sect. 1.5.2 (T005, the small NIST
plaque, was not translated, so the SXR could view the

middle of the plaque).
Radiometer R035 was used as a reference sensor and

was mounted on the +45 ° rail using the ring carrier. The

front of the ring carrier was placed at 30.0 cm on the rail.
The reference radiometer was aligned with respect to the

plaque using the alignment laser and the procedures given
in Sect. 1.5.2. After all alignments were completed, the

laser was turned off, and the paper cover was removed

from the plaque. Figure 9 shows the experimental setup
used.

Lamp F-539 (L003) was aligned and powered on fol-

lowing the procedures given in Sect. 1.5.3. If present, the
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adjustableaperturewasopenedandcloseduntiltherewere
no shadowsor diffractionedgeson the plaque(the ad-
justableaperturewasnot usedif the lamp-to-plaquedis-
tancewas0.5m). Anystraylight wasminimizedbyfol-
lowingthepracticesgivenin Sect.1.5.4.

Thefirststepincollectingcalibrationdatawasplacing
aperturecapson thereferenceradiometer and the SXR,

after which, dark readings were acquired. The reference

radiometer and SXR data were recorded using SatView
and SeaARCS software, respectively. After the darks were

completed, background data were recorded with the sensor

caps removed, but with the lamp aperture covered, so there

was no direct illumination of the plaque. The lamp aper-

ture was then uncovered, and signal data were recorded for
both instruments.

The SXR, with its custom carrier mount, was moved

to the +45 ° rail, and radiometer R035 with its ring mount
was moved to the -45 ° rail. The two instruments were

positioned and aligned following the procedures described

above. Following the same practices used for the mea-

surements on the opposite rail, dark and background data
were collected for both sensors, and then signal data were
recorded.

The signal data were acquired three times, and then
the plaque being used was removed and the next plaque to

be used was placed on the center rail in the proper carrier

mount (as usual, a paper cover was placed over the active
area of the plaque to protect it during all adjustments and

to provide for proper focusing of the SXR). The same se-
quence of events used with the previous plaque were used

with the new plaque except new alignment and measure-

ment distances, ol and _l, respectively, given in Table 4

were used for each plaque.
The sequential cycling of the seven plaques continued

until each one was measured four times (one time on the

-45 ° rail and three times on the +45 ° rail), after which,
the lamp was powered off following the procedures given

in Sect. 1.5.5. Note that this experiment did not involve

the independent power cycling of the lamp for each of the

four plaque measurements. The cost of a calibrated FEL
is too high to permit the additional time for independent

power cycles, because each cycle would have to include a

minimum 20 min warm-up time.

4.2.3 Results

in this experiment, a NIST calibrated lamp (L003) and
the three SXR measurements from the +45 ° rail were used

to determine the reflectance of several plaques. The reflec-

tance of the (plaque) target was calculated from the SXR
radiance measurement of the plaque, xlLTm (R, ti):

x, [ ].x, ,rLT,p(_,t,) d
P4D( ,t,) = EL3( ,) '

where _a(A) isthe calibratedlamp irradiance

with lamp L003.

(6)

supplied

The RPD between the reflectances calculated from the

SXR measurement and the refectance supplied with the

plaque (Table 6), R_ a_ (A), was computed as
'ID

_Xl tA t -_ calx, "v,;D, , ,J - P_D(A)
6T, D(A, ti) = 100 P_! (A) (7)

A ID

The average RPD is defined as

N

-xl 1 xl

i=l

where, again, N is the number of +45 ° rail measurements

executed for the plaque (in this case N = 3). A plot of

the average RPDs between the reflectance provided with

the plaque and the reflectance determined with the SXR

measurements and the calibrated irradiance of lamp L003

is presented in Fig. 10.
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Fig. 10. The average RPD values between the

reflectances determined experimentally and those

provided with the plaques. The bullet symbols cor-

respond to the target codes given in Table 6, i.e., 1

for T001, 2 for T002, etc. The darkened bullets cor-

respond to the NIST plaque, T005. The solid lines

give the average RPD values of the NIST plaque,

and the dashed lines the overall performance limits

of all the plaques.

The largestrange ofvarianceinthe Fig. I0 RPD values

iswith plaquesT003 and T004, which have overallaverage

RPDs of 3.2 and 2.7%, respectively.The smallestrange of

varianceiswith plaques T005 and T007 which have over-

allaverage absolute RPDs of 1.4 and 1.0%, respectively.

With the exceptionofT007, maximum RPDs occur in the

blue part ofthe spectrum, and minimum RPDs inthe red.
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These RPD valuesseparatethe plaques intothreegroups:

T004 with largenegativevalues,T007 with near-zeroval-

ues, and the remainder. For the latter,T005 forms the

bottom edge of minimum RPD values,T003 the top edge

of maximum RPD values,and the other plaques allfall

within a narrow range with the same spectraldependence.

The plaque groupings have some unique aspectswhich

are worth noting:

1. T003 was the oldestSatlanticplaque and had been

resurfacedinthe past;

2. T004 was subsequentlydetermined to have a dam-

aged surfacewhich must have occurred during ship-

ment in preparation for SIRREX-7, because even

with extensiveuse,no irregularitieswere seen prior

toshipment (when itwas returnedto Lapshere after

SIRREX-7, itrequiredresuffacingbeforeitcould be

recalibrated);

3. T007 was the only gray plaque;and

4. T005 was the only NIST (and PTFE) plaque.

The remaining plaques were allwhite Spectralon plaques

(although,T006 was a 10in plaque).

Interestingly,the small (10in)white Spectralonplaque

(T006) has RPD values very similarto T005. This is

somewhat unexpected, because largeplaques are usually

selectedinsteadof small plaques for calibrationwork, so

the differingFOVs of above- and in-waterradiometerscan

be accommodated with one apparatus (an obvious cost-

saving measure). The only differencebetween the small

and largeSpectralon plaques used during SIRREX-7 was

the latterwere made oftwo piecesofSpectralon,so there

was a seam through the middle of the plaque (alwaysori-

ented vertically),whereas the former were manufactured

from one piece.

4.3 PLAQUE UNIFORMITY

This experiment was designed to estimate the unifor-

mity of plaque standards by mapping a plaque with a va-
riety of FEL lamps and lamp-to-plaque distances using

the xz-mapping radiometer (which can be automatically

positioned with a computer control program). Another
objective of the experiment was to understand how ancil-

lary parameters, like lamp type, influence the uniformity
of plaques.

4.3.1 Equipment

The equipment used for determining the uniformity of

plaque standards involved the following:

• Satlantic lamps F-548 (L009), F-511 (W006), and

F-52S (WOOS);

• Satlantic white (18in) plaque 05816 (T001);

• The xz-mapping radiometer (Y001) with its table,
1.0 ° FAFOV detector, custom filter holder, and Ori-

el (model 57378) broadband filter (with a 600 nm

short pass);

• Current sourceOL83A 99115110 (C001);

• Shunt resistor1551570 (Z001);

• Voltmeter 3146A09840 (VOO2); and

• Lamp mount, plaque mount, three carriers,and

alignment laserLHRR-055 (S/N 3598-1592-65).

4.3.2 Procedures

The xz-mapping table was mounted at 45 ° with re-

spect to the main optical rail using the table mount. It

was placed such that when the mapping radiometer was

at the central position, it would view the center of the

plaque. The plaque was placed on the center rail in the

proper carrier mount, and a paper cover was placed over

the active area of the plaque to protect it during all adjust-

ments. The broadband filter (with 600 nm short pass) was
installed in the front of the 1.0 ° FAFOV mapping detec-

tor. The distance between the lamp and plaque was set to

0.5 m, which required the removal of the adjustable aper-

ture. The mapping radiometer was aligned with respect to

the plaque using the alignment laser and the procedures

given in Sect. 1.5.2.
Lamp F-516 (L000) was aligned and powered on follow-

ing the. procedures given in Sect. 1.5.3. The aperture was

adjusted, so there were no shadows or diffraction edges on

the plaque, and any stray light was minimized by follow-

ing the practices given in Sect. 1.5.4. Figure 11 shows the

experimental setup used.
After dark data were collected, the xz-mapping soft-

ware was used to scan the target over the full range of

motion of the xz-mapping table, 290 ram, in 20.7 mm incre-

ments. This yields a map of 15 × 15 points covering a large
portion of the 500 x 500 mm 2 surface area of the plaque: to

410mm in the horizontal (x) direction by 290mm in the
vertical (z) direction (the difference in coverage between
the two dimensions, of course, is due to the angle of the

mapping table with respect to the plaque).
One plaque mapping took approximately 45 rain to com-

plete. At the conclusion of the mapping, the lamp was

powered off following the procedures given in Sect. 1.5.5.
After the first mapping, two more mappings were executed

for lamp-to-plaque distances of 1.3 and 2.1 m. For these

larger distances, the aperture was placed in between the

plaque and the lamp.
Additional high-resolution maps were produced using a

5 mm mapping increment. The high-resolution maps were

very similar to the low-resolution maps using a 20.7mm

increment. The high-resolution maps took approximately

11.6h to execute, and did not provide any significant ad-
ditional information.

Two types of FEL lamps were used in the plaque unifor-

mity experiments: the older design by Osram Sylvannia,

and the present design by General Electric. Both lamps

are shown in Fig. 12. Although there are differences in the

design and size of the glass envelope, the principle differ-

ence between the two lamp types is the filament for the
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Plaque

XZ-Mapping
Radiometer

(in mount)

FEL

Alignment

Laser _

Fig. 11. The experimental setup for measuring the uniformity of plaques. The xz-mapping radiometer table
mount is mounted 45 ° with respect to the plaque. Note the absence of the usually present adjustable aperture

and the 45 ° rail.

former is supported at the top, side, and bottom, whereas

the filament for the latter is supported only at the top and

bottom.

Fig. 12. The two different types of FEL lamps
used during SIRREX-7: Osram Sylvannia (left) and

General Electric (right).

4.3.3 Results

All plaque uniformity analyses were based on using the

maximum detected signal to normalize all remaining signal

levels by the maximum value (which was then expressed

as a percentage). In order to examine the difference in the

maps caused by different lamps, two of each design were

used for plaque uniformity maps using a plaque-to-lamp
distance of 0.5 m. All of the 1.3 and 2.1 m maps were made

using (General Electric) lamp L009 (F-548), because this

design is currently used for all Satlantic calibrations. Al-

though the different lamps produced slightly different pat-
terns on the plaque, the differences were within the range

of differences seen between lamps from the same manufac-

turer.

Three plaque uniformity maps, for three different lamp-

to-plaque distances, are shown in Fig. 13. Also shown in

the panels are two dashed lines to demark the center of the

plaque, and the approximate limits of the 50% and 99%

viewing areas of a seven-channel OCR-200 in-water sensor

placed 45 ° with respect to the plaque at the standard cal-
ibration distance, the inner and outer ovals, respectively

(as labeled in panel a). It's important to note only the

area actually mapped is shown; the edges of the plaque
extend to -t-225 mm on both axes.
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Fig. 13. The illumination uniformity of plaque
T001 using lamp LOOg and a lamp-to-plaque dis-

tance of a) 0.5m, b) 1.3m, and c) 2.1m.

The individual 50% viewing areas (not shown in Fig. 13)

represent the (half-angle) FOV specified at FWHM. The

approximate or ensemble outer envelope of all seven chan-

nels is the 50% viewing area (and similarly for the 99%

viewing area). The sensor is shown viewing the plaque
with an offset in the x-axis of 113.1 mm, which ensures

that when the plaque is translated by the offset along the

(y) illumination axis, the 99% viewing area will be very

nearly centered on the plaque.
Using the extent of the 150 mm coordinates in Fig. 13

as a bounding box, the horizontal changes in illumination

uniformity across the bounding box change from approxi-

mately 16.0% (y = 0.5m), to 5.0% (y = 1.3m), and then

to 2.5% (y = 2.1m). Although plaque uniformity im-

proves with all increases in the lamp-to-plaque distance,

the largest improvement in uniformity occurs when the

lamp-to-plaque distance increases from 0.5 to 1.0 m.

Regardless of the lamp-to-plaque distance, there is a
constant offset of approximately 20 mm in the vertical (z)

direction between the maximum signal and the center of

the plaque for all the lamps. Each lamp was carefully

aligned using a laser and a lamp alignment jig, so the off-
sets are not the result of positioning uncertainties. Some of

the lamps also showed offsets in the horizontal (x) direction

which suggests the offsets are a function of each particular

lamp. To check the repeatability of the results, the lamps
were taken out of their mounts, reseated, and the scans

repeated--the results were completely repeatable.

4.4 BIDIRECTIONAL EFFECTS

This experiment was designed to investigate the im-

portance of bidirectional effects in plaque calibrations by

determining the uncertainty between calibrations using the

positive and negative rails and the same viewing geometry

(45 ° with respect to the center of the plaque).

4.4.1 Equipment

The equipment used for determining the importance of
bidirectional effects with plaque standards was the same

used for estimating plaque uncertainties (Sect. 4.2.1). Note

again, that T005 (the small NIST plaque) was not trans-
lated, so the SXR could view the middle of the plaque.

4.4.2 Procedures

The procedures used for determining the bidirectional

effects of plaque standards was the same used for estimat-

ing plaque uncertainties (Sect. 4.2.2).

4.4.3 Results

The SXR radiance measurements of the plaque on the

-45 ° rail, -x1L_v ()_), are differenced with respect to the
average of the three SXR radiance measurements of the

plaque on the +45 ° rail, -+xlLTm (A). The RPD is formed by
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ratioing the difference with respect to the measurement on
the positive rail:

_ _+X1L-x'(A) Tm (A)
{_±XI[A t _ TIP

T,D _' i] ---- I00 L+XI'rID(A) (9)

The average RPD is calculated using the forumlation given

in (8).
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Fig. 14. The average RPDs between the SXR

plaque measurements on the positive and negative
rails. The bullet symbols correspond to the target

codes given in Table 6. The dark bullets and solid
lines correspond to T005, and the dashed lines set

the overall performance limits of all the plaques.

The average RPDs between the SXR plaque measure-

ments on the +45 ° and -45 ° rails are shown in Fig. 14.

The smallest uncertainties are associated with T005 (the

NIST PTFE plaque), and the largest with T007 (the gray

plaque); the average absolute RPDs are 0.3 and 2.1%,

respectively. The other plaques have similar RPD val-

ues (which fall within a narrow range), the same spec-

tral dependence, and an overall average RPD of approxi-

mately 1.0%. The plaques fall into slightly different groups

than was established with the plaque uncertainty results

(Sect. 4.2). In this case, the grouping is determined by the

composition of the plaque: T007 is made from gray Spec-

tralon, T005 is made from white PTFE, and the remainder

are all made from white Spectralon.

The outer edge of the variance for the white Spectralon

plaques is set by plaque T003, which was the oldest plaque

(and had been resurfaced), and, T004, the damaged plaque

is pretty similar. If these two plaques are grouped together,

the average RPD values for them is 1.2%; the remaining

plaques have an average RPD of 0.8%. In either grouping,

the range in RPD values is maximal in the blue part of the

spectrum, minimal in the green domain, and then maximal

again in the red.
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Chapter 5

Uncertainties in Radiance Calibrations

STANFORD B. HOOKER

N A S A / G oddard Space Flight Center

Greenbelt, Maryland

SCOTT McLEAN

JENNIFER SHERMAN

Satlantic, Inc.

Halifax, Canada

ABSTRACT

Three types of experiments were conducted to estimate the uncertainties in radiance calibrations using a plaque

and FEL lamp: a) The average repeatability uncertainty (based on one plaque and one FEL used with 11

trials for three different radiometers) was less than 0.1% (0.06% in the blue-green part of the spectrum and

0.09% in the red); b) the uncertainty that can be removed from radiance calibrations if ambient rather than
dark measurements are used was 0.13% (0.11% in the blue-green and 0.17% in the red); and c) the overall

uncertainty from secondary reflections, (for example, originating from an alignment laser) was 0.11% (0.06% in

the blue-green wavelength domain and 0.19% in the red).

5.1 INTRODUCTION

The calibration coefficient for a radiance sensor (iden-

tified by SID) is computed using a plaque (identified by

TID) with a calibrated reflectance, /¢cal plus a standard_IID '

lamp (identified by LID ) with a calibrated irradiance, _cal_[--JLI D •

The general procedures require the lamp to be positioned
a distance d on axis and normal to the center of the plaque

(specific details for each step are given in Sect. 1.5). The
radiance sensor is capped, and dark voltage levels for the

sensor are recorded. An average dark level for each chan-

nel, [)SxD (A), is calculated from the dark samples.
The radiance sensor is positioned to view the plaque

at 45 ° with respect to the lamp illumination axist. The

lamp is powered on, and the voltage levels of the individ-
ual sensor channels are recorded, from which an average

calibration voltage for each channel, l?s,o (A), is obtained.
The calibration coefficient is calculated as:

Rad
=

1 al cal
/_D (l) ELm (A, 501

- bs,D(x)
(10)

where d is given in centimeters.

t An alternative angle for which the reflectance of the plaque
is known is also acceptable, but for all of the SIRREX-7
experiments, 45 ° was the calibrated reflectance angle of the
plaque and the corresponding sensor viewing angle.

Three types of experiments were conducted to explore

the uncertainties associated with radiance calibrations: a)

one plaque and one FEL were used with three OCR-200

radiometers to estimate the repeatability uncertainty in ra-
diance calibrations (based on 11 trials for each sensor); b)

three OCR-200 sensors and the SXR were used to explore
the uncertainties in ambient versus dark measurements;

and c) the uncertainty from secondary reflections used in

the calibration process (in this case, an alignment laser)
was measured with the SXR and three OCR-200 sensors.

5.2 RADIANCE REPEATABILITY

The uncertainties in radiance calibrations were esti-

mated by independently calibrating three OCR-200 sen-

sors (R035, R036, and R067) 11 times each (following the

usual procedures). The trials were all with the same plaque
and FEL, but the lamp was not powered on and off each

time; it was left on to minimize lamp usage time (standard

FEL lamps are too expensive to include the warm-up time

for each trial in the experiment).

5.2.1 Equipment

The equipment used for the radiance repeatability tri-
als was as follows:

• Satlantic Optronic lamp F-547 (L008);

• Satlantic white (18in) plaque 05816 (T001);
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Adjustable FEL
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(in V-block)

._, Alignment
Laser

Monitor
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Fig. 15. The experimental setup for determining the repeatability in radiance calibrations. The radiometer

being calibrated is shown in a V-block (Satlantic calibrations usually used a ring mount).

• OCR-200 R035, R036, and R067 with DATA-100

(S/N 043);

• OCI-200 I121 with DATA-100 (S/N 047);

• Current source OL83A 99115110 (C001);

• Shunt resistor 1551570 (Z001);

• Voltmeter US36037038 (VOOl); and

• Lamp mount, plaque mount, ring mount, V-block
and mount, four carriers, alignment grid, and align-

ment laser (S/N 6391CK).

5.2.2 Procedures

Radiometer I121 was used as a monitoring sensor, and

the experiment took place on calibration table 2. The I121
sensor was mounted on the horizontal rail facing the side

view of the lamp using the ring mount and carrier. The

monitoring sensor was aligned following the procedures

given in Sect. 1.5.6. A V-block was placed on the 45 ° rail
and the front of the carrier was set to 35.6 cm. The first

DUT was placed in the V-block such that the D-shaped

collar was firmly up against the outside of the V-block. A

known spot on the DUT was noted, so the sensor could be

placed in the V-block again in the same alignment. The
front of the DUT was set at 30 cm on the 45 ° rail.

The plaque was placed on the center rail in the proper
mount with carrier and aligned with respect to the DUT

as described in Sect. 1.5.2. The DUT alignment was done

only once--the V-block remained stable over time and was

used for all subsequent trials. Lamp F-547 (L008) was

aligned and powered on following the procedures given in

Sect. 1.5.3. The aperture was adjusted, so there were no

shadows or diffraction edges on the plaque, and any stray

light was minimized by following the practices given in

Sect. 1.5.4. The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 15.

The first step in collecting calibration data was placing

aperture caps on the monitoring sensor and the DUT, so
dark data could be taken. Once the darks were completed,

the aperture caps were removed and light (signal) data
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were recorded for the DUT and the monitoring sensor. Af-

ter the signal data for a DUT were recorded, the next DUT

was placed in the V-block. It was not necessary to realign
the subsequent DUTs, since the V-block remained locked

in place and stable (a big advantage of the V-block and
D-shaped collar approach over the ring carrier). The DUT

was placed with a known spot upright, and the D-shaped
collar firmly up against the V-block. The data collection

sequence was then repeated (dark data followed by signal

data). This procedure was repeated until each DUT was
measured 11 times, after which, the lamp was powered off

following the procedures in Sect. 1.5.5 The cyclic order for

the DUTs was R035, R036, and then R067.

5.2.3 Results

The calibration coefficients for each sensor (at each

wavelength) during each trial were calculated using (10).
The average and the standard deviation across all .11 tri-

als were computed for each wavelength, and were used to
calculate the NSD:

¢sm(A) = 100--_S'Dt J (11)
ccal (_._ '

SIp k"_)

where _,_1 (,k) is the average calibration coefficient, and

_7_ (,k) is the standard deviation in the calibration coeffi-
cients.

A plot of the NSD values in the radiance calibration co-

efficients is given in Fig. 16. Although there is an increase
in the NSD for all sensors at certain wavelengths and the

largest deviations occur in the red part of the spectrum,

the NSD values are always less than 0.2%. Across all sen-

sors, the average NSD in the blue-green part of spectrum
is 0.06%, whereas it is 0.09% in the red, and the average

across all wavelengths is 0.07%.
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Fig. 16. The NSDs in the determination of the
calibration coefficients for radiance sensors.
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5.3 AMBIENT MEASUREMENTS

Ambient and dark measurements were compared for

the estimation of bias voltages using three OCR-200 sen-
sors and the SXR. The latter were also used to measure

the importance of secondary reflections from the calibra-

tion apparatus, in this case, an alignment laser.

5.3.10CR Ambient Measurements

This experiment was designed to estimate the uncer-

tainty between using so-called ambient versus dark mea-

surements in OCR-200 radiance calibrations (Sect. 1.5.1).

The latter involves placing sensor caps on the DUT, so only

noise or dark levels on the DUT detectors are recorded;

whereas, for the former, an intervening occulter or on-axis

ba///e is used to block the direct illumination of the target

by the source DUT aperture, so only indirect light (from

the source and any other light emissions from equipment

in the room) reach the DUT aperture.

5.3.1.1 Equipment

The equipment used for the radiance ambient measure-
ments were as follows:

• Satlantic Optronic lamp F-547 (L008);

• Satlantic white (18in) plaque 05816 (T001);

• OCR-200 R035, R036, and R067 with DATA-100

(S/N 043);

• OCI-200 I121 with DATA-100 (S/NO47);

• The SXR (X001) with custom mount and digital

voltmeter (V003);

• Current source OL83A 99115110 (C001);

• Shunt resistor 1551570 (Z001);

• Voltmeter US36037038 (V001); and

• Lamp mount, ring mount, plaque mount, V-block
with mount, six carriers, alignment grid, black oc-

culter (9.0 × 9.1 cm 2) and mount, and alignment laser

(S/N 6391CK).

5.3.1.2 Procedures

Radiometer I121 was used as a monitoring sensor, and

the experiment took place on calibration table 2. I121

was mounted on the horizontal rail facing the side view

of the lamp using the ring mount and carrier. The mon-

itoring sensor was aligned following the procedures given

in Sect. 1.5.6. The V-block was placed on the 45 ° rail,
and the front of the carrier was set to 35.6 cm. The first

DUT was placed in the V-block such that the D-shaped

collar was firmly up against the outside of the V-block. A

known spot on the DUT was noted, so the sensor could

be replaced in the V-block wiSth the same alignment. The
front of the DUT was set at:30 cm On the 45° rail.
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Fig. 17. The experimental setup for determining the uncertainty between ambient and dark measurements
in SXR calibrations.

The plaque was placed on the center rail with the proper

mount and carrier, and then it was aligned with respect
to the DUT as described in Sect. 1.5.2. The DUT align-

ment was done only once--the V-block remained stable

over time and was used for all subsequent DUTs. Lamp F-

547 (L008) was aligned and powered on following the pro-
cedures given in Sect. 1.5.3. The aperture was adjusted so

there were no shadows or diffraction edges on the plaque,

and any stray light was minimized by following the prac-

tices given in Sect. 1.5.4. Figure 17 shows the experimental

setup.
The first step in collecting calibration data was plac-

ing aperture caps on the monitoring sensor and the DUT,
so dark data could be taken. After the dark data were

recorded, the aperture caps were removed and the occul-

ter was placed in front of the lamp. The front of the carrier
of the occulter was set to 136.50 cm, after which, ambient
data were recorded. The occulter was then removed and

signal data were recorded. When this was completed, the

cloth cover was removed from the alignment laser and an-

other signal session was recorded. This second set of signal

data were recorded to look at the contamination effects of

an uncovered, reflective apparatus.
When the measurements with the first DUT were com-

pleted, the next DUT was placed in the V-block. It was not

necessary to realign the subsequent DUTs, because the V-
block remained locked in place and stable. The DUT was

placed with a known spot upright, and the D-shaped col-

lar was positioned firmly up against the V-block. The data
collection sequence was then repeated: dark data followed

by two sets of signal data. This procedure was repeated
until each DUT was measured three times. The cyclic or-

der for the DUTs was R035, R036, and then R067.
Once the DUTs were measured three times, the V-block

was removed from the 45 ° rail and replaced with the SXR
in its custom mount and carrier. The front of the carrier

was set at 76 cm on the rail, then the SXR aperture was

set to/1.4 and focused at 85 cm. The SXR was aligned

with respect to the plaque following the procedures given

in Sect. 1.5.2. The acquisition system for the SXR was

kept outside the cloth baffling for calibration table 2.
Aperture caps were placed on the monitoring sensor
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Fig. 18. The experimental setup for determining the uncertainty between ambient and dark radiance cali-
brations with the SXR.

and the SXR lens. SXR dark data were recorded with 11

samples taken 11 times, and coincident dark data were also

recorded for the monitoring radiometer. The occulter was

then placed in the same location as with the other DUTs,

and the aperture covers removed, so ambient data could

be recorded. Once completed, the alignment laser was un-

covered, and another ambient reading was recorded. The

occulter was then removed and signal data were recorded

with the laser covered and then uncovered. The lamp was

then powered off following the procedures in Sect. 1.5.5.

5.3.2 SXR Ambient Measurements

This experiment was designed to estimate the uncer-

tainty between using ambient versus dark measurements in

SXR calibrations, and to measure the importance of sec-

ondary reflections from the calibration apparatus, in this

case, an alignment laser.

5.3.2.1 Equipment

The equipment used for the SXR ambient measure-
ments were as follows:

• Satlantic Optronic lamp F-539 (L003);

• Satlantic white (18 in) plaque 05816 (T001);

• The SXR (X001) with custom mount and digital

voltmeter (V003);

• Current source OL83A 96113058 (C002);

• Shunt resistor 008308-C36814 (Z002);

• Voltmeter 3146A09840 (V002); and

• Lamp mount, ring mount, plaque mount, V-block
with mount, four carriers, alignment grid, black

occulter (9.0x9.1 cm 2) and mount, and alignment

laser LHRR-055 (S/N 3598-1592-65).

5.3.2.2 Procedures

The SXR (X001) was placed on the +45 ° railon cal-

ibrationtable 1 and secured in itscustom carriermount.

The frontof the carrierwas placed at 76cm on the rail

and the aperture was set to fl.4. The Satlanticplaque

(T001) was placed on the centerrailinthe proper carrier

mount. A paper cover was placed over the activearea of

the plaque to protectitduring alladjustments and to pro-

vide forproper focusingofthe SXR. The SXR was aligned

and focusedwith respecttothe plaque usingthe alignment

laserand the procedures given inSect.1.5.2.

Lamp F-539 (L003) was alignedand powered on fol-

lowing the procedures in Sect. 1.5.3. The aperture was

adjusted,so therewere no shadows or diffractionedges on

the plaque,and any straylightwas minimized by following

the practicesgiven in Sect.1.5.4.The acquisitionsystem

forthe SXR was kept outsidethe clothbafflingforcalibra-

tion table1. Figure 18 shows the experimental setup.
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An aperture cap was placed on the SXR lens. SXR

dark data were recorded, then the occulter was placed in

front of the lamp, and the SXR aperture cap removed,

so ambient data could be recorded. Once completed, the

alignment laser was uncovered, and another ambient read-

ing was recorded. The occulter was then removed and

signal data were recorded with the laser covered and then

uncovered. The lamp was then powered off following the

procedures in Sect. 1.5.5.

5.3.3 Results

The percent contribution ratio (PCR) of ambient light

on a radiance calibration (using the data corresponding

to when the alignment laser was uncovered) is quantified

using:

arab AS|D (_) - DSID (_) (12)
Xs,o = lOOCs, - bs,

where "_SxD(A) is the average voltage measured during the
ambient measurement, 17sm (A) is the average voltage mea-

sured while viewing the plaque, and/_sxo (A) is the average

dark voltage. The numerator is the net voltage associated

with the indirect light reaching the DUT, the denominator
is the calibration signal voltage, and the resulting xamb(AI

SID • /

values give the spectral contribution of indirect light (in

percent) to the calibration process (Fig. 19). Note, how-
ever, that when the lamp is occulted to make the ambient

measurement, reflections from the alignment laser are au-

tomatically blocked, so the ambient data does not include
laser reflections.
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Fig. 19. The PCRs for the ambient measurements

with respect to the radiance calibration signal level.

The Fig. 19 data show the largest influence in ambient
light is in the red part of the spectrum, where the output of
the FEL is maximal, but all contributions are below 0.4%.

The spectral average of xamb(A_ values for each sensor falls
SID x /

within a narrow range 0.12-0.14%, with an overall average

across all sensors of 0.13% (0.11% in the blue-green and

0.17% in the red). The SXR data show the lowest values in

comparison to the other sensors at a particular wavelength,

which is a consequence of the narrower FOV and greater

sensitivity of this instrument. The former is seen in the

red part of the spectrum around 665 nm, and the latter in

the blue around 412 nm (note the spread in the OCR-200

data).

The importance of secondary reflections from ancillary

equipment on a radiance calibration (in this case, the align-

ment laser), is also quantified using the PCR statistical
approach:

V_,D (A) (13)X c°v (A) = 100 VS'D(%)- :.coy
s,D VS, D ()_) - Dsm (_)

where ll_ ()_) is the average voltage measured while view-
ing the plaque with the laser covered. The numerator in

(13) is the net voltage associated with reflections from the
laser, the denominator is the calibration signal voltage, and

the resulting X c°v (,k) values give the spectral contribution
SID

of laser reflections (in percent) to the calibration process

(Fig. 20).
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Fig. 20. The PCRs for laser reflections with re-

spect to the radiance calibration signal level.

The Fig. 20 data show the largest influence in laser

reflections on radiance calibrations is in the red part of the

spectrum, again, where the output of the FEL is maximal.

The spectral average of X_ v for the OCR-200 sensors falls
within a narrow range, 0.07-0.09%, with an overall average

across all OCR-200 sensors of 0.08%. The SXR data are

very similar for all channels except the reddest wavelength,
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775 nm (for which there is no corresponding channel in the

OCR-200 sensors). If all the sensors are considered, the

overall spectral uncertainty is 0.11% (0.06% in the blue-

green and 0.19% in the red).
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ABSTRACT

Three types of experiments were conducted to estimate the uncertainties associated with irradiance calibrations

using an FEL standard lamp: a) the repeatability uncertainty (based on one FEL standard lamp used during
11 trials with three different irradiance sensors) was less than 0.5% (0.2% on average, with usually larger

uncertainties in the blue part of the spectrum and smaller uncertainties in the red); b) the additional uncertainty

that can be removed from radiance calibrations if ambient rather than dark measurements are used was 0.05%

(0.05% in the blue, 0.04% in the green, and 0.06% in the red); and c) the overall uncertainty from secondary
reflections, originating from ancillary equipment used during the calibration process (in this case, an alignment

laser) was 0.06% (0.03% in the blue-green wavelength domain and 0.12% in the red).

6.1 INTRODUCTION

Typically, the calibration coefficients for an irradiance

sensor (identified by SIp) are computed using an FEL stan-
dard lamp (LID) with a calibrated irradiance, _¢al (A, 50).aJLID

The generalproceduresrequirethe lamp tobe positioneda

distanced on axisand normal tothe faceplateofthe irradi-

ance sensor (Sect.1.5.7).The irradiancesensoriscapped,

and dark (digitalvoltage)levelsforthe sensorare recorded

from which average dark levels,/)sin(A),are calculated.

The lamp ispowered on, and the voltagelevelsof the

individualsensorchannels are recorded,from which an av-

erage calibrationvoltageforeach channel,Vs,o(A),isob-

tained.The calibrationcoefficientiscalculatedusing:

,rr _ E_,aJ (_' 50)[50dm] 2 'Csm ( ) = V'sm (A)p-/)s,o (X) _ (14)

where d is given in centimeters.

Three types of experiments were conducted to explore
the uncertainties associated with irradiance calibrations:

a) The same FEL standard lamp was used with three
OCI-200 radiometers to estimate the repeatability

b)

c)

uncertainty in irradiance calibrations (based on 11

trials for each sensor);

The importance of ambient versus dark measure-

ments was explored with three OCI-200 sensors;
and

The uncertainty associated with reflections from im-

properly baffled ancillary equipment used in the cal-

ibration process (in this case, an alignment laser)
was measured with three OCI-200 sensors.

6.2 IRRADIANCE REPEATABILITY

This experiment was designed to estimate the uncer-

tainties in irradiance calibrations (set up and executed

following the usual procedures). Three OCI-200 sensors

(I040, I050, and I097) were calibrated independently 11

times each. Although the trials were all executed with the

same FEL standard lamp, the lamp was not powered on

and off for each trial; it was left on to minimize the amount

of time used with the lamp (standard FEL lamps are too

expensive to include the warm-up time for each trial in the

experiment).
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Monitor
Radiometer

(in ring mount)

Alignment
Laser

Adjustable

Aperture "-_

DUT

(in ring mount)

/

Fig. 21. The experimental setup for determining the uncertainties in irradiance calibrations with the DUT

shown in ring carriers and mount.

6.2.1 Equipment

The equipment used for the irradiance repeatability tri-
als was as follows:

• Satlantic Optronic lamp F-548 (L009);

• OCI-200 I040, I050, and I097 with DATA-100 (S/N

043);

• OCI-200 I121 with DATA-100 (S/N 047);

• Current source OL83A 99115110 (C001);

• Shunt resistor 008308-C36814 (Z002);

• Voltmeter US36037038 (V001); and

• Lamp mount, two ring mount sets, three carriers,
alignment grid, and alignment laser (S/N 6391CK).

6.2.2 Procedures

The experiment took place on calibration table 2. Ra-
diometer I121 was used as a monitoring sensor and was

mounted on the rail facing the side view of the lamp us-

ing the rings and ring carrier (aligned following the pro-

cedures given in Sect. 1.5.6). Two ring carriers with a
carrier mount were used to mount the DUT on the center

rail, and the front of the carrier mount was set to 80.00 cm.

The DUT was aligned with respect to the FEL lamp using

the procedures in Sect. 1.5.7 (the front of the DUT had an

offset of 3.90 cm).

Lamp Fo548 (L009) was aligned and powered on fol-

lowing the procedures given in Sect. 1.5.3. The aperture

was adjusted so there were no shadows or diffraction edges

on the faceplate of the DUT, and any stray light was min-

imized using the practices in Sect. 1.5.4. Figure 21' shows

the experimental setup.

The first step in collecting calibration data was placing

aperture caps on the monitoring sensor and the DUT, after

which, dark readings were taken for both. The aperture

caps were removed and signal (light) data were recorded.

The DUT was then removed from the rings, and the next

DUT was aligned using the same methods as before. Both

dark and light readings were then taken, and the DUT

was once again removed from the rings. This cycle was re-

peated for each DUT, until all of the DUTs were measured

11 times, after which, the lamp was powered off following

the procedures given in Sect. 1.5.5. The experiment did

not use independent power cycling of the lamp. The cost

of a calibrated FEL is too high to permit the extra time

for independent power cycles, because each cycle would
include a minimum 20 min warm-up time.

6.2.3 Results

The calibration coefficients for each sensor (at each

wavelength) during each trial were calculated using (14).
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The average and the standard deviation across all 11 tri-

als were computed for each wavelength, and were used to

calculate the NSD using (11). A plot of the NSD values

in the irradiance calibration coefficients is given in Fig. 22.

With the exception of the I040 sensor, there is a general
decrease in the NSD values from the blue to the red do-

main, although, the I050 sensor is almost spectrally con-

stant. The average NSD is always less than 0.5%, and the

overall average NSD is 0.2%.
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Fig. 22. The NSD values in the determination of
the calibration coefficients for irradiance sensors.

It is important to remember each sensor in Fig. 22 was

subjected to 11 trials, so the range of deviations are well

resolved. This means the sensor-to-sensor variability is not

an artifact of the sample size, but is instead, an indication

of the differences in spectral changes of the individual sen-
sors and detectors.

6.3 AMBIENT MEASUREMENTS

This experiment was designed to estimate the uncer-

tainty between using ambient versus dark measurements
in irradiance calibrations. Ambient and dark measure-

ments were compared for the estimation of bias voltages

using three OCI-200 sensors. The latter were also used to
measure the importance of secondary reflections from the

calibration apparatus, in this case, an alignment laser.

6.3.1 Equipment

The equipment used for the irradiance ambient mea-
surements was as follows:

• Satlantic Optronic lamp F-548 (L009);

• OCI-200 I040, I050, and I097 with DATA-100 (S/N

043);

• OCI-200 I121 with DATA-100 (S/N 047);

• Current source OL83DS 99115110 (C003);

• Shunt resistor 1551570 (Z001);

• Voltmeter US36037038 (V001); and

• Lamp mount, ring mount, V-block and mount, four

carriers, black occulter (9.0×9.1cm 2) and mount,

alignment grid, and alignment laser (S/N 6391CK).

6.3.2 Procedures

The experiment took place on calibration table 2. Sen-
sor I121 was used as a monitor sensor and was mounted on

the horizontal rail facing the side view of the lamp using

the rings and ring carrier; the sensor was aligned using the
procedures given in Sect. 1.5.6.

The V-block was placed on the center rail and the front

of the carrier was set to 101.50 cm. The DUT was aligned
following the procedures in Sect. 1.5.7. A check was made
that the front of the DUT was set at 107.10cm on the rail.

Lamp F-548 (L009) was aligned and powered on fol-

lowing the procedures given in Sect. 1.5.3. _ The aperture

was adjusted so there were no shadows or diffraction edges
on the faceplate of the DUT, and any stray light was min-
imized by following the practices given in Sect. 1.5.4. Fig-

ure 23 shows the experimental setup.
The first step in collecting calibration data was plac-

ing aperture caps on the monitoring sensor and the DUT,
after which, dark readings were taken for both. Once the

darks were completed, the aperture caps were removed,
and the occulter was placed in front of the lamp carrier at
138.00 cm. An ambient measurement was then recorded,

after which, the occulter was removed and a light (signal)
measurement was made. When this was completed, the

black cloth was removed from the laser and another light
measurement was made: :: :

The next DUT was placed in the V-block mount and

aligned with the correct orientation and the D-shaped col-
lar firmly against the V-block mount. Dark, ambient, and

two light measurements were made for each DUT and the
monitoring sensor each time. This cycle was repeated for

each DUT, until all of the DUTs were measured three
times, after which, the lamp was powered off following the

procedures given in Sect. 1.5.5. The order for the DUTs as

they were cycled through the measurement sequences was
as follows: a) I040, b) I050, and c) I097.

6.3.3 Results

The PCR of ambient light on an irradiance calibration

(using data when the alignment laser was uncovered) is
quantified using (12) to calculate xamb(A) The spectral

SID _ J"

contribution of indirect light (in percent) to the calibra-

tion process is presented in Fig. 24. Note, however, that

when the lamp is occulted to make the ambient measure-
ment, reflections from the alignment laser are automati-

cally blocked, so the ambient data does not include laser
reflections.
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Fig. 23. The experimental setup for determining the uncertainty in ambient versus dark measurements in
irradiance calibrations.
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Fig. 24. The PCR values for the ambient mea-

surements with respect to the irradiance calibration

signal level.

The Fig. 24 data show the influence of ambient light is

maximal in the blue and red parts of the spectrum, with

the green wavelength domain showing the least amount of

variation, but always less than 0.1%. The overall averages
are 0.05% in the blue, 0.04% in the green, and 0.06% in the

red. The spectral average of xsmb(A) for each sensor falls
ID

within a narrow range 0.04-0.06%, with an overall average
across all sensors of 0.05%.

The importance of secondary reflections from ancillary

equipment on an irradiance calibration (in this case, the

alignment laser), is also quantified using the PCR statisti-
cal approach (13):

_  's,D (15)
Xs°:(A) = 100 "S,D' }Cs,o (x) - Ds,D(_)

where V_°_(X) is the average voltage measured while view-
ing the lamp with the laser covered. The numerator in (15)

is the net voltage associated with reflections from the laser,
the denominator is the calibration signal voltage, and the

resulting X c°V (A_ values give the spectral contribution of
SID x /

laser reflections (in percent) to the calibration.
PCR values (15) for the laser reflection experiment are

plotted in Fig. 25; negative values correspond to a de-
crease in measured irradiance as a result of covering the

laser (positive values correspond to an increase). The av-

erage PCR across all wavelengths and all measurements is
-0.06%, which means covering the laser reduced the mea-

sured irradiance, on average, by less than a tenth of a per-

cent. The Fig. 25 data show the spectral aspects between
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thecoveredanduncoveredmeasurementsarenotuniform.
Thereisanincreasein irradianceat412nm,andadecrease
in alltheotherwavelenghtsexcept510nmwhichexhibits
almosta negligiblePCR.Thepeak-to-peakvariabilityas
afunctionof wavelengthisontheorderof0.5%.
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Fig. 25. The PCR values for laser reflections with

respect to the irradiance calibration signal level.
The average of the three sensors (open symbols) at

each wavelength is given by the solid circles.
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ABSTRACT

Separate experiments were conducted during SIRREX-7 to estimate the rotation and polarization uncertainties

of radiometers during the calibration process. Rotational uncertainties for radiance sensors were usually less

than 1%, with single and multiple aperture systems having average rotational uncertainties of 0.2-0.3% and

0.4-0.9%, respectively. Rotational uncertainties for a multiple aperture irradiance sensor was 0.7% on average,

which was in close agreement with multiple aperture radiance sensors. The only significant spectral dependence

was with an OCR-2000 (hyperspectral) sensor which had maximal effects in the bluest and reddest wavelengths

and minimal effects in the green domain. The average polarization parameter, in percent, varied between 0.6-

4.6%. The Satlantic instruments had an average polarization below 2.0%, but the OCR-200 sensors showed

maximum polarization sensitivity in the blue part of the spectrum (1.4-2.4%), while the OCR-2000 instrument

had maximum sensitivity in the red wavelength domain (2.1-2.6%).

7.1 INTRODUCTION

Two different experiments were designed to estimate

the rotation and polarization effects on the calibration pro-
cess. Although the former can be considered as a mechan-

ical positioning problem, there are practical aspects of the
problem which are more associated with the usual meth-

ods used during instrument calibration. For example, the

angular positioning of the sensor during the calibration

process is usually not maintained from one calibration to

the next (in fact, many commercial radiometers are cylin-

drical and are not explicitly indexed), and the mounting

hardware used is not always the best for reproducing an

indexing scheme. The D-shaped collar was designed to
overcome this limitation, and when used with a V-block

is much easier to use for repositioning requirements than

a ring carrier. In comparison, polarization is mostly an

instrument design problem, with a design objective that is

set by the optical protocols being used.

7.2 ROTATION EFFECTS

Two experiments were conducted to estimate the rota-

tion sensitivity of radiance and irradiance sensors during

the calibration process. Most Satlantic radiometers (e.g.,

the OCR-200 and OCR-1000 series of instruments) have
separate apertures for each channel organized in one or

more circular arrays around a central channel (Fig. 3), so
changes in the orientation of the sensor in a V-block or

ring mount will necessarily cause a change in what part of

the plaque is viewed during the calibration process. The
objective of the rotation experiments was to determine the

level of uncertainty that can be associated with this part

of the sensor positioning process.
Custom rotator mount adapters, which took advantage

of the D-shaped collars, were bulk for the 0CI-200 and

OCR-200 series of radiometers. Separate custom adapters
were also built for the SXR and the OCR-2000 instru-

ments. The latter two also required a mechanical support

(a V-block) to stabilize the large housings of these instru-

ments during the rotation process. Although this helped

maintain the stability of the large mass of these instru-

ments during rotation, it did not ensure an axial symme-
try for all trials, and some data were not used, because of
unbalanced rotation.

7.2.1 Rotation of Radiance Sensors

Four types of radiance sensors were used for the rota-

tion sensitivity experiments: R035, R064, P002, and X001.
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An importantdifferencein the radiometers was the SXR

and OCR-2000 are single aperture instruments, whereas

the OCR-200 sensors have multiple apertures arranged in

a circular array with one channel positioned in the middle

of the circle (as shown in Fig. 3 for an irradiance sensor).
The sensors also had different uses and FOVs: R035

(in-water, wide FOV sensor), R064 (in-air, narrow FOV

sensor), P002 (in-water, wide FOV sensor), and X001 (lab-

oratory, very narrow FOV sensor). The FOV of a multi-

aperture sensor is important, because as the sensor is ro-
tated, a narrow FOV sensor traces out a relatively small

area across the plaque, whereas a large FOV sensor nec-

essarily traces out a large area. The smaller the area, the

greater the likelihood the sensor will detect illumination

inhomogeneities in the plaque (Sect. 4.3) as it is rotated.

7.2.1.1 Equipment

The equipment used for the radiance rotation trials was
as follows:

• Satlantic Optronic lamp F-548 (LOO9);

• Satlantic white (18in) plaque 05816 (T001), and
JRC white (18in) plaque 22463 (T004);

• OCR-200 R035 and R064 with DATA-100 (S/N

043);

• Monitor sensor, OCI-200 I121 with DATA-100 (S/N

047);
• OCR-2000 P002;

• The SXR (X001) with custom rotator mount and

digital voltmeter (VOO3);

• Current source OL83A 99115110 (COOl);

• Shunt resistor 1151570 (Z001);

• Voltmeter 3146A09840 (V002);

• Oriel rotator model 13059 equipped with a custom

D-shaped collar adapter;

• Oriel stepper control box model 20010 (S/N 542);

• Rotator D-shaped collar adapter; and

Lamp mount, V-block and mount, plaque mount,

seven carriers, alignment grid, and alignment laser
05-LHR-201-355.

7.2.1.2 Procedures

The DUT was placed on the 45 ° rail on calibration

table 2 in the appropriate rotator mount. When the SXR

was the DUT, a special mount was used to hold it to the
rotator. All other radiometers were attached to the rotator

using the D-shaped collar. The DUT was positioned on the

rail such that the sensor was approximately 40cm from

the plaque along the rail axis, unless the DUT was the

SXR, in which case the distance was set to 85 cm. A test
was made to ensure the instrument could be rotated fTeely

through 360 ° by driving the rotato_ through the full range

of motion. Any wires were wound such that they would

unwind during rotation and, thus, not hinder the circular

movement or put tension on the DUT.

The plaque (T001 or T004) was placed on the center

rail in the proper carrier mount. A paper cover was placed

over the active area of the plaque to protect it during all

adjustments and to provide for proper focusing of the SXR.

The DUT was aligned with respect to the plaque using the

alignment laser and the procedures given in Sect. 1.5.2.

The alignment of the DUT was suboptimal, because it

only had three degrees of freedom. It could be rotated

around the post holding the rotator, it could slide along

the rail, and it could be raised and lowered. A translator

was added to the carrier to allow it to travel orthogonal to

the rail. This was necessary when using the SXR and the

hyperspectral instrument (OCR-2000 P002), because they

needed to rest on a V-block to maintain stability (because

of their larger size).

Lamp F-548 (LOOg) was aligned and powered on fol-

lowing the procedures in Sect. 1.5.3. The aperture was
adjusted so there were no shadows or diffraction edges on

the plaque, and any stray light was minimized by follow-

ing the practices given in Sect. 1.5.4. Figure 26 shows the

experimental setup.
The first step in collecting data began with placing

aperture caps on the DUT and the monitor sensor (I121),

and then collecting dark data. If the SXR was the DUT,

background data were collected immediately after the dark
data. The next step was to record data every 2° over 360 °.

During each test, the monitor sensor provided a measure of
the stability of the lamp flux over the course of the rotation

sequence.

7.2.2 Rotation of Irradiance Sensors

This experiment was designed to estimate the rotation

sensitivity of irradiance sensors during the calibration pro-

cess. The only type of irradiance sensor rotated was an
OCI-2OO.

7.2.2.1 Equipment

The equipment used for the irradiance rotation trials
was as follows:

• Satlantic Optronic lamp F-548 (L009);

• OCI-200 IO40 with DATA-100 (S/N 043);

• Monitor sensor, OCI-200 I121 with DATA-loo (S/N

o47);
• Current source OL83A 99115110 (C001);

• Shunt resistor 1151570 (Z001);

• Voltmeter 3146A09840 (VOO2);

• Oriel rotator model 13059 equipped with a custom

D-shaped collar adapter;

• Oriel stepper control box model 20010 (S/N 542);
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Fig. 26. The experimental setup for determining the sensitivity of radiance sensors to rotation, in this case,

with the SXR as the DUT. Note that the SXR is supported by a V-block while it is being rotated at the front

part of the instrument housing. The monitor sensor is not shown.

• Rotator D-shaped collar adapter; and

• Lamp mount, V-block and mount, plaque mount,

seven carriers, alignment grid, and alignment laser
05-LHR-201-355.

7.2.2.2 Procedures

The DUT was placed on the 45 ° rail on calibration table

2 in the appropriate rotator mount. All of the radiometers

attached to the rotator using the D-shaped collar. The

DUT was positioned on the rail such that the sensor was

approximately 50 cm from the plaque along the rail axis.
A test was made to ensure the instrument could be rotated

freely through 360 ° by driving the rotator through the full

range of motion used in the experiment. Any wires were

wound such that they did not hinder the circular movement

or pull on the DUT.

The plaque (T001) was placed on the center rail in

the proper carrier mount. A paper cover was placed over

the active area of the plaque to protect it during all ad-

justments and to provide for proper focusing of the SXR.

The DUT was aligned with respect to the plaque using the

alignment laser and the procedures given in Sect. 1.5.2.

The alignment of the DUT was suboptimal, because it only

had three degrees of freedom--it could be rotated around

the post holding the rotator, it could slide along the rail,
and it could be raised and lowered. A translator was added

to the carrier to allow it to travel orthogonal to the rail.

Figure 27 shows the experimental setup.

Lamp F-548 (L009) was aligned and powered on fol-

lowing the procedures in Sect. 1.5.3. The aperture was

adjusted so there were no shadows or diffraction edges on

the plaque, and any stray light was minimized by following

the practices given in Sect. 1.5.4.

The first step in collecting data began with placing

aperture caps on the DUT and the monitor sensor (I121),

and then collecting dark data. If the SXR was the DUT,

background data were collected immediately after the dark
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Fig. 27. The experimental setup for determining the rotation sensitivity of irradiance sensors. The DUT is

an OCI-200 and is completely supported by the rotator. The monitor sensor is not shown.

data. The next step was to record data every 2° over 360 ° .

During each test, the monitor sensor provided a measure of

the stability of the lamp flux over the course of the rotation

sequence.

7.2.3 Results

The uncertainty due to sensor rotation on the calibra-

tion process is quantified using the PCR statistic. The

first step requires the ratio formed by comparing the cal-
ibrated response at a particular angle, 0, with respect to

the average from a full 360 ° rotation of the sensor.

r,tio,- O) (16)
XSID _A, = 360o

1

(_=0 o

where No is the number of angular positions sampled (2 °
increments were used for the rotation experiments, so No =

181). An example of the PCR as a function of _ for

the R064 (above-water) radiance sensor is presented in
Fig. 28. The centermost channel, within the cluster of

seven (Fig. 3), is number seven.
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Fig. 28. The PCR values for R064 during rota-

tion.The numbered bulletscorrespond tothe chan-

nel numbers.
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The summary statisticforthe rotationaleffecton cali-
brationsisformed from the maximum and minimum PCR

values measured during the 360° rotation of the sensor,

XSID (A) and "mintAxmax /_SID _ )'respectively;

xmax(A_ - X min (A_

X r°t (A_ _-_ SlD" " SIp" " (17)
SiS _' / 2

The vr°tCA) values for the rotation uncertaintyexperi-
"_SID

ment are given in Table 10. The P002 and XOOl sensors

have singleapertures;the R035, R064, and I040 sensors

are seven-channelinstruments with a centermost channel

(Fig.3)which isusuallythe highestwavelength (exceptfor

R064). For the seven-channel instruments,the minimum

rotationeffectisassociatedwith the centerchannel;thisis

particularlynotableforR064 Ca narrow FOV radiance sen-

sor)and I040 Can irradiancesensor).The smallestaverage

effectoccurs forthe single-apertureinstruments.

Table 10. The resultsfrom the rotationalexperi-

ments executed during SIRREX-7. The FAFOV of

the radiometers isgiven in degreesand the center-
most channel forthe seven-channelsensorsinbold.

Averages formulti-aperturesensorswere calculated

without including the center-most channel.

A R035 R064 PO02 XO01

[nm] 20 ° 6° 17 ° 2.4 °

412

443

490

510

555

665
683

775

780

_40

180 °

0.3 1.1 0.4 0.2 0.6

0.3 0.9 0.2 0.2 0.7

0.3 0.9 0.1 0.3 0.7

0.5 0.9 0.2 0.7

0.5 0.9 0.2 0.2 0.7

0.4 0.1 0.3 0.3 0.7

0.3 0.3 0.2

0.5 0.3

0.8 0.5

Average 0.4 0.9 0.3 0.2 0.7

The single-aperture sensors have similar average rota-

tional effects, which are the lowest for the five sensors, but
they are clearly different from a spectral point of view.

The SXR rotational effect is spectrally flat, whereas, the

hyperspectral instrument has maximal effects in the bluest
and reddest wavelengths and minimal effects in the green
domain.

7.3 POLARIZATION EFFECTS

The polarization sensitivity of radiance sensors during

the calibration process involved three types of sensors: two

OCR-200s (R035 and R064), an OCR-2000 (P002), and the

SXR (X001). The OCR-200 has multiple apertures (ar-

ranged in a circular array), while the OCR-2000 and SXR
have single apertures. The latter was also distinguished

by being the only instrument with mirrors in the optical

pathway Cone for each channel).

7.3.1 Equipment

The equipment used forthe radiancepolarizationtrials

was as follows:

• SatlanticOptronic lamp F-548 (L009);

• Satlanticwhite (18in) plaque 05816 (TOOl), and

JRC white (18in) plaque 22463 (T004);

• OCR-2OO R035 with DATA-1OO (S/N 043);

• Monitor sensor,OCI-200 1121 with DATA-100 (S/N

047);

• OCR-2000 P002;

• The SXR (X001) with custom rotator mount and

digital voltmeter (V003);

• Current source OL83A 99115110 (C001);

• Shunt resistor 1151570 (Z001);

• Voltmeter 3146A09840 (V002);

• Oriel rotator model 13059 equipped with a custom

D-shaped collar adapter;

• Oriel stepper control box model 20010 (S/N 542);

• Rotator D-shaped collar adapter;

• Polarizing sheet (Melles Griot model 03-FPG-013);

• Polarizer mount adapter (Melles Griot model 07-

HPA-011 );

• Polarizer rotating mount (Melles Griot model 07-

HPR-007); and

• Lamp mount, V-block and mount, plaque mount,

seven carriers, alignment grid, and alignment laser
05-LHR-201-355.

7.3.2 Procedures

The DUT was placed on the 45 ° rail on calibration

table 2 in the appropriate rotator mount. When the SXR

was the DUT, a special mount was used to hold it to the
rotator. All other radiometers were attached to the rotator

using the D-shaped collar. The DUT was positioned on the

rail such that the sensor was approximately 40 cm from the

plaque along the rail axis, unless the DUT was the SXR, in
which case the distance was set to 85 cm. A test was made

to ensure the instrument could be rotated freely through

360 ° by driving the rotator through the full range of motion

used in the experiment. Any wires were wound such that

they did not hinder the circular movement or pull on the
DUT.

The plaque (T001 or T004) was placed on the center
rail in the proper carrier mount. A paper cover was placed

over the active area of the plaque to protect it during all

adjustments and to provide for proper boresight focusing

of the SXR. The DUT was aligned with respect to the

plaque using the alignment laser and the procedures given

in Sect. 1.5.2. The alignment of the DUT was suboptimal,
because it only had three degrees of freedom. It could

be rotated around the post holding the rotator, it could
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Fig. 29. The experimental setup for determining the polarization sensitivity of radiance sensors in radiance
calibrations (in this case, with the SXR as the DUT). The adjustable aperture was opened or closed to ensure

the plaque was completely illuminated, while making sure there were no shadows or diffraction edges on the

plaque.

slide along the rail, and it could be raised and lowered.
A translator was added to the carrier to allow it to travel

orthogonal to the rail. This was necessary when using the

SXR and the hyperspectral instrument (OCR-2000 P002)

because they needed to rest on a V-block (due to their

larger size).

Lamp F-548 (L009) Was aligned and powered on fol-

lowing the procedures in Sect. 1.5.3. The aperture was

adjusted so there were no shadows or diffraction edges on

the plaque, and any stray light was minimized by follow-

ing the practices given in Sect. 1.5.4. Figure 29 shows the

experimental setup.

The first step in collecting data began with placing

aperture caps on the DUT and the monitor sensor (I121),

and then collecting dark data. If the SXR was the DUT,

background data were collected immediately after the dark

data. The next step was to record data every 2 ° over 360 °

without the polarizer. The polarizer was then placed ira-

mediately in front of the DUT and aligned following the

procedures given in Sect. 1.5.2, after which, polarized data
were recorded every 2° over a full 360 ° rotation of the

sensor. During each measurement sequence, the monitor

sensor provided a measure of the stability of the lamp flux
over the course of the rotation sequence.

7.3.3 Results

The polarization parameter, P, for a particular radi-

ance sensor (identified by the SID code) is defined in per-
cent as

PS, D(_,8) = 100 L;,_(,k,8) + L_::(A,O)' (18)

where Lsmi:()_,O ) and Lminf)_szv_ ,O) are the maximum and
minimum radiances measured during the 360 ° rotation of

the sensor, respectively.
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The polarization parameters for four radiance sensors

are presented in Table 11. Although all of the radiometers
show a spectral dependence, they are not the same for each

sensor type. The seven-channel sensors (R035 and R064)

show maximal effects in the blue part of the spectrum

which decrease towards the red domain, the hyperspec-
tral instrument has minimal effects in the blue and max-

imal effects in the red, and the SXR exhibits only a mild

spectral dependence with the largest effect in the bluest

wavelength.

Table 11. The results from the polarization experi-
ments executed during SIRREX-7. The center-most
channels for the seven-channel sensors are shown in

bold face.

A [nm] R035 R064 PO02 XO01

412

443

490

510

555

665

683

775
780

1.4 2.4 O.4 5.1

1.1 1.2 0.2 4.4

0.4 0.8 0.4 4.6

0.4 0.6 0.5

0.5 0.9 0.7 4.5

0.5 0.3 1.5 4.3

0.2 2.0
2.1 4.4

2.60.3

Average 0.6 0.9 1.2 4.6

The smallest average polarization effect occurs for the

seven-channel sensors, the hyperspectral instrument is a

little larger, and the SXR is significantly larger. As was

seen with the rotation experiments (Table 10), the cen-
termost channel for the seven-channel sensors show the

smallest effect, but as shown with the R064 sensor, part of

this is associated with the spectral decrease from the blue

towards the red domain.

The specification for polarization in the SeaWiFS

Ocean Optics Protocols (Mueller and Austin 1995) is 2%

or less. On average, all the Satlantic sensors are within

this specification, although some individual wavelengths
exceed this requirement. The SXR, in comparison, is al-

ways above 2%, with an average a little above 4.5%. In or-
der to check whether or not the polarization values for the

Satlantic above- and in-water OCR-200 sensors were typ-

ical, additional polarization experiments were conducted.

The average polarization for the above-water sensor was

0.6%, and the average polarization for the in-water sen-

sor was 0.9%. The average values are in close agreement
to the SIRREX-7 values, but the values in the blue show

the largest variability: the newest polarization values at
412 nm are 0.6% higher for the in-water sensor and 0.7%

lower for the above-water sensor. This variability is also

seen, in part, at 443 nm, so additional polarization experi-

ments are probably needed to completely characterize this

parameter.
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ABSTRACT

To better understand the capability of portable sources, a series of experiments were conducted to transfer an

absolute calibration to the original SQM and four SQM-IIs, and to map the homogeneity of an SQM-II exit

aperture. Approximately 25% of the central portion of the exit aperture was within 2% of the maximum signal,
and about 40% was to within 5%. The decay in SQM flux over a 500 day time period, which included one

shipping event, was estimated to be approximately 0.9% every 100 days. The decay for an SQM-II (S/N 004)
over the same time period, but encompassing four shipping events, was approximately 2.2% every 100 days.

The average and standard deviations in the coefficient of variation was used as a stability parameter for the

SQM and SQM-II. Both sources showed a spectral dependence with the greatest stability in the red part of

the spectrum, and the least stability in the blue. The standard deviation in the coefficient of variation was

independent of wavelength for the SQM, but the SQM-II had a noticeable spectral dependence---the reddest

wavelength (775 nm) had a standard deviation approximately half that of the blue wavelengths. Using the

overall averages as generalized metrics for stability, the SQM was more stable than the SQM-II: the overall

average was a factor of three smaller, and the overall standard deviation was an order of magnitude smaller.

8.1 INTRODUCTION

Most SeaWiFS validation campaigns have been on At-

lantic Meridional Transect (AMT) cruises (Aiken et al.

2000), which occur twice a year and involve a transit of the
Atlantic Ocean between Grimsby (UK) and Stanley (Falk-

land Islands) with a port call in Montevideo (Uruguay).
In all of the AMT cruises the SQM was a part of, it was

shipped long distances between the US, the UK, and the

Falkland Islands or Uruguay (also once to South Africa)

with no negative effects on performance both during the
cruise time period and between cruises.

The SQM lamps were changed after its commissioning

to produce a flux level more in keeping with the radiome-
ters being deployed on AMT cruises, but the same lamp

set was used during AMT-5 through AMT-7 (another lamp

change was made after AMT-7 to fine tune the flux levels).
During the design stage of the SQM, there was some con-

troversy about running the lamps below their rated current

(approximately 95% of rating), but there has been no ob-
servable degradation in the performance of the lamps as a

result of this--indeed, they have survived long shipment
routes using a variety of transportation vehicles (trucks,

planes, etc.) on repeated occasions, as well as, the high

vibration environment of a ship.

Figure 30 is a summary of SQM performance during
the AMT-5 through AMT-7 time period (spanning 460

days). It shows the internal blue monitor signal, measured
with the glass fiducial, as a function of time, but presented

as the percent difference with respect to the mean value

for the entire time period. A confirmation of the signal

is given by the R035 radiometer for the 443 nm channel

(which is very similar to the blue internal monitor), and it

very nearly mirrors the internal monitor signal. The two
detectors yield similar decay rates of approximately 0.007%

per day, or approximately 0.25% for a 35-day cruise. This
is an underestimate, however, because the degradation is

due mostly to lamp usage, and this is most significant dur-

ing use, and not during shipping and storage. This is best

seen by looking at the individual cruises, and comparing

them to the laboratory work after AMT-7.
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Fig. 30. The long-term stability of the original

SQM (S000) as measured on a series of AMT cruises
and laboratory exercises.

The stability and behavior of the SQM during AMT-5

was very similar to its performance on AMT-3 when it was

first commissioned for field use (Hooker and Aiken 1998):

the data indicate a stepwise change in the SQM flux level

halfway through the cruise. All three detectors show the

change, and if the three detector signals are averaged to-

gether, the emitted flux of the SQM decreased by approx-

imately 0.87%. The change in flux was due to a partial
short in one of the bulbs which resulted in a 1.2% decrease

in the operating voltage of the lamp. The stability of the

SQM during the periods before and after the change in
light output, as estimated by one standard deviation (la)

in the average of the three internal monitor signals, was to

within 0.60% and 0.53%, respectively.

During AMT-6, the la values of the red, blue, and
white detectors while measuring the glass fiducial were

0.36, 0.46, 0.39%, respectively. The performance of the

SQM during AMT-6 was the best out of all the cruises; no

lamp anomalies were experienced and the standard devi-
ation in the emitted flux was the lowest ever recorded in

the field. The AMT-7 data show a stepwise change halfway

through the cruise, as was seen during AMT-3 and AMT-5.

Although the stability for the entire cruise was very good,
to within -4-0.43% as measured by the blue detector, the

stability improves to +0.38% and =h0.28% if the cruise is

split into a first and second half, respectively.

Lamp performance after AMT-7 in the laboratory was
very similar to that seen during AMT-6: the range of

changes are all within 1% and the la values of the red, blue,

and white detectors while measuring the glass fiducial were

0.xx, 0.yy, 0.zz%, respectively. The SQM is clearly a ro-
bust instrument well suited to the task of calibration mon-

itoring in the field, and is now an integral Component for

quantifying the stability of field radiometers during most
SeaWiFS field campaigns. The long- and short-term sta-

bility of the SQM raises the possibility that this device can
be used for absolute calibrations in the laboratory and in

the field.

8.2 SQM-II APERTURE MAPPING

The original SQM had a design specification for uni-

formity in spectral radiance over the exit aperture of 5%
or less; measurements of a prototype SQM had an aper-

ture uniformity (over the active area viewed by an in-water

OCR-200 sensor) of 4% (Johnson et al. 1998b). The de-

sign objective of the SQM-II was to meet or exceed this

capability. The primary purpose of the SQM-II mapping

experiment was to establish whether or not this objective

was satisfied.

8.2.1 Equipment

The equipment used for mapping an SQM-II (S002)

aperture was as follows:

• Satlantic SQM-II (S002) with the outer shadow col-

lar removed (to expose the exit aperture);

• The xz-mapping radiometer (Y001) with its table,

mount, filter holders, and filters; and

• Alignment laser 05-LHR-201-355.

8.2.2 Procedures

The shadow collar with D-shaped collar adapter plate

was removed, so the entire exit aperture was visible. The

xz-mapping table was mounted directly facing the SQM
with the mapping detector 28 cm from the SQM-II diffuser.

The alignment was done using the laser attached to the

xz-mapper table, such that when the mapping radiometer
was in the central position it would view the center of the

SQM-II aperture.
The broadband filter on the mapping radiometer, with

a 0.5 ° FOV, was mounted on the mapping detector. Dark

data were collected for the SQM-II internal monitors and

the xz-mapping radiometer. The SQM-II warm-up se-

quence was initiated using the low bank of lamps.
After the SQM-II had warmed up, the xz-mapping soft-

ware was used to scan the SQM-II aperture in 5 mm incre-

ments, which took about 8 h. After the low bank illumina-

tion was mapped, the high bank illumination was mapped

using the same procedures.

8.2.3 Results

The homogeneity of the SQM-II for high and low lamp

levels is presented in Figs. 31a and 31b, respectively. Al-

though both illumination levels show a symmetric decay in
flux with respect to the centermost portion of the aperture,

the low lamp level plot shows some small asymmetries.
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Fig. 31. The homogeneity of the SQM-II aperture (with shadow collar removed) for two different lamp

illumination levels: a) high bank and b) low bank. The contours represent percentages of the maximum

detected signal. The central portion of the exit aperture is delimited by the outermost central square, and

the centermost central square represents 25% of the former. The latter encompasses the active viewing area
of an in-water OCR-200 sensor.

The asymmetries appear along a particular x coordinate,
so it is possible the asymmetries are due to positioning er-

rors during the scanning of the exit aperture. The absence
of any similar asymmetries in the high illumination level

data Suggests the asymmetries cannot be due to reflective
inhomogeneities within the light chamber. A malfunction-

ing lamp would not produce an asymmetry confined to a
single axis, so a scanning error is the most likely explana-
tion.

Approximately 25% of the central portion of the exit
aperture is within 2% of the maximum signal (the area
viewed by an above- or in-water OCR-200 sensor), and

about 40% is to within 5%. Although uniformity is an im-

portant requirement for a portable source, stability in the
emitted flux level, both during a single session and between

sessions, is also important. The latter is addressed in the
next section, and the former can be inferred from Fig. 31.

The circular contours in Fig. 31 are a direct indicator of the

stability in the light field during the mapping session--if
the flux levels were not stable, the contours would be dis-
totted and would not be well-formed circles.

8.3 ABSOLUTE SQM CALIBRATION

8.3.1 Equipment

The equipment used for the absolute SQM calibration
measurements was as follows:

• NASA SQM (SO00) with its external control hard-

ware case, NASA SQM-II (S004), SatlanticSQM'IIs

(S001 and S002), and JRC SQM-II (S003);

• The SXR (X00]) with custom mount and digital

voltmeter (V003);

• OCR-200 R035 with DATA-100 (S/N 043);

• Current sources OL83A 96113058 (C002) and 83DS

93200490 (C003);

• Shunt resistor 1551570 (Z001);

• Voltmeter 3146A09840 (V002); and

• Lamp mount, ring mount, plaque mount, four car-

riers, and alignment laser LHRR-055 (S/N 3598-

1592-65).

8.3.2 Procedures:

All radiometers were calibrated before the SQM men-

The absolute calibration of the SQM and SQM--IIs was surements following the procedures given in Chapters 5

made using the SXR and several commercial radiometers, and 6.
with the former being the primary sensor, because it has The SQMs were warmed up while the radiometers were
a NIST absolute calibration, being calibrated. The start of each warm-up session was
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Fig. 32. The RPD values for the temporal evaluation of the absolute calibration of the a) SQM and b)
SQM-II (S/N 004) performed during SIRREX-7. The elapsed time is with respect to the first SQM and

SQM-II measurements executed during SIRREX-7.

staggered, so each SQM had a similar amount of time be-

ing on by the time it was used for a measurement. The

radiometers were measured one at a time at each SQM.

Dark radiometer data were collected first, and while these

data were being taken, fiducial data were recorded at the

SQM. Then the radiometer was mounted to the SQM us-

ing the D-shaped collar and signal data were recorded. The

exception to the latter was the SXR. The SXR was placed

85 cm away from the SQM aperture with the aperture un-

capped.

All radiometers were calibrated after the SQM mea-

surements following the-procedures given in Chapters 5

and 6. The entire process was repeated four times (three

trials were planned, but a malfunctioning radiometer dur-

ing the first trial resulted in the addition of another trial
to be sure all radiometers were measured at least three

times).

8.3.3 Results

The calibrated flux of the portable sources was mea-

sured using the SXR, both during SIRREX-7 and after-

wards during special laboratory sessions at GSFC. From

these data, two different types of diagnostic variables can

be derived. The first involves using the average calibrated

values from SIRREX-7 as a reference, and then calculat-

ing RPD values from the subsequent laboratory sessions

by differencing the new values from the reference and di-

viding by the reference value (as was done in Sect. 3.2.3).

The other diagnostic variable that can be considered is

the coefficient of variation, ((A), defined as the standard

deviation in the measured light signal divided (or normal-

ized) by the average of the signal. A time series of (()_)

can be constructed to investigate the temporal stability of

the emitted flux, because higher standard deviations are

associated with flux instability.

Figure 32 is a plot of the RPD values between the SQM

and SQM-II (S/N 004) for a 250 day time period following

SIRREX-7. The data show differing temporal resolution

for two reasons: a) the SXR was not available for this type

of work after SIRREX-7, because it was scheduled for an-

other activity, and b) the SQM-II was used in several field

campaigns after SIRREX-7, so it was available in between

shipments for very brief periods. The two portable sources

were, therefore, subjected to very different environments--

the SQM was shipped back from SIRREX-7 and stayed in a

laboratory, whereas the SQM-II was shipped back and then
subsequently used in three different international cruises.

The SQM exhibits a small decrease in flux, about 2.4%

on average, as a result of the shipment after SIRREX-7

(Fig. 32a). The largest changes are associated with the

blue wavelengths, which steadily decrease as a function of

time. By the end of the 250 day sequence, the decrease is

9.5% at 412nm, but only 1.0% at 665nm. These decay

values are in keeping with the general stability of halo-

gen lamps which show greater instability in the blue do-

main than in the red domain. Considering average perfor-

mance over the time period this experiment encompasses,
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the SQM decays by approximately 0.9% every 100 days

(one shipping event).

In comparison, the SQM-II exhibits a small increase in

flux, approximately 1.0% on average, as a result of being

shipped back from SIRREX-7 and then from being used

immediately in the field (Fig. 32b). As with the SQM, the

largest changes are associated with the blue wavelengths,

which steadily decrease as a function of time. Initally,

the spread in the spectral values at any one measurement

time is less than for the SQM, but by the end of the time

series, the spread is similar. Considering the average per-

formance over the experimental time period, the SQM-II

decays by approximately 2.2% every 100 days (i.e., four

shipping events).

The average and standard deviations in ((A) for the

SXR measurements of the SQM and SQM-II apertures

during the absolute calibration trials, #(A) and a(A), re-

spectively, are presented in Table 12. Both sources show

a spectral dependence with the greatest stability in the

red part of the spectrum, and the least stability in the

blue. The standard deviation in ((>,) is independent of

wavelength for the SQM, but the SQM-II has a noticeable

spectral dependence--the reddest wavelength (775 nm) has

a standard deviation approximately half that of the blue

wavelengths. Using the overall averages as metrics for sta-

bility (the last line in Table 12), the SQM is more stable
than the SQM-II: the overall average is a factor of three

smaller, and the overall standard deviation is an order of

magnitude smaller.

Table 12. The average (#) and standard deviations

(a) in the coefficient of variation (both in percent)
for the SXR measurements of the SQM and SQM-II
apertures during the absolute calibration trials.

SXR

A [nm]

411.2

441.5

486.9

547.9

661.7

774.8

SQM SQM-n

0.07 0.005

0.04 0.004

0.03 0.004

0.03 0.004

0.03 0.003

0.03 0.005

0.16 0.043

0.15 0.042

0.13 0.035

0.12 0.036

0.10 0.036
0.09 0.022

Average 0.04 0.004 0.13 0.036
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ABSTRACT

A combined uncertainty budget for radiometric calibrations can be constructed from the SIRREX-7 data set.
Although it is comprehensive, it does not address every source of uncertainty at the same level of detail and some

must be considered as approximate. Nonetheless, the care taken in each experiment ensures the uncertainty

estimates are representative of what can be expected if careful metrology and practices are used. Perhaps just as

importantly, the consequences of discrepancies are also well estimated. To provide a range of possible outcomes

in the calibration process, minimum, typical, and maximum uncertainties are computed from the various entries,
which range from 1.1-3.4% and 1.5-6.7% for irradiance and radiance calibrations, respectively. The Satlantic

facility falls somewhere between the minimum and typical values. If an additional (average) 1.0% is included to

account for an unknown bias detected with the lamp and plaque uncertainty experiments (described in Sects. 3.2

and 4.2, and discussed in Sects. 9.2 and 9.5), the uncertainty for Satlantic irradiance calibrations is 1.8%, and
the uncertainty for radiance calibrations is 2.3%.

9.1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter synthesizes the results from the various

SIRREX-7 experiments and discusses the conclusions that

can be drawn from them. The lessons learned are sepa-

rated according to irradiance or radiance calibrations, and

those applicable to both. Not all types of Satlantic sen-

sor were included in SIRREX-7, in fact, the most common
instrument was the model 200 series of radiance and ir-

radiance sensors (Table 7). Most Satlantic instruments

share design commonalities, however, so the results have

some applicability to most instrument classes. An obvious

exception is the difference between single- and multiple-

aperture sensors: the latter have more complicated align-

ment effects, because they have multiple viewing axes.

A summary of the various experiments executed during

SIRREX-7 is presented in Table 13. Although it was not

possible to replicate all the experiments the same num-

ber of times, the primary experiments were executed as

many times as economically feasible to ensure statistical

reliability. Most of the experiments involved the use of all

three principle components of radiometry, source, target,
and detector, so most have results applicable to other ob-

jectives. The material presented here is organized primar-
ily according to the order the experiments were presented

in Chapters 3-8 (some information originally presented in
different chapters was combined into one section).

9.2 LAMP UNCERTAINTIES

The results from the investigations into lamp uncer-

tainties (Sect. 3.2.3) showed a deterministic bias when the
irradiance of the lamps calculated from the SXR measure-
ments of the NIST plaque were compared to the values

supplied with the lamp (Fig. 5). Each component of the
experiment has an uncertainty on the order of 1%, and

given another (maximum) 1% from mechanical setup un-
certainties, the range of uncertainty seen with the so-called

trusted lamps is within the quadrature sum of these com-
ponents, that is, the approximately 2% uncertainty in the

blue part of the spectrum is very close to v_.

The spectral dependence in SXR uncertainties is ap-
proximately 0.5% (Johnson et al. 1998a), with maximal un-
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Table 13. A summaryoftheexperimentsexecutedduringSIRREX-7.Thetotalnumberoftrials,NT, is the
number of experimental replications times the number of devices tested for whatever part of the experiment was
being varied (e.g., for plaque uncertainties, the targets were varied). The stability of of eacg source was checked
by recording any power supply voltages and, in some cases, by measuring the emitted flux with a monitoring
sensor (rightmost column). Note the SQMs have internal detectors for this purpose.

Section and Name NT Source(s) Target(s) Detector(s) Monitor

3.2 Lamp Uncertainties 30 L000-L009 T005 X001 R035

3.3 Calibration Comparison 2 L007, L010

3.4 Lamp Repeatability 30 L000-L009 T001 X001 R035

4.2 Plaque Uncertainties 21 L003 T001-T007 X001 R035

4.3 Plaque Uniformity 3 L000, W005 T001 Y001
4.4 Bidirectional Effects 7 L003 T001-T007 X001

5.2 Radiance Repeatability 33 L008 T001 R035, R036, R067 I121
5.3 Ambient Measurements 12 L008, L003 T001 R035, R036, R067, X001 I121

6.2 IrradianceRepeatability 33 L009 I040, I050, I097 I121
6.3 Ambient Measurements 9 L009 I040, I050, I097 I121

7.2 Rotation Effects 5 L009 T001, T004 R035, P002, R064, X001, I040 I121
7.3 Polarization Effects 4 L009 T001, T004 R035, P002, R06/I, X001 I121

8.2 SQM-II Aperture Mapping 2 S002 Y001

8.3 Absolute SQM Calibration 12 S000-S004 R035, X001

certainties in the blue domain and minimal in the red (the

average uncertainty is about 0.7%). Lamp uncertainties

beyond those assigned to the lamp calibration (position-
ing, current stability, etc.) can have a spectral component,
but the lamp repeatability experiments (Sect. 3.4) showed

these were small (less than 0.2%), except for L005 which

was unseasoned and not a trusted lamp (Fig. 8). Similar

arguments can be made for the use of the NIST plaque, so
the expected uncertainty curve for realizing the irradiance

of a lamp using the NIST plaque and the (NIST) SXR is
that the uncertainties would not show a strong spectral

dependence. Figure 5 shows they clearly do, so there must
be a bias above and beyond the SXR uncertainties.

Scattered light might explain the spectral dependence,

because it is frequently hard to control in the lamp and

plaque setup and can easily have a spectral component.
The baffling in the Satlantic calibration facility is state of
the art: the wall and ceiling paint, as well as the curtain

partitions, were carefully selected and especially black. Al-

though extensive experimentation to assess scattered light
contributions was not executed, the ambient measurements

(Sects. 5.3.3 and 6.3.3) indicated the scattered light contri-
butions Were small and spectrally independent for most of

the visible spectrum (less than 0.2%); the only significant
contributions were in the near:infrared (about 1.0%).

There are distance issues that are also relevant to the

bias result. The SXR was sufficiently far from the plaque to

ensure the entrance pupil was completely filled (which was

verified by looking through the SXR boresight). The lamp-

to-plaque distance was not varied for these experiments,
but a partial inquiry into the importance of this was ex-

amined (Sect. 4.3). For the standard 1.3 m lamp-to-plaque
distance and the narrow FOV of the SXR, this should have

contributed less than 1% uncertainty (Fig. 13b).

In conclusion, the iamp uncertainty data identify a sys-

tematic bias that is on the order of the contributing uncer-

tainties, but do not fully explain it, because the spectral

properties are not the same. The spectral bias can be es-

timated using the average RPDs in Fig. 5 for the trusted

lamps: The results of rem0vingthe bias from all the data

are shown in Fig. 33.
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Fig. 33. The average RPDs between the experi-

mental lamp irradiances versus those provided with

the lamp, but with the bias (solid lines from Fig. 5)

removed. The bullet symbols correspond to the

lamp codes given in Table 5, i.e., 0 for L000, 1 for

L001, etc. The darkened bullets correspond to the

trusted lamps.
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The net RPD values for the trusted lamps in Fig. 33

are well distributed around zero with the largest variance

in the blue part of the spectrum which decreases to small
values in the red domain. The other lamps still form the

outer range of variance, which is maximal in the blue and
minimal in the red.

9.3 CALIBRATION COMPARISON

The uncertainty of Optronic calibrations with respect

to NIST is supposed to be within 1.0%. The results of the
calibration comparison (Sect. 3.3) show an average inter-

comparison between the NIST and Optronic calibration of

F-550 (L010) was 1.3%, which is not in agreement with this

specification. The results also showed very little spectral
dependence in the calibration (usually less than -t-0.2%

with respect to the average). This was an improvement
over an earlier exercise with F-409 (L007) wherein a) Op-

tronic procedures had to be improved to meet the speci-
fication, and b) a spectral dependence was clearly present

(particularly in the shortest wavelengths). Unfortunately,
it was also a degradation with respect to the earlier exercise

which achieved agreement with NIST at the 0.8% level. If
the two exercises are taken together, it seems likely that

Optronic can meet the 1.0% spectification.

9.4 REPEATABILITY

Three types of repeatability experiments were executed
during SIRREX-7: a) lamp use, b) radiance sensor calibra-

tion, and c) irradiance sensor calibration. The former is
particularly important, because lamps are used for both

types of calibrations at Satlantic.
Lamp repeatability (Sect. 3.4) was investigated by cy-

cling 10 lamps through the radiance calibration process
as measured with the SXR. The repeatability in radiance

calibrations (Sect. 5.2) involved cycling three OCR-200 ra-
diometers through the calibration process without chang-
ing anything associated with the lamp or plaque. The irra-

diance repeatability experiments (Sect. 6.2) were executed

by cycling three OCI-200 sensors through the calibration
process without altering anything with the FEL lamp.

The lamp repeatability experiments allow for the quan-
tification of several important and combined uncertainties:

a) power supply stability, b) lamp positioning, and c) lamp

stability. The results (Fig. 8) show only the latter con-
tributes at a significant level. For all the lamps tested,

the uncertainty associated with these factors was less than
0.2% with the exception of (L005) which exhibited uncer-

tainties as large as 0.5% in the blue domain. This lamp was

not seasoned (i.e., not burned for 50h before being used
as a calibration standard), and unseasoned lamps usually

exhibit larger flux variations at shorter wavelengths.
The results of the radiance and irradiance sensor re-

peatability experiments are a direct indicator of uncertain-

ties associated with a) power supply stability, b) lamp sta-

bility, and c) radiometer alignment. The combined uncer-
tainties for these elements during radiance calibrations was

less than 0.2% (Fig. 16), and the average across all wave-

lengths was less than 0.1%. The results for the irradiance

trials (Fig. 22) had an overall uncertainty of approximately

0.2% (with some large excursions in the individual sensors

as high as almost 0.5%).
For Satlantic calibrations, all three repeatability exper-

iments indicated a similar combined uncertainty as long as

the lamp being used was properly seasoned: approximately

0.2% on average, with a maximum uncertainty of 0.5%.

9.5 PLAQUE UNCERTAINTIES

The lamp uncertainty data (Sect. 3.2) identified a sys-

tematic bias (Fig. 5) that was on the order of the contribut-

ing uncertainties, but did not fully explain it. The spectral

bias was estimated using the average RPDs in Fig. 5 for the

trusted lamps. The plaque uncertainty data (Sect. 4.2), in-

dependently realized (Fig. 10), show the same amplitude
and form for the bias. The NIST plaque (T005) was used

in both experiments, so the data corresponding to when

the same lamp was used with this plaque can be used to

further investigate the bias (Fig. 34).
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Fig. 34. The average RPD values for the T005
plaque illuminated with L003 (F-539) during the

lamp (open circles) and plaque (closed circles) un-
certainty experiments. The solid line is a least-

squares fit to the data which has a coefficient of
determination of R 2 = 0.966.

The Fig. 34 data show excellent agreement (the average

difference between the two data sets is less than 0.4%), so

whatever bias was present in the experimental procedures,

it was well quantified by the T005 plaque uncertainty tri-

als. The average RPD values between the experimental

reflectances and those provided with the plaques (Fig. 10),
but with the values from T005 used as a reference and
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removedfromthedata,is presentedin Fig.35.Thedif-
ferencebetweentheotherplaquesandT005providesan
unbiasedestimateofthepercentagreementof thecalibra-
tionoftheseplaqueswithrespecttoNIST.Ignoringtheold
(T003),gray(T007),anddamaged(T004)plaques,which
werealreadydiscussed(Sect.4.2.3),theremaining(white)
plaquesshowgoodagreementwith respectto T005,but
thereisastrongspectraldependence:approximately1.1%
in theblue,0.8%in thegreen,0.5%in thered,and0.2%in
thenearinfrared.Theoverallaveragedifferenceisabout
0.7%,whichalongwith theindividualspectraldifferences,
iswellwithinthe1_5%uncertaintyspecifiedbyLabsphere.
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Fig. 35. The average RPDs between the exper-

imental reflectances and those provided with the

plaques (Fig. 10), but with the values from T005

used as a reference and removed. The bullet sym-

bols correspond to the target codes given in Table 6,
i.e., 1 for T001, 2 for T002, etc. The darkened bul-

lets correspond to T005. The dashed lines delimit

the overall performance of the plaques.

9.6 PLAQUE UNIFORMITY

The plaque uniformity experiments (Sect. 4.3) were de-

signed to provide maps of the emitted flux from an FEL
standard lamp at varying distances from the lamp, but ob-

viously reflected off a Spectralon plaque. Nonetheless, they

are applicable to both radiance and irradiance calibration

problems if the sensor is only calibrated in a single session

(i.e., each channel is not centered separately in a series of
calibrations, so each channel is always looking at the same

portion of the emitted light field). The reason both sen-

sor types can be considered is the plaque approximates a

lambertian surface, so the resulting map of the surface is a

two-dimensional picture of the emitted flux at the calibra-

tion plane (i.e., the plaque or the irradiance sensor) and at

a particular illumination distance.

The plaque uniformity maps in Fig. 13 show that sensor
orientation during calibration for multi-aperture radiome-

ters is an important parameter. For the typical illumi-

nation distance of 1.3m (Fig. 13b), a randomly oriented
channel within a multi-aperture sensor would view and,

thus, integrate, different portions of the light patterns at

the calibration plane. This problem is a function of the

distance between the lamp and the calibration plane, as
well as the FOV of the sensor. For the former, sensor ori-

entation becomes increasingly important as the distance

between the lamp and calibration plane decreases. Simi-

larly, as the FOV of the sensor decreases, changes in ori-

entation will result in larger discrepancies in the detected
signal, because the asymmetries in the light patterns will

become more apparent.

The large gradients in the 0.5 m plot (Fig. 13a) versus

the more gradual gradients in the 1.3m plot (Fig. 13b),
suggest that radiance calibrations should be done with a

lamp-to-plaque distance of 1.0 m or more (taking into ac-

count saturation and FOV issues if necessary). It is im-
portant to remember, however, that for irradiance calibra-

tions, the calibration takes place at a mechanical point de-

fined in the calibration process (usually 0.5 m). The shape

of the gradients and the asymmetry in the z-axis also in-
dicates the lamp is best modeled as a linear array of point

sources and not as a solitary point source.

9.7 BIDIRECTIONAL EFFECTS

The importance of bidirectional effects during plaque

calibrations of radiance sensors (Sect. 4.4) was not com-

prehensively explored, but the results (Fig. 14) point to

some important aspects of how multi-aperture radiome-
ters are frequently calibrated. Although most cal-ibrations

take place using the same rail (at Satlantic, the same rail

is always used and the sensor is always oriented the same
way by ensuring the serial number is in the same orien-

tation), there are occasions when different rails are used.

Changing rails will necessarily result in a new orientation
of the radiometer with respect to the plaque if a compen-

sating change is not implemented in the sensor orienta-

tion scheme, particularly for a multi-aperture sensor. This

change can occur either by accident or design, so some
understanding of the importance of this effect is needed.

The plaque is illuminated by a lamp, and the plaque

uniformity results (Sect. 4.3) showed asymmetries in the
light distribution on the plaque, so a primary contribu-

tor to any difference in using the +45 ° or -45 ° rail is

expected to be the result of illumination inhomogeneities.

The Fig. 14 data show the plaque that was not translated

to compensate for the multi-aperture sensors, T005, ex-
hibited small positive and negative spectral differences be-

tween the two rails, approximately 0.3% (using absolute

differences). In this case, the SXR viewed very similar

spots on the plaque, and there is no appreciable evidence
for a bidirectional effect--the small uncertainty is within

the operational uncertainties already quantified.
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ThewhiteSpectralonplaquesthathadnotbeendam-
agedorresurfaced,buthadbeen_translated,showedadif-
ferenceofapproximately0.8%.Thislevelofuncertaintyis
ontheorderoftheexpecteddifferenceforviewingaplaque
with an x-axis offset of approximately ll0mm from two

different sides (Fig. 13b) combined with the usual opera-
tional uncertainties. The two plaques that had been either

damaged or resurfaced exhibited a slightly larger difference

of 1.2%, approximately 0.5% of this uncertainty is proba-

bly due to bidirectional differences. In this case, the cause

is most likely differences in damage and scratching between

the two sides of the plaque.

The gray plaque had a unique behavior with respect to

the white plaques, as well as the largest average difference

in the bidirectional experiment, about 2.1%. There were

no known defects or damage for this plaque, so given the

rationale and results developed with the other plaques, it

appears that approximately 1.0% can be attributed to bidi-

rectional effects. Gray plaques are doped and are not as

lambertian as white plaques, so a quantifiable bidirectional

effect is expected.

9.8 AMBIENT MEASUREMENTS

The normal Satlantic calibration procedure is to use

dark measurements to remove voltage biases from detector

signal levels. The calibration equation is based on direct
illumination and direct viewing, so indirect or stray light

sources represent a corruption of the process. Ambient

and dark measurements were compared for the estimation

of bias voltages using three OCR-200 sensors and the SXR

(Sect. 5.3), as well as three OCI-200 sensors (Sect. 6.3).
The OCR-200 and OCI-200 trials were also used to mea-

sure the importance of secondary reflections from the cal-

ibration apparatus, in this case, an alignment laser that

was positioned along the lalmp illumination axis.

Stray light contributions to the calibration process were
smaller for irradiance sensors (always less than 0.1%) than

for radiance sensors (a little more than 0.1% on average).

If proper baffling is installed, as was the objective at the

Satlantic facility (Fig. 2), stray light contributions can be

kept to a negligible level (remembering here the limitations

of the experiments conducted and that an unknown bias

was seen in the lamp and plaque uncertainty trials). Stray

light was mostly spectrally independent except for elevated
uncertainties in the near-infrared part of the spectrum (al-

most as high as 0.4%).

The consequences of ignoring secondary reflections on

the calibration process, which can also be considered within

the requirements of proper baffling the calibration work

space, were more variable. For the SXR, which has a nar-

row FOV, the extra uncertainty was less than 0.1% except
in the near-infrared where it was almost 1.0%. For irradi-

ance sensors, secondary reflections were largest in the blue

part of the spectrum (almost 0.2%), although, the range
in variations was similar.

9.9 ROTATION &: POLARIZATION

Two experiments were conducted to estimate the rota-

tion sensitivity of radiance and irradiance sensors during

the calibration process. Rotational uncertainties for radi-

ance sensors were usually less than 1%, with single and

multiple aperture systems having average rotational un-
certainties of 0.2-0.3% and 0.4-0.9%, respectively. The

largest rotational uncertainties were for a narrow FOV
in-air OCR-200 sensor. The rotational uncertainty for

a multi-aperture irradiance sensor was 0.7% on average,

which was in close agreement with the multiple aperture

radiance sensor.

The most significant aspect of the rotational results is

the sensitivity of a narrow FOV multi-aperture sensor to
rotational effects. The projected FOV for a narrow FOV

sensor traces out a relatively small area across the plaque,

whereas a large FOV sensor necessarily traces out a large
area. The smaller the area, the greater the likelihood that

the sensor will detect lamp illumination inhomogeneities

in the plaque (Sect. 4.3) as it is rotated.

The polarization results showed the Satlantic radiome-
ters have an average polarization parameter below the 2%

design objective (Mueller and Austin 1995), but some wave-

lengths exceed this. For the OCR-200 sensors, polarization
values above 2% were seen in the oluest wavelengths, but

for the OCR-2000 sensor, excessive values were seen in

the reddest wavelengths. The SXR was the only sensor

with mirrors, and the average polarization parameter was
a little above 4.5%, with almost no spectral dependence

(except at the bluest wavelength).

9.10 PORTABLE SOURCES

The experiments concerned with mapping the homo-

geneity of the SQM-II exit aperture (Sect. 8.2) showed ap-

proximately 25% of the central portion was within 2% of

the maximum signal (the area viewed by an above- or in-
water OCR-200 sensor), and about 40% was to within 5%

(Fig. 31). These results are within the design specifica-
tions of the SQM-II and the documented capabilities of

the original SQM (Johnson et al. 1998b).

Although the use of portable sources to monitor the

stability of radiometers in the field was the primary objec-

tive in producing the SQM, a more powerful application

of this technology would be its use as an absolute calibra-

tion source. The results of Sect. 8.3.3 (Fig. 32) show the

emitted flux for both the SQM and SQM-II is very sta-

ble (Table 17), although the SQM was more stable, and
the degradation over time is gradual (when it is in the

laboratory)--shipping events might cause episodic shifts.
The average decays per 100 days for the SQM and SQM-II

were on the order of 0.9% and 2.2%, respectively. These

values are from the SXR external monitoring of the de-

vices. In neither case have the internal monitoring data

been used as a possible correction source.
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9.11 SUMMARY

A combined uncertainty budget for radiometric cali-
brations can be constructed from the SIRREX-7 data set.

Although it is comprehensive, it does not address every

source of uncertainty at the same level of detail, e.g., the

effects of not centering each channel of a multi-aperture ra-

diometer during calibration was not comprehensively con-

sidered, and some must be considered as approximate.
Nonetheless, sufficient care was taken at all levels of the

experimental process to ensure the uncertainty estimates
are at representative of what can be expected if careful

metrology and practices are adhered to. Perhaps just as

importantly, the consequences of discrepancies are also well
estimated. A summary of the uncertainty sources applica-

ble to the SIRREX-7 activities are presented in Table 14.

Table 14. The estimated uncertainties in irradi-

ance (E) and radiance (L) calibrations as deter-
mined from the SIRREX-7 experiments. The un-

certainties are ranked as primary, secondary, or ter-
tiary sources based on the difficulty of reducing the
size of the uncertainty--tertiary sources are easier
to reduce than secondary sources, etc.

Source of Uncertainty

NIST Lamp Standard []

Secondary Lamp Standard []

Excessive Lamp Age []

Excessive Lamp Wear []

Positioning Discrepancies []
Unseasoned Lamp []

Low Operating Currentt []

Mechanical Setup []

Rotational Discrepancies []

Alignment Discrepancies []

Inadequate Baffling []

NIST Plaque Standard []

Secondary Plaque Standard []

Excessive Plaque Age []
Excessive Plaque Wear []

Non-White (Doped) Plaque []

[] Minimum Quadrature Sum

[] [] Typical Quadrature Sum

[] [] [] Maximum Quadrature Sum

E L

1.0 1.0

+1.0 +1.0

+1.0 +1.0
+2.0 +2.0

+1.5 +1.5

+0.5 +0,5

+1.0 +1.0
0.5 0.5

+0.5 +O.5

+O.5 +O.5

+0.5 +O.5
1.0

+1.0

+2.0

+4.O

+2.0

1.1 1.5

2.3 2.7

3.4 6.3

Based on one lamp with a Hoffman calibration.

The uncertainty sources listed in Table 14 are general-

ized entries. Although some match the experiments that

were directly executed during SIRREX-7, others are com-

bined or estimated from a variety of trials or experiences,

and others are simply specified by NIST. In all cases, rea-

sonable averages (or upper limits) are presented rather

than worst case possibilities. In all likelihood, dedicated
efforts can be undertaken to reduce some of the entries

at a particular site, but others represent state-of-the-art
achievements which some facilities will have a hard time

reproducing.

To provide a range of possible outcomes in the calibra-
tion process, minimum, typical, and maximum quadrature

sums (the square root of the sum of the squares) are com-
puted from the various entries. The Satlantic facility falls

somewhere between the minimum and typical quadrature

sums--all of the primary sources, and some of the sec-

ondary sources, are applicable to calculating a final uncer-

tainty budget for the Satlantic facility. If an additional

(average) 1.0% is included to account for the unknown

bias seen with the lamp and plaque uncertainty experi-

ments (Sects. 3.2 and 4.2, respectively) above and beyond
the SXR uncertainty, the uncertainty for Satlantic irradi-

ance calibrations is 1.8%, and the uncertainty for radiance
calibrations is 2.3%.

There are some other lessons learned during SIRREX-7
that do not fit neatly into the presentation of the uncer-

tainty experiments, so they are recounted here:

1. V-blocks are more efficient and reliable than ring

mounts, in terms of being able to rapidly set up or

reproduce the alignment of a radiometer.

2. D-shaped collars (Fig. 3), or some other scheme that

allows for reproducible mounting and angular ori-

entation of the radiometer, is a needed part of the

calibration process (particularly for multi-aperture

sensors).

3. The baffling in the Satlantic calibration facility is

very well designed, but it was still possible to have
quantifiable effects from improperly baffled ancil-

lary equipment.

Although the effect for the latter was small over the visible

part of the spectrum, it was a Clear demonstration Of how

attention to detail is a recurring requirement when working

at the 1% uncertainty level.
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APPENDICES

A. SIRREX-7 Science Team

Appendix A

SIRREX- 7 Science Team

The SIRREX-7 science team members are presented alphabet-

ically.
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GLOSSARY

Analog-to-Digital

Alternating Current
Atlantic Meridional Transect

The Third AMT (cruise)
American Standard Code for Information In-

terchange

BidirectionalReflectance DistributionFunction

Calibration Evaluation and Radiometric Test-

ing

Center for Hydro-Optics and Remote Sensing

(Satlantic)Data (acquisition)Series100 (unit)
Direct Current

Device Under Test

DigitalVoltmeter

Not an acronym, but a lamp designator.
Fast Fourier Transform

Full Angle Field of View

Field of View

Full-Width at Half-Maximum

Greenwich Mean Time

Goddard Space Flight Center

High EfficiencyParticleArrestor

Joint Research Centre

Marine Optical Buoy

National Aeronautics and Space Administra-

tion

Formerly, the Nippon ElectricCorporation.

National Instituteof Standards and Technol-

ogy
NSD Normalized Standard Deviation
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0CI-200

OCR-200

OCR-250

OCR- 1000

OCR-2000

OCTS

PC

PCR

PTFE

RPD

RSMAS

s/N
SatView

SDY

SeaARCS

SeaLaMP

SeaWiFS

SIMBIOS

SIRREX

SIRREX- 1

SIRREX-2

SIRREX-3

SIRREX-4

SIRREX-5

SIRREX-6

SIRREX-7

SQM

SQM-II
SXR

T/N

UPS

Ocean Color Irradiance Series 200 (sensor)

Ocean Color Radiance Series 200 (sensor)

Ocean Color Radiance Series 250 (sensor)

Ocean Color Radiance Series 1000 (sensor)

Ocean Color Radiance Series 2000 (sensor)

Ocean Color and Temperature Sensor (Japan)

Personal Computer

Percent Contribution Ratio

Polytetrafluoroethylene

Relative Percent Difference

Rosenstiel School (or Marine and Atmospheric
Science

Serial Number

The Satlantic data acquisition and visualiza-

tion software package.

Sequential Day of the Year

SeaWiFS Advanced Radiometer Control Sys-
tem

SeaWiFS Lamp Monitoring and Parlor/nonce
Sea-viewing Wide Field-of-view Sensor

Sensor Intercomparison and Merger for Biolog-

ical and Interdisciplinary Ocean Studies

SeaWiFS Intercalibration Round-Robin Exper-
iment

The First SIRREX (July 1992)

The Second SIRREX (June 1993)

The Third SIRREX (September 1994)

The Fourth SIRREX (May 1995)

The Fifth SIRREX (July 1996)

The Sixth SIRREX (August-December 1997)

The Seventh SIRREX (March 1999)

SeaWiFS Quality Monitor

The Second Generation SQM

SeaWiFS Transfer Radiometer

Temporary (identification) Number

Uninterruptable Power Supply

As,_(,X)

d

Ds,D(2,)

E(A)

Ea(A)
50

EL_D(29
Ecal/A_

L3k )

cal
EL,D(,_)

SYMBOLS

The average voltage measured during the ambient

measurement for sensor S_D.

The spectral calibration coefficient for irradiance

sensor SID.

The spectral calibration coefficient for radiance sen-

sor SID.

The average of the spectral calibration coefficients

[or sensor SID.

The standard deviation in the spectral calibration

coefficients for sensor SIP.

The distance from the lamp to the plaque (usually

measured in centimeters).

The average dark voltage level measured for sensor

SID.

Spectral irradiance.

Spectral downward irradiance.

The spectral irradiance of lamp LxSg (at 50cm).

The calibrated lamp irradianee supplied with lamp
L003.

The calibrated spectral irradiance supplied with

lamp LID.

The calibrated spectral irradiance supplied by NIST

for lamp LID.

E_(_)
i A sequehtial index.

ID The identification code

LID

L(A)
LmaxfA 0_

SI D '_ , /

L =_" (A O)
SID _

-XI
LTI D (A)

L+x1T,Dif')

X_
LT, D (A)

L_(A)

Lw(_)
N

NT

No

Psm (_' O)

RT7()_)
ca.]

X1
RTI D (A)

Sm

ti

T7

Tm

_s,_ (,_)

_'g2(2,)

X

Y

Z

0_1

_(_)
5tzD (2_, ti)

X1

TIDal

The calibrated spectral irradiance supplied by Op-

tronic for lamp LID.

Spectral upwelling irradiance.

for a lamp, plaque, sensor,

code.

measured during a 360 ° ro-

etc.

The lamp identification

Spectral radiance.

The maximum radiance

tation of sensor SID.

The minimum radiance measured during a 360 _ ro-

tation of sensor SID.

The SXR (X1) spectral radiance measurements of

plaque Tm on the -45 ° rail.

The SXR (X1) spectral radiance measurements of

plaque TIp on the +45 ° rail.

The SXR (X1) spectral radiance measurements of
plaque _D-

Spectral upwelling radiance.

The spectral water-leaving radiance.

The number of replicate trials for a particular sen-
sor.

The total number of trials.

The number of angular positions.

The polarization parameter for sensor SID.

The spectral reflectance to plaque T007.

The calibrated reflectance supplied with plaque TIp.

The reflectance of plaque Tm calculated from SXR

(X1) measurements.

The sensor identifcation number.

The trial number.

The (abbreviated) target identification number for

plaque T007.

The target identification number.

The average spectrM calibration voltage for sensor
SID.

The average voltage measured while viewing the

lamp with the laser covered.

The abscissa (or horizontal coordinate) coordinate
perpendicular to the illumination axis.

The ordinate coordinate (along the illumination

axis).

The vertical coordinate.

Carrier alignment parameter for calibration table 1

during 22.5 ° plaque rotation.

Carrier alignment parameter for calibration table 2

during 22.5 ° plaque rotation.

Carrier alignment parameter for calibration table 1

for on-axis plaque illumination.

Carrier alignment parameter for calibration table 2

for on-axis plaque illumination.

The spectral RPD.

The RPD between two different calibrations of lamp
Lm.

The spectra/ RPD between the reflectances calcu-

lated from the SXR (X1) measurements and the

reflectances supplied with plaque Tin.

The spectral RPD between the reflectances calcu-

lated from the SXR (X1) measurements of plaque
Tm on the +45 ° and -45 ° calibration rails.
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-X1
_r,D(A)

8

¢(A)

xl ,A_
LID i )

"Xl

_x,,(a)
#L,D(A)

U

_(_)
Xl

,mb
Xs,_ (A)

rnin
Xs,D(_)

rati°'A 8"
XS,D t , )

The average RPD between the refiectances calcu-
lated from the SXR (X1) measurements and the

reflectances supplied with plaque Tin.

The angular coordinate.

The NSD (or coefficient of variation) defined as the

standard deviation in the measured light signal di-

vided (or normalized) by the average of the signal.

The spectral NSD for SXR measurements (X1) of

lamp LID.

The average spectral NSD for SXR measurements

(X1) of lamp LID.
The spectral NSD in the calibration coefficients for

sensor SID.

Wavelength.

The average NSD.

The spectral average in SXR (X1) measurements of

lamp LID.

The standard deviation.

The standard deviation in NSD.

The spectral standard deviation in SXR (X1) mea-

surements of lamp LID.

The PCR of ambient light on a radiance calibration

for sensor SID.

The PCR of laser reflections on a radiance calibra-

tion for sensor SID.

The maximum value of r_ti .....
XSzD _._, v).

ratio
The minimum value of XSID (A, 8).

The PCR of sensor response at a particularangle 8

with respect to the average from a full360 ° rotation

of sensor SID.

The PCR of Sensor rotation forsensor SID.
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